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many ladies present. He did not
propose to discuss State issues, extol the
Republican candidates for State offices or
He
decry their Democratic opponents.
wouldn't say anything against the Democrats because lots of good Democrats are
going to vote the Republican ticket this
year. He proposed to talk about whether
we should continue in power the
Republican
party, which knows how to govern this
country, and which has the courage, the
intelligence and the experience to do it, or
whether the Democratic party shall rule,
without experience excepting for one single
Dolly Varden piece of legislation, the Wilson bill.
The Republicans, if continued
in power, propose to retain the protective tariff which has brought great prosI perity to the
country, and to see that every
dollar that is minted is as good as any
other dollar in the world and equal in value
to the very best dollar in the world. It says
that it will legislate in the interest of the
American commerce, that it will restore to
the oceans of the world the American flag
and the American merchant marine. It tells
you that it will not surrender any country
which it has honestly acquired ami that it
will not haul down any flag which it has
deliberately raised over any island of the
sea.
The Democratic party has a platform,
too, and it is the wickedest platform I ever
saw or read.
It reaches out with its fingers
in every possible bad direction to secure
votes, and for no other purpose. This platform is completely filled up with “isms"—
socialism, anarchism, populism, and if you
can think of any more isms add them to the
list. It appeals to all the bad passions of
men and finishes off by saying that “if
you
will give us a chance we will give you a
dollar worth fifty cents on the dollar with
which you can pay off your debts to your
neighbors." A bribe to vote the Democratic
ticket, that’s just what it is. It says to you
that it will lay this great country down
alongside Patagonia and other miserable
little free silver countries. How do you like
to
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AN OPEN LETTER
f

Disabled Civil War Veteran of
Monmouth indorsing Congressman Iturleigh’s Work for tlie 3rd Maine District
and His I'nfailing Care ami Attention for
Grand Army Men.
I'oiu

a

The following letter was published, Aug.
4th, in the Gardiner Reporter-Journal:
Editor ok Rki’ortkr-.Ioi rn al :
In
connection with the resolutions adopted by
the U. V. V. of your city, which 1 have
seen, criticising Governor Rurleigh’s action
in the matter of the appointment of the
postmaster at Gardiner, I wish to sa\ that
the old soldiers of this district never* have
had and never will have a more devoted or
more persistent friend at
Washington. No
man in Congress has ever been more industrious in the furtherance of their interests
or prompter in
responding to their calls.
The pension department is conducted according to certain established rules of procedure ami evidence.
No case can be successful, however worthy it ma\ be, unless
it is able to fulfill these departmental reCnless they are met, it is not
quirements.
within the power of any member of Conto
secure their favorable consideragress
tion. It is within the power, however, of a
member of Congress to advise and aid the
old soldier in many ways, and all that it is
in the power of any living man to do in
furthering the interests of his soldier const it in*nts has heen done and is being done
1)> Governor Burleigh. In him the soldiers
•d this district have not only a true friend,
but one who is an untiring worker in t-lic
furtherance of their interests.
lie is
prompt and efficient, never putting otf 'till
to-morrow any matter that should he done
to-day. and by his genial bearing, uniform
courtesy and straightforward methods, has
made as many friends at the pension department. where lie is a welcome visitor, as
any member of ( 'ongress.
Mr. Burleigh is the only man who has
ever represented this district
jn Congress
who has undertaken to keep *a complete
record of every pension ease in the furtherance of which his assistance has been asked. The clerical vork alone involved in
this undertaking must have been a large
drain upon the time of a man with so many
and varied interests to look after, and yet j
to this methodical way of handling such
j
matters, this close-and constant mastering of
details. 1 attribute no small part of his
's
to
defeatespci'ially
notable siiceess in achieving results for the
n
n; to create the new
veterans of his district.
uiidii";.
the members
1 am only one of a hundred whom he has
are working within the
helped, and 1 merely state the facts of my
I•• >1 itic:iI party t" which personal experience {o show how close and
y belong and will not at- constant has been his devotion to the soldier interests in his distriot.
noil political party.
I will introduce myself briefly to your
readers In stating that 1 left Monmouth for
I i> .1 unanimous vote m Wisconsin, in is.v>. and returned in lsqx. I
! tin- Boston A Maine was a member of tin- Maine House of Representatives from
lsy.'t.
Durmeeting at Laurence, ing the Rebellion IMonmonthin
was Captain of Co. II of
tlie purchase of the the 40th Wisconsin Volunteers.
:c; usetts Uailroad'sdo. non
In the spring of IsoT, 1 was stricken with
terred stock at *o.-> per paralysis, since which time I have been
ed.
The total number obliged to have the constant attendance of a
nurse, and my occupation has been within
",is
i I'.'.i.ii-tg.dobn \Y.
-eutli Beach, who has al- the limits of a wheelchair. On .lime 12,
a
Yale I'niversity most of isi'7, few days prior to his first election to
Congress, I made an urgent appeal to Govthe building of the new ernor
Burleigh to aid me in my distress.
■■■I. has just presented Yale His response was prompt and to the point,
fur s.'i.ooo as a fund for for two days after lie wrote that if he had
note debating in Yale imi- “an invitation to go to Washington,’’ he
would give my matter his earnest personal
tator William Stewart of
lecided to vote for I’resi- attention. From that day down to the day of
final success he pursued the case with all
Senator stewart left
y.
the energy lie possessed. At his request,
m party because of his opDr. Ghidings of Gardiner was detailed by
:e gold standard.Ten
the commissioner of pensions to examine
will be the loss as the me at my home. From that time on until
••st tires in Colorado and
my pension was allowed, 1 was in constant I
*1 eneral Tims.
II.
Ilub- correspondence with Governor Burleigh. j
be the man most likely Hvery reasonable man knows that these ;
1
"bis 1’. Huntington in the claims necessarily move very slowly at the
bureau, but, through the pressing
1 the numerous Southern pension
importunities of our congressman the case
mies. as well as in the exe- was finally decided and 1 was allowed the I
"t the other vast enter- full captain's pension of s72 per month,
'd he had been the practi- i with a large amount of back pay.
No one not similarly situated can undernominal head.
(! eneral
stand the feeling of gratitude and relief
-ixty years old, a native of which 1 felt
on receiving the news from
Maine, and graduate of Governor Burleigh
of this result.
In the
A irangements are under
following June, I received a letter from the
.lding of a great Sunday congressman informing me that, while at
-ness at
Buffalo. X. Y., in the bureau of pensions, looking over some
with the Pan
American claims, including my own, he had become
Hon. Alanson W. Beard, satisfied that 1 was clearly entitled to a
•
tor of the port of Bos- much larger amount of back pay than was
allow ed me, and, upon his request, I made
few years ago one of the an
application to the commissioner for a
in Massachusetts politics,
careful review of the case, with the result
home on Newbury street, that in the following July I was allowed
uv eet an idea of what we over $000 additional
back'pay. Doubtless
this error would have remained undiscover:.c for flowers in this eouned to this day, except for the careful and
< stated, as ascertained by
ntelligent inspection of all the papers by
iral department, that the
iGovernor Burleigh.
of flowers sold annually is
In this connection I desire to add that
t which im.ono.oon goes for
probably more than one-half of the claims
■".non for carnations, *70,000
for pensions are rejected for lack of proof
iiio.ooo for chrystlienniins, that the claimant's disability originated in
'■'t for flowers of various the service. No claimant can secure a penI'idies for the construction sion without sufficient proof to bring the
within the laws of Congress and the
olway from tl e Straits of case
of the bureau of pensions. But
lisburg have been granted regulations
with sufficient evidence ana with the coni‘ 1 iuii
and Nova Scotia govgressman representing the district where
theCajie Breton Kxt,elision the claimant resides doing all in his power
Y"ik organization.
to further its consideration, there is but
little doubt of success,
lie has the power
to take a claim out of its usual slow course
i:ts from the Census.
and hasten it on to a settlement.
What 1 have said relative to my own case,
..lion of
Cleveland, Toledo, 1 have no doubt can be said of hundreds of
-rsey City and Iloboken, N. .1., others throughout this district.
1 know
fuinced by the census bureau that the Grand Army men have not a truer,
a more devoted or more persistent friend
>1,708, against 201,858 in 1890; and worker than Governor Burleigh, and I
■i 120,415, or 40.07 per cent.
shall feel that 1 am not a prophet if the next
''-’2, against si.484 in 1890; an election, like the last, does not prove that
’.ss, or 01.88 per cent.
his services are deeply appreciated by the
i2o.500 against 88,450 in 1890; soldiers of all political
parties whose in■l 17,410, or 42.4 per cent.
terests he has so devotedly served.
has a population of 200,488
One word further:
It will be admitted
M,8 for
1890; an increase of 48,- by all parties that Congressman Burleigh
i»er. cent.
w ill be re-elected by an immense majority.
population is 50,: >04, as against No sane man for a moment will deny that.
an increase of 15,710, or 80.01
What benefit can my soldier friends in Gardiner expect to gain by voting for the Democratic candidate, who is certain to be elected
The Fastest Boat Yet.
to
stay at home? Would such men expect
that tne defeated candidate would have the
to call up their pension claims and
>it navy now boasts of a torpedo power
hasten them on to an adjudication, or would
«•] which is the fastest vessel
to apply for this aid to Govucted. It lias attained a speed they expect
ernor Burleigh in tne future, as in the past,
“s
hour and can easily show its
and with the same confident assurance of
other ci aft afloat. Though this
his prompt and earnest assistance ?
boat is only 210 feet long, 27 feet receiving
Henry O. Pierce.
'•
feet draft, it requires 12,000
Monmouth,
Me., Aug. 1, 1900.
p wh!
t0 develop
its best speed,
hardly any perceptible vibration HOW THE POST OFFICE SITUATION IS
hen the boat is
going at its highest
VIEWED BY SOMERSET REPUBLICANS.
the highest achievement of the
"i
The following article appeared in a rebuilding ocean fliers.
■

characteristic, Convincing
eloquent Address.

a

The Senator from Maine, Hon. William
P. Frye, addressed a large audience in the
Belfast Opera House last F’riday afternoon,
on the political issues of the day.
It was
the opening political rally of the campaign
in Belfast, and no more acceptable speaker
could have been assigned to this important
duty. Mayor Clarence O. Poor presided and
introduced Mr. Frye in a few well chosen
words. The Senator expressed his gratification at the audience assembled, which was
larger than he had expected to see at an
afternoon meeting, and said he was pleased
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issue of the Somerset

Sknwhegan:
Two incidents,

Reporter of

not of great importance,
but somewhat outside the usual in politics,
have occurred in the city of Gardiner, thus
early in the campaign.
These incidents were the raising of a
banner bearing the names of Republican
nominees thereon, with the exception of
that of representative in Congress, that being the name of the 1 Jemocratic nominee; and
the wide circulation of a set of resolutions
signed by Jive gentlemen, purporting to be
a committee of Calvin Boston Command of
Union Veterans' Union of that city, condemning the action of Congressman Burleigh
in the recommendation of a certain gentleman for postmaster
in that city, a few
months ago.
Both of these acts were done to discredit
Congressman Burleigh in the coming election and draw away votes from him in the
September election. Of course, these people are not insane enough to suppose for an
instant that they can defeat Mr. Burleigh
for Congress, but they have an idea that
they can punish him by causing him to run
behind his ticket, something he has never
done. Now in Gardiner, where the facts
are known, there is little danger; but the
circular alluded to above has been distributed in every part of the Third District, and,
of course, Republicans in the district outside of Gardiner and the immediate vicinity, are not familiar with the situation
there and do not know the inside facts of
the case.
We have taken some pains to get at the
true inwardness of the case and the animus that has
inspired this attack upon
Governor Burleigh. It is a long story, too
long for our use in detail, ami we merely
give a few salient points bearing upon the
situation.
Mr. (»ay, a young man, started m early
for the Gardiner post office, and secured a
large number of petitioners, as ajiy lmm can
who is first in the lield. Later, Mr. Stone,
a veteran
soihler, brother-in-law of the
Democratic postmaster then in office, circulated petitions through his friends,and succeeded in getting many names and in cutting
into Mr. (fay's lists,' greatly, objections
were warmly‘urged against each of the candidates by friends of the other, not an unusual occurance in such cases, ami there
were developments of which Mr. Burleigh
concluded he was obliged to take cognizance.
At this juncture a third candidate was
brought forward having strong political and
business support, a man whose ability and
fitness for the place was unquestioned.
In
due time lie was appointed and makes a
very acceptable and efficent officer.
The unique phase of the Gardiner contest
appears to have been that the battle of one
candidate was organized and directed by a
Democrat, and it is fair to presume the attack upon Governor Burleigh is directed by
I lemocrats for 1 lemocraticadvantage.
This
is generally understood by Republicans in
Kennebec. < die observing young Kennebec
I >emocrat stated in the presence of the writer
that lie believed Democrats had more to do
with this attack upon Congressman Burleigh

see so

that

The Senator then took up Bryan’s plan
for withdrawing the troops from the Philippines and establishing a protectorate over
the islands with Aguinaldo at the head of a
government, and showed its utter absurdity
and the evil consequences that would result
should an attempt be made to carry out such
a policy. Do you suppose
Europe is going to
sit by and see these islands in insurrection,
the people decimated, their own subjects in
dangerhe asked. No. In less than ninety
days after we get out of these islands and
withdraw our troops tlm nations of Europe
will have their armies and their fleets there
to protect their own people, or for that pretense, and they would seize these islands for
themselves and divide them up or try to do
so.
And that would very likely mean a war
among these nations. Y\'ha: a"miserable set
of sneaks Europe would regard us if to-day
we should take down our flag over the Philippines and order our troops home.
A I ter a pleasant reference to Kindergarten
methods Mr. Frye proposed organizing a
Kindergarten for a few minutes while he
drew three or four pictures.
The first picture is the year lsirj, a year of
blessed memory.
It was the year of the
McKinley act, the most prosperous year up
to that time that the country has ever known.
Our export trade was one "billion of dollars
and the balance of trade stood two hundred
and two millions of dollars in our favor.
There wasn’t a silent mill in all this broad
land. The furnaces were all blazing, the
spindles were all singing. There wasn’t a
man who wanted work who could not find
it. Wages were higher than they had ever
been before and the working man could buy
more with his money than ever before.
The
deposits in the savings banks continued to
than Republicans.
increase. I n both the State and the national
(die allegation made against Congressman banks the deposits were multiplying. The |
clearances showed that we were doing
Rurleigh by the veterans who signed the bank
condemnatory resolutions is that he has business in this country to the amount of
been unjust to veterans in his recommenda- sixty millions of dollars"a vear.
How about 1893?
It was the worst year
tions for appointments, and “utterly disreof you ever saw. One-tliird of the railgarded the claims of soldiers.” This is not any
the fact. He has made many recommenda- roads were in the hands of the receivers,
tions of veterans for appointments to fed- half the mills were shut down, the furnace
eral offices and has worked hard for pen- fires were out, thousands of men were out
sioners and very successfully. He has the of work and could not find any; the army of
tramps grew larger every day.' Women and
names of about RUhi applicants for pensions,
veterans and their widows, with a complete children went hungry and actually starved
to death right here in this country.
Five
system of record of these cases, such as hundred and
fifteen State banks closed their
few congressmen keep, and has urged favor-!
able action upon the pension office when- j doors: nationalUbanks lost over 200 millions
ever possible.
He has broken the record of of dollars in deposits. Almost every savings
Maine Congressmen in securing the passage 1 bank in the country took advantage of the
of special pension bills, and has been con- law and compelled depositors to give sixty
notice before withdrawing .*10 in despicuous for his persistent, untiring labor days
for veteran constituents at the pension posits; the streets were blocked with men
ami
women who were waiting to line to get
office.
at these banks to get out their pittance beThe circular purporting to have been fore the doors were closed. Your
export
written by Gardiner veterans, discredits trade fell off two hundred millions in
that
itself in a striking manner. Skowhegan is year.
mentioned as one of three places where a
What had happened?
The sun shone
soldier was turned down in the appoint- the same in 1893 as it had in
1892; it rose
ment of a postmaster. Gen. Isaac Dyer,the and set in the same old
way. The rains fell
recently appointed postmaster of Skowhe- in 1893 as they had in 1892. We had the
gan, was one of Maine's most efficient and same sagacious business men, the same inHe has telligent and industrious
valiant regimental commanders.
working men, the
the impression that he is a veteran, his same steam
power, the same electricity.
have
that
townspeople
impression, and the What had happened? The Republican
members of the Grand Army in Maine had party wasn’t in
It was the Demopower.
that impression when they elected him as a cratic party. That is all that had
happened.
department commander, some 10 years ago.
In 1892 the Democratic party met in conThe first name appearing on this printed vention.
declared
that
Uie
They
McKinley
circular as one of the committee is that of tariff law was*unconstitutional.
They said,
J. W. P. Johnson, a soldier in Gen. Dyer’s you give us a chance and we will
repeal it,
The
own regiment, the i5th Maine.
placing we will give you free trade or a tariff for
of Skowhegan among a list of towns whose revenue
which is practically in its
only,
postmaster is not a veteran is false upon the effect the same thing. They said that any
face of it and shows the extremity to which congressman who votes for protection alone
the enemies of Mr. Burleigh were willing commits perjury. There was a resolution
It is very offered in the Democratic convention like
to go, to help their lame cause.
evident that Mr. Johnson, if he signed the this: ‘Resolved, that in
adjusting customs
paper, did not even know the name of the duties we will see to it that the wages of the
postmaster at Skowhegan, otherwise he American laboring man are not put on a par
would have recognized his old commander with the wages of the laborer in
Europe.’
and would not have signed the foolish state- That resolution was defeated
by a two-thirds
ment he did.
It is fair to presume he was vote in that convention. There was another
as ignorant of the other statements in the
resolution to the effect that the tariff would
circular as he was of that one. It is fair to not be removed from any article which
of
chairman
the
the
that
also,
presume,
would tend
to
destroy an American
committee knew as much about this as industry. That was also voted down
by a
other members of the committee, two of two-tliirds vote. In the face of this it was
whom, we are informed, state they signed said that fully 85 per cent, of the organized
the paper under misapprehension of the labor in this country voted the Democratic
facts and have expressed their regret for ticket and elected President Cleveland. The
so doing.
labor organizations said they voted tor CleveThe recent appointment of postmaster in land because they wanted a change. They
the town of Madison is also mentioned as a got it but they didn't have much change tor
“notable example’’ of utter disregard of the four years afterwards. Not only was Cleveclaims of soldiers who fought in the war land elected but a Democratic House and
The facts are that none (Senate. The McKinley bill was
for the Union.
repealed
of the three applicants for the Madison and three men from the (South were entrusted
office was a soldier in the war of lHdi. with the work of making a tariff bill, and
None of them wras old enough to serve in five months later they reported it to the
that war and one of them was unborn at its House. Bryan was a member of the comclose. Thus both of the Somerset cases of mittee on ways and means and he made a
alleged outrage treated in this document, speech, much shorter than he is making now.
exhibit dense ignorance or utter disregard lie said that the only fault he had to find
of fact.
with this Wilson bill was that it wasn’t free
trade enough to suit him.
When the bill landed in the Senate it went
LITCHFIELD PLAINS.
into the hands of Jones of Arkansas, Vest
The following letter has been sent to of Missouri and Mills of Texas. Gorman
said to these Democrats: “You can’t pull
Congressman Burleigh:
that bill through.” Well, they re-committed
Litchfield Plains, Maine, July 31, ’00.
the "bill and reported it back to the House
lion. E. C. Burleigh:
wdth (100 amendments, and the time was so
My Dear Sir—As adjutant of Libby Post, short and the Democrats themselves were so
No. 93, G. A. R., I am instructed to extend
disgusted they had talked so much over it
you the sincere thanks of our Post for your and spent so much time that they just swalsuccessful efforts in securing a special act lowed
it, the six hundred amendments and
of Congress for the relief of Bertha M. all.
Why, President Cleveland denounced
Jordan. We shall hold you in grateful re- it and
refused to sign it, and never did sign
membrance for your kindness.
it. He kept it ten days and it became a law
Sincerely,
without bis signature.
Gardiner Roberts, Jr.,
Mr. Frye gave many official statistics
Adjutant.
showing the great progress made by this

country, the increase in our exports, the
large balance of trade in our favor, the new
markets opened to us by our acquisition of
Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippines,
the prospects for American enterprise in
Cuba, the importance of the island of Guam
as a station for a cable to the
East; and,
speaking for himself, and not for the Republican party, he said he would never
surrender the Philippines. He closed by
saying that he could not understand how
an American could advocate
going back of
the flag and of the soldiers who were lighting for it and ended by saying, “I am for
my country right or wrong.” He was repeatedly applauded and had the close attention of his audience throughout.
OBITUARY.
Mrs. Lydia M. Russell died at her home
Congress street at 12.30 A. m. Aug. 25th,
after a long illness.
She was born at
Simonton Bridge, X. II., Aug. 13, 1820. Her
maiden name was Wliitcher.
She married
Azro Russel] in Xew Hampshire and they
shortly after moved to Canada, thence to
Lawrence, Mass., and finally to Belfast,
where he died 32 years ago.
He was wellknown throughout Xew England as a paper
maker.
Mrs. Russell possessed all the
qualities that tend to make and hold friends
and many will mourn sincerely the loss of
one who was ever true to her duty. She
leaves three daughters and one son, Mrs.
Clara Wheeler of Roxbury, Mass., Mrs.
Josie 11. Steward, Miss Maud K. Russell
and George A. Russell of Belfast; also live
grandchildren. Her father's family have all
passed away. The funeral was held at her
late home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Geo. SMills officiating.
The interment was in
on

Grove Cemetery.
The Home Picnic.

Yachts

and

Boats.

The

schooner yacht Lola was in port
a large party from Hampden
board.

Tuesday with

The sloop yacht Ventura, which arrived
at this port last week with Messrs. George
P. Field and 11. 1>. IVarson of Boston on

board,

party out sailing Thursday,
and left Friday morning on a cruise with
Charles 11. Field added to the party. Tlie\
expected to go as far east as Bar Harbor
and then return to Boston.
took

a

A
letter has been received from .1. R.
Brackett of Dark Harbor stating that Saturday, Sept. 1st, there will be a race for
several classes of boats starting off Dark
Harbor at *2 o’clock. The first class be 25
feet boats and an invitation is extended to
Belfast parties. There will bean entrance
fee of si from each boat to cover expenses of
a prize for the winner in each class.
The
course will be given from the judges’ boat
anchor*(1 off Dark Harbor wharf, if not
pleasant Saturday the race will be Monday.
We hope our boats will participate.

The tine iron schooner Sea Fox arrived
here last Saturday and remained at anchor
off the Keed shore that night, sailing Sunday morning. She had carried away her
bowsprit at the knightlieads and had the
broken spar lashed to her starboard bow.
When asked how it was carried away her
captain said it was a rotten stick and broke
while the yacht was under sail. She beat
out with a forestaysail and jibtopsail for
headsails. The Sea Fox was built in Wilmington, Del., in.lsss, is 9t» tons net, 9<; feet
5 inches over all, and hails from Boston.
She is a handsome craft, and a speedy one.

Republican

Rally in Monroe.

The Republicans of
Monroe, Aug. 25.
Monroe opened the campaign last Saturday
evening, when Hon. Victor B. Dolliver of
Iowa addressed a large and enthusiastic
meeting. The Monroe Military Band was
in attendance. Mr. F. L. Palmer, chairman
of the towji committee, called the meeting
to order and called II. R. Dawson to preside.
Mr. Dawson in taking the chair spoke
briefly of the record of the Republican
party in the past and of its present policy.
He then introduced Mr. Dolliver, who discoursed very ably and clearly on the issues
of the hour. He spoke an hour and ten
minutes, and struck an exceptionally responsive chord when he alluded to Mr. Bryan’s inconsistency in crying out against the
so-called imperialism of the Republican
party in their attitude toward the brown
man but said not a word against the worse
than imperialism practiced by his party all
through the South against the black man.
lie discussed imperialism, silver and the

tariff, and held the attention of the audience
throughout.
The Lewiston Fair.
The Maine .State Fair at Lewiston will be
held Sept. .i-7. All of the departments will
be at the Park this year.
The Good Templars’ headquarters tent
will be on the grounds, as usual, and the
Grand Secretary will probably have charge.
The location is near the corner at the southerly main entrance, on the right hand side,
and see the sign, “Good Templars' Headquarters.” All members of the order call
Leave your grips, packsure, and register.
ages, etc., and meet members and shake
hands.
Also, call in any temperance
workers.

Concerning

Local Industries.

F. W. Pote is shipping large quantities of
pickling cucumbers to Skelton, Foote & Co.
of Boston. The farmers contracted to plant
a given amount of laud to cucumbers, and
while the crop is good it Is not so large per
acre

as

in

some

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Howard Murphy and wife spent Saturday
in Camden.

Edwin A. Staples and wife are visiting
friends in Bangor.

John Jackson of Patten
H. M. Prentiss last week.

former years.

was

a

I>. X. Bird returned
trip t-o Boston.

guest of

Tuesday

from

a

busi-

ness

Mrs. G. A. Robertson of Augusta visited
friends in Belfast recently.

Miss Louise Johnson left Monday for
visit in Nova Scotia.

Mrs. Chas. F. Prentiss of Brewer is visit-

ing at X. J. Pottle’s.

Mrs. May Clark of Greenville visited Miss
Grace Pendleton last week.

Mrs. E. L. Talbot and
friends in Penobscot.

I>avid Craig of Washington, It. C., is
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. M.

R.

Monday for

a

Mrs. W. R. Howard arrived home Aug.
22d from a visit in York, Me.

Rockland the past week.

Geo. F. Harriman, Esq., of New York
in Belfast a few days last week.

was

Mrs. E. B. Page of Reading, Mass.,
guest of Miss Kate Taylor last week.

was a

a

Miss Jessie Collie of Vinalhaven is visit-

ing II. >1. Prentiss and wife.

sons are

visiting

Knowlton went to Boston
short visit.

Mrs. Maude E. Follett visited relatives in
Mrs. II. AY. Simpson of
in Belfast last week.

Franklin, Pa.,

was

Mr. and Mrs. Tobie of China visited relatives in Belfast last week.

John Black and wife visited her sister,
Mrs. L. E. Sprowl of Appleton, last week.

E. R. Conner and AY. 11. Clifford attended
the races at Pittsfield last week.

W. 51. Priest of Bangor called on a few
of his friends in this vicinity last Thursday.

E. <>. Thorndike of Ilarriman, Tenn.,
rived Tuesday for a short visit.

ar-

5Irs. Amelia Pendleton of Dorchester,
Miss May Seaney of North A’assalboro is
5Iass., is visiting her brother, C. s. Webber. visiting Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
Clifford Bradbury and wife of WashingMiss Marjorie Coombs is visiting her aunt,
ton, It. C., are visiting relatives in Belfast. Mrs. Geo. AA\
Mixer, in Camden.
Alphonso Russ ami wife and Miss WeyMrs. Goldie Strong of AVatervi’le visited
mouth of Camden

are

guests of 5lrs. C. A.

Wiley.
Mrs. D. K. Bishop of Malden, Mass., is
visiting Mrs. David Bird on Bay Viewstreet.

Leroy Staples and wife left Thursday for
two

a

I notice that it is becoming fashionable
for farmers to have little ice cream sociables
and teas occasionally on iheir lawns and in
their own little groves.
Twenty to fifty*
neighbors are invited some afternoon or
evening and a good time is enjoyed. People used to think it was absolutely necessary to go to the woods among the mosquitoes, ticks and borers to have a picnic, but
they are becoming more enlightened. On
the home place they have every convenience
for making tables and seats with very little
work, an abundance of good drinking water,
which is hard to get in the woods, and if
anything else is wanted the store is close by.
One old farmer J know, who is very fond of
these little outings, said,
It took me forty
years to learn that the best place in the
world to have a real good picnic is at home
or at a neighbor’s.*’
Here is everything we
need for a good time right at hand, plenty
of shelter in case of rain, lots of fresh air,
lots of room, and no howling fakirs, gambling traps or undesirable trash. We have
speaking, singing, music and fun, and go
home feeling good instead of worn out.*'
We farmers do not have to go to a commercial picnic to have a good time, if we
have sense enough to know it. A Picnicker.

(•a
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weeks’ visit

in

Prince

Edward's

Mrs. AA\ ,J. Gordon the past week.
Misses Bertha and Helen Bird went to
Rockland Tuesday for a short visit
Miss Blanche L. Sullivan left yesterday
for a 10 'lays visit in Newport, R. I.
Miss Louise W. Richards returned Tuesto the Farmington Normal School.

Island.

day

Win. H. White of Milford, Mass., arrived
last Thursday to visit his mother, Mrs. Geo.
0. \\ hite.

Evander Ginn of Worcester, Mass., is
visiting his great-uncle, Chas. F. Ginn.

Mrs. Hannah Tufts and daughter Lottie
of Arlington, Mass., arrived last Friday at
N. F.. Keen's.
W. B. Snow and wife of Malden, Mass.,
visited relatives in Belfast and Winterport
the past week.

George Pendleton went to Mattapan,
Mass., last Friday to be ail attendant in the
insane asylum.
Misses Maud Bunnells and Stella Forbes
of Cambridge Mass., visited at Eben Fletcher’s last week.

Capt. E. L. French arrived home Friday
from New York, where lie left his vessel,
the schooner E. 11. Blake.
II. S. Edmunds of Lawrence, Mass., is
visiting his grandfather, C. A. Wiley, and
other relatives in Belfast.
Misses Laura Wentworth and Kittie
of Roxbury. Mass., visited Miss
Lelia Sheldon the past week.

Flynn

Mrs. Fannie Spargo of Dorchester, Mass.,
who has been visiting her uncle, C. S. Webber, returned home Monday.
John K. Waterman of Taunton, Mass.,
arrived Sunday to join his family, who are
spending the summer in Belfast.
Emerton and daughter, Mrs.
Buck, arrived last Thursday to
visit his sister. Mrs. J. F. Triggs.
Amassa

Georgia

Thomas J. Brown arrive*! home Saturday
from Cuinpello, Mass., where In* has been
employed in A. A. Drury's hotel.

Miss Eugenie Wentworth of Boston is
visiting her mother, Mrs. W. J. Gordon.
Robert Clark and wife of Union

aie

vis-

iting his sister, Mrs. Thomas I\ Logan.
Henry C. Wells and family of Short Hills,
X. J., were at tlie Revere House Monday.
Mrs. George Miller and son Leon of Everett, Mass., are visiting at James 11. Dodge’s.
M. G. Prentiss, wife and daughter Mildred of Brewer visited II. M. Prentiss the
past week.
Thomas and Roland Carter arrived from
for a vacation of
two weeks.

Reading, Mass., Sunday,

Arthur Meade and sistei, Mi.-.- Abide
Meade of Natick, Mass., are visiting relatives in Belfast.

Ernest L. White and wife «»f Brockton,
week after a visit
of a few weeks.

Mass., returned home last

Mi's. Herbert s. Foster and children of
Waterville visited Mr. and Mrs. R. IF
Howes the past week.
Letter Carrier Chas. B. Futon is taking a
vacation ami C. L. Fletcher, rim substitute
carrier, takes his place.
Frank Robertson went to Brook s Timsda.v
the funeral of hi- >ist.*r in-!aw,
Mi s. Leonora Stimps.>n.

to attend

Mrs. Robert Barclay and son d' Brockton
Mass., returned lmum Timsdav tft r spending the summer in Belfast.
Thomas. F. Sima and

v,

if.*

Monday, when* the tnc:j..new play wliicii is to i>p.*u

w.

a: to

•>

Boston
-.

u

t

h.

—u
J. W. Lang of Howdoiuhum and .Mrs
D. W. Flint of Bangor visited their sister. |
1 -i 11j«*l>uni«• a
Dscai I
1 11■ i‘Mrs. F. E. Clark of Citypoint. last week.
day from New York. wlin c.*• .-ft -eh )
Charles W. Coombs visited bis family in 11. I Hack of which he w a- m ?.•

Mrs.

••

this city last week, ami returned Saturday
Bar Harbor, where he Iras employment.

to

Mrs. Mary C. Fessenden left b\ ’a>t Friday’s boat for her home in Stamford, Ct.,
after a slant visit to relatives a:id friends in
Belfast.

Ml'-. T. \\

1 >evens hI'

<'

!ia

:

j,

,.

\ 1:;>

w

returned home Tiles ; iv !: -.m t *a t
to her cousin. I )ana Ik Sou:!i-a«.rth.
Mr.-.

Viola

Monday

\111*■

to return to

ami

'laugh;

.-r

i-

ii

Liu left

Mapieton. N.iah Da-

kota. after .-pending the

summer

in l;. dust

Mrs. E. N. Winslow left by train Saturday for her home in Lawrence, Ma>s., accompanied b\ Mrs. T. \. Winslow and children, en route for Bayonne. N. J.

Mr-. I M. Cube will h ave lor
their home in Chicago to-day, aft*-r spending the -ummer at South shore. North port.

Mrs. S. D. Sprague, Miss Aizada and
Fred L. Sprague of Lynn. Mass., were in
Islesboro Old Home Week and will attend
the camp meeting in Maple Grove this week.

Calais in

F. II. C. Reynolds and family have recently moved from Bangor to Rochester,
N. V. Ilis mother, who is ill in Belfast,
will join them in Rochester as soon as her
health will permit.

Holt, left Moi.dax to return to Watertown.
Mass., after spending the summer at Northport ( ampground.
Bert Light of Sidney Centre is seriously
ill and his sister, Mrs. L. II. ,! ip-on, is visiting him. Mr. .iipson accompanied hei and

II. L. Kochersperger and w ife of Chicago
arrived from Boston last Friday to visit
relatives in Belfast. Mrs. K. left here a
short time ago to join her husband, who is
now traveling with her.
Mr. and Mrs. William 15. Schiller arrived
last Thursday from Allegheny, Ba., to visit
friends in Belfast. Mr. Schiller left to return home Tuesday, but Mrs. s. will remain
for some time with her mother, Mr*. Caroline 1\ Crosby.
Miss Edith Kirby of Coronado Beach,
Calif., who with her mother, spent a summer in
Belfast some years ago, is at the
Baris Exposition with her brother, and will
visit in England before returning to her
home in California.
F. II. Costello of Bangor was in Belfast
on business.
He reports that the
first edition of his story for boys. “( Mi Fighting Decks in 1S12” sold well, and that tin1
same publishers, Dana Estes
Co., are
about to issue another from his pen, “A Tar
of the Old School,” illustrated by Wood, the
famous marine artist.

Monday

Thirty-three survivors of the Twentieth
Maine Volunteers assembled at “Soldier’s
Retreat,” Garland Bond, in Sebee, Aug. ir>,
for the annual reunion. Among those present were Joshua I.. Chamberlain, colonel,
Bath: (has. E. Ritchie, West Winterport:
S. L.
Miller, Waldoboro. and Theodore
(Jerrish, Somerville, Mass.
Misses Maude and Blanche Brickett retheir home in Melrose last Saturday after spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. Asa Turner on Waldo avenue, and
other relatives.
Miss Maude Brickett will
take up her duties this fall as teacher in the
Salem Normal School, while Miss Blanche
will return to finish her last year at the
Melrose High School.
turned to

Capt. S. M. Milliken, U. S. A., arrived
home from the Ehilippines last Saturday
forenoon, the day on which his resignation
from the army took effect. He was sick
with typhoid fever in the Ehilippines five
months and his life was despaired of for
some time.
He left Manila on the IT. S.
army transport Sherman July ir»tli, and she
made the quickest passage on record fora
transport, 22 days, including coaling at
Nagasaki. Capt. Milliken’s trip of ll,ooo
miles from Manila to Belfast occupied one
month and ten days. After a visit of a
month at home he will return to his former
business in the wholesale dry goods commission line, in New York City.

Mr. and

Rev. Chi. s. Mills returned from a visit in
tune to attend the funeral o| Mrs,
Russel!. Mi-. Mil!.- and tin- children have
arrived, home.
Mrs. A. 11. A

Croeschner and sister. Mrs.

will return to-night.
Wm. 11.

Wilder and wife of Hardiner.
in Belfast the past \s-k. and
visited the scenes of Mr. W.'s ho\hood at
tlie Head of the Tide.

Mass.,

were

Frank -I. Starrett has a position in
Philene's retail drygoods store on Washingstreet, Boston. II is famih will
Dorchester next week.

ton
to

move

Avery and daughtei of Kxehome Tuesda\ from a \isit in
Belfast. Mrs. A s sister. Miss Cora, Me
Crillis, who has been critically ill. is improvMrs. Fred F.

ter returned

ing.
Mr. ami Mrs. .). W. Wheeler arrived Tuesto .attend the funeral of
Mrs. Wheeler's mother. Mrs. Lydia M Russell, and Lewis Russell, a grandson, came
from Camden.

day from Boston

Edgar

(».

Pratt, Ksq.,

of New

York,

who

delivered the Memorial address at Frveburg, this year, was in Belfast last week,
visiting his mother, Mrs. \bbie Pratt, lie
is doing effective work on the stump in
Maine for the Republican cause, and with
Congressman Foss ol Illinois addressed the
opening meeting of the Republican campaign in Bangor last Saturda\ night. Mr.
Pratt spoke in Unity Aug. JSth. in Palermo
Aug. -'Uth, and will address meetings in
Centre Montville, Aug. '.nth: Burnham.
Aug. r.lst : Centre Lineolnville, Sept. 1st.
News of the Granges.
Granite Grange. North Searsport, observed children's night August, LMst. Worthy
Master.I. W. Mathews opened tin* grange,
and after the usual routine declared an open
grange for children’s night. A line program
by the little ones was well rendered. Remarks by visitors and others took up the
time until supper. The children, some fifty
or sixty, were first invited to the dining
room and filled the tables full; then came
the visitors, who filled them again. Granite
Grange came last. It is estimated that two
hundred were fed, and there was plenty
left. After the usual chat and smoke, Past
Master Trundy, assisted by others, got his
fiddle out, while young and old tripped the
light, fantastic toe, and after all had been
satisfied they left for home, feeling that
children’s night had been a success. Brothers and Sisters, Granite Grange is not dead,
nor is it going to die.
The wind is fair and
we are in for a long voyage.
(Jet in with us
and have a sail. [Ilayseeder.

REV. SJ. A.

Percival gives a view of no less than
300 bodies of land that are entitled to be
called islands, in addition to the many

NORXHPORT HILLS.

OVER

A representative of 1 ne Journal on a
recent reporting trip to Temple Heights
utilized some spare time in visiting

BEARER,

u.

statement of the CONDITION of the

D.

north-westerly

tends from the

circuitous route

in a

grounds

of the

corner

on the top
at the extent of the

around this cliff, and when

surprised

is

one

while

on

the

one

on

the

Xortliport Campground
hand and Saturday Cove

all your
bors and

while in the southwest are the moun-

the town.
It is said that in !S04 Daniel
Webster and his brother Ezekiel went
to Bangor, passing over this road. As

Hope, Lincolnville and Camden.

tains of

A range of hills cuts oft a view of the
Knights and Pitcher Ponds, but the
Intervening valley is a most beautiful

had but one horse they “rode and
tied:" that is, one rode the horse awhile

they

with its dark green

one,

and then tied him, the other walked
until he reached the tied horse, when

forests,

the

brighter mowing fields, the brown
ripening grain, dotted by pretty farm
he mounted and rode in turn. On one houses and marked by the windings of
of the steep hills Ezekiel remarked: the public roads. Mt. Percival is visit■I don't know how we can get down ed every pleasant day by scores of sighthere. Daniel, unless you take the horse seers. who are well repaid for the
bv the bridle and 1 will follow behind
journey.
and hold on to his tail when he is in
After a liriel study or geography, and
danger of tipping over." The road be- a pleasant chat with others who were
Cove and Brown’s met
tween Saturday
upon thesummit, ye scribe retraced
Corner probably has as many and as his
steps down Summit avenue, and
i: trd hi Is a> any section of the same
thence, alter a slight ascent on the
distance in Maine. The distance is main road, down the -Bluff
hill, near

stored
to its
nat-
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t

hill,
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For over half a century this has been the
standard hair preparation.
It is an elegant
dressing; stops falling of the hair; makes
the hair grow; and
cleanses the scalp
from dandruff.

cn

kee.

v,

::loll

is

tilding ii town. !t
■■■fin d jiosts. and has

mure

m

is

feet

a low. hip
square.
root. Thi v is a chinnier ahout midv a\ hot wen the centre of the building
tml thsoutherly wall. There are

h

er

of benches, the

lows,

the walls containing
cent

re

desk
and

dd

in

the lionr.

:

*

wh

desk
i

three each. ’I'he teacher’s
the centre of the north side,
easi-iron box stove stands in the
;!i

he

Each

accommodate
benches

original

bench and
two

were

pupils,
replaced

ago by more modern ones
houchi inmi a school-house in iiell’ast.

jo

erais

The

desks looked decidedly familiar
i la
.lournal reporter, and a close

h

examination showed some well-rememieroglyphics. the work of hoys

bered
who

are

grandfathers

now

and

who

oerupini

tho.-e same seats in the i’els.'.iri school
now
the Upper

t

I; ram mar--

perintendent

Mate

century

p'o
co

ago.

on

the

:ac].; hoards in the school-rooms.
Id have spoken in the same

word.. ..f the North port schools, if the
Doyle school-house is a sample, for it

supplied in that respect, and the
team.- and pupils have evidently made
the best possible use of their resources,
for the school-room presents a very

is

be

well

men

|

being buried

there in the

past,

it is

well known that this spot was used as
a burying ground by the people of the

early days

in tiie

neighborhood

of the

town, and that one man, Daniel Thomas,, was buried there as late as ISTC. No
had been buried there for several
years prior to that time, but among the
one

families

of

neighborhood

the

older members lie

there

are

whose

Welch,

Carter, Cottrell, Bobbins and others.
The

land on which these graves are
made is now owned by AV. ('.Thompson
of New York, who.

as

lie wishes to use

the land for other purposes, will have
the remains, il any can be found, removed and properly interred elsewhere.
Astounded The Kditor.

Editor

lirmvn of

Rennettsville, S.
was once innnelively surprised. “Through
from
suffering
long
1);, spepsia," lie writes,
“m\ wife was greatly run down.
She had
no strength or vigor and suffered great disA.

>.

her stomach, but she tried Electric Hitters which helped her at once, add,
after using four bottles, she is entirely well,
can eat anything.
It's a grand tonic, and
its gentle laxative qualities are splendid for
liver."
For
torpid
Indigestion, Stomach
and Liver troubles it's a positive, guaranteed cure. Only sue. at R. IL Moody’s drug
store.
4w32

tress from

The Democratic cry of “imperialism"
is like the thief’s cry of "stop thief” in

A. Dickey
Dickey one arrives at the order to
farm of A. O. Dickey, and opposite the
himself.
house is a sign which reads, "Mount
Passing the farms of F.

Perciva!," and a few rods up the branch
road another, "Summit Avenue.” The
of Mt.

Perciva!,

unlike that of
the hilU on the Jlluff road, is by terraces,
short rises and level spots alternating.
At one of the levels a path leads into

ascent

the woods and at its entrance is a sign,
‘‘The Spring.” Penetrating here about
5
a

rods one comes upon a spring dug to
dept), of not over ■> feet, and stoned.

The water is
si

cold

as

in

comfortably cool, hut not
The
many forest springs.

road has many windings, and one of
these brings the traveler abruptly from
a low forest growth to the plateau on
the summit.
lias

heei. built

A

large pyramid of stones

up here, and

is

now sur-

mounted by a staff from which the Stars
and stripes float in Jail weather, day
and night. This pyramid of stones lias
been built up by visitors who have come
here since the place was made public in
lsso.

The summit is less than a

from the wharf at

mile

Temple Heights, and

is nOO feet above the sea level. The view
is superb, (len. John A. Logan, who
was one of the lirst visitors, in lsso, said
it was the most beautiful view be ever

Her

Little

divert the

pursuing crowd from
The Republican party was
means of freeing the slaves whom
Democrats would have kept in

the
the

chains had the election of Lincoln not
forced them from power. The Repub-

party under McKinley is continuing the anti-imperialism work of Lin-

able to resume her work.\t the competitive examination ot candidates for
cadetship held in Watervjlle
by a committee consisting of
Profs. Taylor and Marquardt of Colby
College and K. T. Wyman, superintendent of schools, (leorge C. Dauforth of
(lardiner attained the lirst rank, and
Coburn Stewart Marstonof Skowhegan,
second. Congressman Burleigh has,
therefore, in accordance with the provisions of the public call for tiiis examination. recommended the former for
appointment as cadet and the latter for
alternate.I lie Chautauqua grounds
at Fryeburg with ail the public buildings have been sold to -lames II. Dunne
of Boston, manager of the Ainsworth
It is understood that all the
company.
excellent features of the Chautauqua
and the school of methods, are to lie retained under the control of the former
directors and that many new features
in the summer entertainment line will
he continued by Mr. Dunne, who proposes to extend them over a period of
three months.lames P. Stubbs has
been awarded the contract for carrying
the mail between Bucksport and Pastille
from Aug. go to July l, Idol, at soon per
annum, with the time reduced to four
hours each way.The blueberry factories at Columbia Falls have both
begun tlie season's work. The pack will
lie smaller than last year, as the crop is
light: in many places a failure.\ dock
of wild pigeons have been reported near
Kineo. the first seen in Maine for many
years.flame Warden Pollard arrested Melvin O’Brien of Kineo last
week on the charge of killing a bull
moose near Chesuneook in July, and at
a
hearing later in Bangor O’Brien
pleaded guilty and was lined *;,on and
costs, lie could not pay and was committed.At Millinoeket new houses
The waterare going up every day.
works are nearly completed and water
has been put into some of the houses.
It is expected that the mill will be
enough completed to start some of the
machinery on Jan. l. 1901.
the naval
Aug. tilth

Whatever of truth there may
or men-nf-war’s

neat appearance.

and Frank

How She Saved
Daughter’s Lite.

Tells

at

to the Indians

as

stetson in a re-

and teachers of that city

lui’e
He

a

lleliast congratulated the

to
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an

third of
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cottages

A Mother

As sonic graves are short, eviid' children, that theory is hardly

tenable.

and the two

rows

s

a

six

are a

was

OBITUARY.

I am the mother of eijfht children ami i
Acres, and the view from the
Entered into rest, duh both, at about live
have had a great deal of experience with o’clock a. m., at the
veranda of any of them is tine.
family home he had
medicines. Last summer my little daughter
A tradition exists that there is an In- had the dysentery in its worst form. We ; founded over thirty-eight years ago at Reddian burying ground on ttie wooded thought she would die. 1 tried everything I field, Iowa, Ebenezer I)yer, aged I':.* years,
I could think of, hut nothing seemed* to do is months and
(lavs, it is with tender
point at shore Acres, and tiie indica- her any good. 1 saw by an advertisement in
: veneration as well as filial love that we atour
Chamberlain's
Cholera
that
Colic,
paper
tions are plain that the place was used
and Diarrhoea Remedy was highly recom- tempt this tribute to the memory of such a
“Father" or
as a graveyard many years ago.
The mended and sent and got a bottle at once. .life as the one just closed.
| “Grandpa 1 >yer,” as he was familiarly called,
graves are laid out in regular rows, It proved to be one of the very best medi- ! was born in Montville, Me., November 1,
cines we ever had in the house. It saved
with head and foot-stones at each, the
lsoT, of true Furitan stock,the family directly
my little daughter's life. 1 am anxious for
stones being tint slabs of common field evei\\ mother to know what an excellent tracing their lineage back, to the settlement
i
at
Salsbury, Mass., about H>bi\ The eldest
medicine it is. Had I know n it at first it
rock. Birch, maple and oak up to a
would have saved me a great deal of anxiety i of a family of nine children, lie was left b\
the
death of the father to look after and aid
foot in diameter are growing over and my little daughter much suffering.—
! the mother in the can of the younger ones,
About fifty graves Yours truly, .Min Hk<>. F. IRkiuck. Lib- ! three of whom with the mother for many
some of the graves.
erty. R. 1. For saloby A. A. Howes A Co.,
can now lie traced, but it is said that Druggists.
j years found a home with him, where the
j mother died, and the two youngest brothers
there have been many more, the stones
remained under liis care and training t<>
Maim: Mattkks. MissMaryS. Snow, ; manhood’s
In ls’^he was united in
of which have been broken down,
years.
ellieient
been
the
who lias
superinten- marriage in Montville, Maine, with Esther
Whatever may have been there in the dent of schools in the
of
Bangor Elvira, only daughter of Nicholas and
city
instant, past, it is evident that the pres- for many years, has resigned her posi- | Sally Twitched, with whom he lovingly
traveled life’s uneven journey for over half
i-nt stones were not set by the Indians, tion. but the school hoard has refused I
to accept it and lias granted her an a century, until the death of the wife nearly
as they
did not lay out their graves
! five years ago.
To this couple were born
indefinite leave of absence. Miss Snow
t<> miss
with so much regularity, nor mark has been in ill health for several months, j seven children, live of whom are< left
>f unswervof
a w ise father.
tiie
teachings
in with slabs at bead and toot.
All- due to over-work, and she is now suffer- | ing integrity, unflinching adherence to right
ot!,or theory is that a man-of-war anch- ing with nervous prostration at her | and truth, <juick, unfailing sympathy, his
at Southwest Ilarhor. ( liarles whole life stands out a good example, and
ored in the bay during the devolution cottage
K. Tilton, for many years principal of his niemon and teachings are a rich herwith many sick and wounded on board the Bangor Grammar schools, will serve itage to all those that knew him best, more
valuable than lands or gold. In early manand that the dead were lurried on this as superintendent until Miss sm w is hood he warmh
espoused the cause of

point.
dently

next

rows

Mr. Header, who

$1.00

bottle.

a

All

druggists.

I have been using Ayer’s Hair
Vigor for over 20 years and I can
heartily recommend it to the public
as the best hair tonic in existence.”
Mrs. G. L. Aldekson,
April 24, 1»99.
Ector, Tex.
If

rou
Le

do

obtain all the benefits
expected from the Vigor, write
Doctor about it Address,
Dr. J. C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass.
you

{

temperance and was a zealous worker in
of the earliest temperance organizations,
called the “Sons of Temperance.” and devoted time, money and labor freely for the
cause and the uplifting of the fallen and injured through the cause of intemperance.
He found a place in the foremost ranks of
the early Abolition party and was active and
fearless* in the efforts to free our country
from the wrongs of slavery, and in all tlie
walks of life he was ever the champion and
defender of the weak and oppressed. Slowiv but surely for some years past lie gave
up his hold upon worldly things and yet lie
never even to the last day of life lost his
intelligent interest in all matters pertaining
to State and nation, and few men were better informed on the current events of the
day than was he. His remarkable memory
was a wonder to all and his conversation, so
often interspersed with apt quotations from
his favorite poets, from which he learned to
the last days of his life, was something rich
and enjoyable to all w ith whom he came in
contact.
Patiently lie waited the longed for
reunion with the wife he so missed, and
others long gone before. Lovingly beseemed
to study to leave some token of love, some
tender'word of appreciation of what had
been done for him in his failing years, j
Conservative and retiring in disposition lie j
ever preferred others to self, and so his life j
was spent and the painless beautiful death !
seemed such a lilting end and as but the |
going to sleep with prudent care for the
It. lb McL. in the
morrow of eternity.
I
Redfield Clipper.

not

“To over ten millions of the hurace living in the Philippine Islands

man

The

given 'a new birth of freedom.’”
responsibility of caring for the

new

“wards of the nation" will he met

it has

as
as

faithfully hy

the

Republican party

it lias been in the ease of the freed

of the south—schools for the children. fair trials by jury, equality of opmen

.BUG DEATH.
Kills all Bums

portunity
are

some

lican

with tlie white man, these
of the things the Repub-

party
race

negro
rescued

accomplished for the
country, after it
from their bonds; and

has

of this

them

will do also for the millions it lias since
rescued

from

the cruel dominion of

Republican adopposing imperialistic
partition by European nations and is
advocating the “open door.”
Spain.

In China the

minstration

is

On Plants— Vines.

Standing of Maine Banka.

and, as we follow around the horizon.
Isle au Ilaut and Deer Isle. In a clear
day the houses of Deer
tinctly seen with the

Isle

can

be dis-

naked eye.
In
the east Mount Desert hills are out-

lined boldly, and as the eye follows
northward the rounded form of Bluehill mountain looms up; next the faint
outlines of a range of hills far inland,
and in the north Mt. Waldo, the scene

granite strikes. Between
the spectator and this more distant
scenery are hundreds of islands, large
and small, varying in size from Islesboro,
to the mere rock just breaking the surface of the bay. It is stated that Mt.
of the recent

Bank Examiner Timberlake lias issued a statement of the condition of the
financial institutions of the State under
his supervision J^pne 30 for the comptroller of the United States Treasury.
The total deposits of the savings banks
were

$66,132,677,as against $65,672,769

April 28. In the two months the reThe
serve fund increased over $4,0(X).
present number of depositors is 188,103;
average rate of dividends for year ending .Tune 30, 1900, 3.36 per cent.; amount
of same $2,103,510.66.
The time deposits of the trust and
banking companies decreased from $5,215,576 April 28th, to $4,986,281 June 80,
and the demand deposits increased from
$3,427,045 to $4,564,905. The demand
and time loans decreased from $5,476,
494 to $5,162,360. The average rate of
dividends paid on capital stock for the
year ending J une 30 was 6.3 per cent.;
amount of same $101,273.

50.000 00

51,000 00

5.000 00
500 00

5.325 00
560 00

..

Total Fublic Funds of Maine.
City of Ashland, Wis., 0.-' 1890, Opt. Sr. Imp...
Cincinnati, O., <*s„ 1909. Municipal
East Liverpool. O., 5s. 1014, Op.. Fund
Fremont, Neb., 6s., 1909,-ehool Dist....
Springfield, O.. (5s., 1900, St. Imp.
West Ba> City, Mich.. 5s., 1925. Fund...
West Haven, Conn., 41s., 1000, School..

15.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
050

00
00
00
00
75

10,000

01*

57.500 00

WE HAVE REDUCED
THE

Lost

1921.

Chicago. Burlington A Quincy r>s.. 190 1
Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul 7s.. 1905
Chicago A West Michigan 5s. 1921.
Columbus Consolidated Street, 0.. .',s., 1909
Fremont, Elkhorn A Missouri Valley Os., 1933..
Iowa Falls A Sioux City 7s., 1917
1901..
Jackson, Lansing A Saginaw 5
Kansas City Cable. Mo. 5s. 1901
New York A Rockaway Beach 53., 1927.
_

A. A. HOWES & CO.

COMFORTABLEl

BE

THE

LATEST IDEA IN

...TRUSSES...
perfectly.
•'g=Xo charge

for

12.000 00
5.302 50
3,iso 00
13.300 00
10.5m<u>o

12,000

10.000 00
12.000 00
lO.oOOuo
lo.OOn on
12,«»Oo on

10.000 00
12.iso 00
10.550 On
lo,15non
12.4so on
20.40O 00
0.75000
5.noo 00
15.000 00
li 1.200 on
5.050 on
1o.25omm

10,000 o
12.0001.
iu.hmm
iM.no,
12
15.no5,00"
5,on.,
15,no..

r.-m.iM
l,7«‘»s45
it.nno no
2o.oom,m

51.,>,
1,7ns
it.'

5.oou on
5."".
15.00000
10.000 m,.
5.ouo no
iln.nooon

Omaha Street. Neb.. 5s.. 1 914.
Passenger A Belt. Lexington. Ky.. Os.. 1 90S_
Total Railroad Bonds out of Maine..
Corporation Ronds (hrm d.
Belfast Coliseum Compauy 4s.. 1900
Belfast Hotel C» mpany 4s*.. 1899...
Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co. 4s. 1900.
Union Water Power Co Lewiston, 5s., 1904..

and indiscretion.

Blood Builder.

POOR 4 SON, DRUGGISTS.

5nn

m*

1.70s »5
o.nnno"
2o.""iu>.

Maine.

>

1,

4000

••

3.000
9,5oim
lo.oon m.

■

..

i*>

,,

r..• »*«
]m."m<

u

>,

2

.,

,->

28,208 45
.is

25.o:'Oo.

..

Railroad Stink <hrn •/.
Belfast A Moose head Lake—.

In

2-

25.01-0

1

25.no,-i-

1'

1 u

12.75"'-.,

"1 on

0,12'mim

Topeka A Santa Fe. Preferred
Corporation stork (h'lK'd.
Belfast Light A 1‘owei Company.

22.-"<..

22.50mm

.Xatiininf Raid,' Stork O'lnrd.
Belfast National Bank. Belfast
Case National Bank, Portland.
First National Bank. Portland..
National Shoe A Leather Bank, Auburn.
South Berwick National Bank, So. Berwick

12.Co
13.1.
in.2 *■
2."""
2.7 .“>

1

Atchison.

9.1

"

in. 20
4.1->,

22.5

it.mm
14. tl""
l'’.2‘"»

] 2.•

..

12.U\

2..

>o

J.I'-'imm,

>

-VO.65'.
-mm-

1.5*

bmmi-.
1--

25-

••

liailroait Cntl'is.
Bangor A' Aroostook..
Mass
Street,
Cambridge
Cedar Rapids A. Missouri River..
Codsolidated Terminal. Kansas City
Evansville Street. Ind...
Hocking Valley Railroad
Iowa Falls and Sioux City
.Jamestown Street. N. V.
Kansas City Cable. Mo.
Little Rock and Fort Smith.
Maine Central
Oregon Railroad and Navigation Co.
Portland and Cape Elizabeth
Superior Rapid Transit. Wis.
Union Pacific.
nn

3.'"•(.»
I

..
■
4

4.»v
l."u.
f.
i. 1

1.

..

The store and office recently occupied by the
Condon Manufacturing Company' and "Banner
ook.

""
"•

•»•

!.*'•»
1

1

.<" >• "
l.ihiim.ii
..o<

..

1.
1...

1

I.""11"'
a*'-:: i s
l.')"""0
1 .<>'"<•«»

1
1
I
1
1"
1 .no.

£.4''<:f

'o0"<>

1

..

1.
2.7>"<
P

2..v-o.
P..
2»'. 1
1 .*»<*•
1

•».

" *•

1
1

1...
1 2‘.

*’2.
o'"

Loans on Corporation Stuck.
Belfast Coliseum Com]) my..
Belfast f uel and Hay Company.
Belfast Loan and Building Associatisn—.
Camden and Rockland M'ater Company.
G. E. Carleton Company. Rockport.
Little Androscoggin M'ater Power Co.. Aui-urn.
Mosonic Temple Association. Belfast.
National Tube M’orks,Preferred,McKeesport. Pa.
Real Estate Company, Belfast.

2.4"0
f>.- 1"

I.oans on 'National Hank stock.
Belfast National Bank, Belfast.

3.475

Peoples National Bank, Belfast..
Peoples National Bank. Waterville

2.4i"

"

2'

21

1.

«'

2

11

jv

on

"V

"•1
1

■

■

"

s7<

8.4

75

..

2.4'

15."e
l."""0»'

1

1

1 ..

4'

»<J
*7

1
■1

»

3,175 '.*3
20o 47

Loans to Municipalities.
State of Maine.
City of Lewiston..

3.175
1

loo.noOoo
7o.<»oo <*0

..

3.000 <><l
725 0"
082 31
103.510 28

..

15.000

investment.

7".‘""

3

1

(ito

725
082
<>3.51 •;

"'

deposit.

Cash

on

hand.

18.871 03
12.752 18

< >■

8
28

7.000 oo

oo

account.

on

>:
c

.BOO 1"
75 00

1

Loans on life insurance policies.
Loan on personal property
L >ans on mortgage of real estate..

Cash

1

:<7 :

'" ‘li

1.2V

..

estate

«*<

••

Loans on .Sorin'/* lion}. Hooks.
Belfast Savings Bank.
Provident Institution f
Savings, Boston.
The German Savings A Loan Society. San Francisco
Warren Institution for Savings. Boston

Real

:•**••«

■' •"

I .1' 7

—.

Premium

■

■

1
11
"1
1

Loans on Corporation Ilon<ts.
Athol Water('onipany. Mass..
Belfast Hotel Company.
Belfast Water Company
Butte City Water Company, Montana
Cottage City Water Company. Mass.
Crystal Water CoiiJtpany, Edgewater. S. 1.
Ellsworth Water Company.
Fort Smith Water Company. Ark
Knox Gas and Electric Co.. Rockland.
Maine Condensed Milk C«
Newport
Middlesex Fells Spring Co.. Mass.
Millbury Water Company. Mass
M
is..
Oshkosii Water Company.
Paris M'ater Company. Ky.
Richmond M'ater ami Light Co.. Ky.

ete.

<

>

■■1

:-s7
2.0''" <">
4.«•> •»«•«>

..

..

C.O. 1

1.

1"""-'

Loan on Rockland Trust Company Stock
Loans on names.
Loaus on warehouse keeper's receipts, leather.

FOR RENT.
29,1900.-13tf

1. r

-mm,.

;■>'»o

...

1'H)

18,871

03

12,752

18

10.404 00

Unpaid accrued interest.

1.370.000
Due depositors, earned dividend and accrued
■•••.
State tax

v*'.*

1.208.221 48

Estimated market value of resources above liability for deposits, earned dividend and State

IT

tax.'...
Annual expenses. $4,000.

.839 61

F. E TIMBERLAKE. Bank Examine'

or excess

A Nerve Tonic and

Brings

12.000 0,
lo.onnn12.oOu n,
54 mm

IOo.mmiimm

Loans to Corporations.
Belfast Light ami Power Company.
Belfast Machine A Foundry Company.

fitting.

and Manhood

all effects of self-abuse

7

00

15,oonon

.....

..,

Night Emissions, Loss of Memory, all wasting

diseases,

05o

...

PRICE.

Shoe Store.”
Belfast, March

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

5'ono

10,000 0*
5,0000

12.000 00
0.500 06
3.000 00
9.500 00
lo.oon ou

90.500

..

Loans an Hailroat/ Stock.
Belfast and Moosehead Lake.
Somerset.

LI EVE.
LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBTHE GENUINE BOTTLE
STITUTES.
BEARS THE NAME,

<«

57,50o<"

—

THERE IS NO KINO OF PAIN OR
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
THAT PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE-

o.

98,050 00
13.800 00
11.250 00
10.32000
5,450 00

12.000 00
5.000 00

..

of

<

5.000
5.« 00

5,000 00
050 75
12,000 00
0.225 00

12,000 no
10,000 00

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Gen. Mort. 4s..1995
Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Adj. 4s.. 1995
Burlington A Missouri River C011. Os.. 1918_
Cedar Rapids A Missouri River 7s., 1910.
Chicago. Burlington A Quincy, la. Div. 4s..1919
Chicago, Burlington A < Quincy. S. \Y l>iv., 4s..

Total.Corporation Bonds

15,00u

45,950 75

..

Freeman Manfg. Co.. North Adams Mass.,
1906.

ot

’500

15,000 00
6^076 60
5,‘575 on

5.000 00

Total Public Fun's out of Maine.
Railroad Ronds Oirned.
Belfast & Moose head Lake 4s.. 1921
Eastern 6s., 1900.
Maine Central 5s., 1923
Maine Central 7s., 1912.
Portland and Ogdeusburg. 5s., 1908.
Total Railroad Bonds of Maine

60,000
5 <)ou

5,500 00

..

...—

the pink glow to
the fire of youth.

60
PILLS

pale cheeks and restores
By mail 50c per box, 6 boxes for $2.50, CENTS
with our Bankable Guarantee Bond to
Send tor circular and copy ot
cure er refund the money paid.
our Bankable Guarantee Bond.

50

beheld.

Far to the south the eye sees
the Atlantic Ocean and sky meet, while
a little to the left are the Fox Islands,

350.000 00

..

all

Vitality,

Cure Impotency,

Total United States bonds owned.
District of Columbia 7s., 1001, Water.
City of Belfast 4s., 191 s.
Plantation of Clinton (vore (>s.. 1900..

...

NERVITAVigor PILLS
Restore

1

Loans

lican

coln.

RESOURCES.
Par
Estimated and
chav-i-Public Funds Oinud
Paine.
Market IV//.
on Bo-,
United States Registereu 4s 1007..i? 50,000 00 £*7,750 no £ ..
United States Registereu 4s 1025.
n
70.000 00
03TO
7u,w.
United States Coupon 4s., 1025.
40.200 ou
3o,000 00
3< >.(M>«1
United States Registered 5-.. 1004. 12 -.coo 00 133.000 00 12o’.ooo 1
United States Coupon 6s., 1004.
30,000 00
3o.o.
34,350 00
United States Registered 2>, Optional.
50,000 00
60,000 00
50.000 1

--

For ease and comfort can suit

UinKil/er

QUIMBY, Tre,,
'Stir,,

Reserve turn!.
Undivided profits

Total National Bank Stock otfned..
/■aml>.
/.mins on f‘n
United States.
City of Aurora. Ill..
City of Cairo, 111
v,'Hage of Bamsville. <).
Village of St. Johns. Mich..

one

ALWAYS KEEP OH HANO

Day of July, 19()()
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lead is

:

and the Camp
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Fluff
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the South Shore cottages.
number of very pretty

ma

ural
color

recently elected President of the Hast Maine Conference Seminary at liueksport. Maine, is a graduate from Dickenson College and
du at three and a half miles, and there the foot of which is a road which leads
Drew Theological Seminary, lie is a man of culture and energy, and aided by
These hills differ to shore Acres.
ire l,i■ 11 hard hills.
This is a pleasant
an able corps of teachers the friends of the Seminary are assured of success.
are
trimi 11..111\ in the fact that they
spot on a point of land south of Kel- The fall term will
begin Tuesday. Sept. 4th.
strayeM and there are ,no level spots. ley's Cove, but a short distance from

The two hills at either side of the Shaw
Mi.
known as the Shaw and Frye

arer

you
Yet it’s impossible to
look young with the
color of 70 years in
the hair. It’s sad to
see young persons
look prematurely old
in this way.
Sad because it’s all unnecessary; for gray hair
may always be re-

Knox and Montville,

Freedom,

word to

Belfast

Deposits.

mm twenty
years

scot river the view extends northward
to the famed Dixmont Hills and west-

adjacent mainland.
A few rods farther brings one to the
old Bluff road, the first highway built in

the river, and the

the 19th

on

LIAB1U TIKS.

must be

From Mt. Waldo on the Penob-

ward.

Bank,

NATHAN F. HOUSTON, President.

friends
think you

older than

Savings

As it Existed

neigh-

But
other appear at one's very feet.
the beauty of the view is not all sea-

view, which includes Penobscot Bay
from the Fox Islands to the mouth of

Belfast

Why let

rocks, reefs and bars. A tine bird’s-eye
view is obtained of Islesboro, from its
long row of minor islands at the south,
places of interest in that vicinity. up by Gilkey’s Harbor, Dark Harbor.
Temple Heights is built on a series of Isola Bella, Hewes Point and Ryders
terraces facing Penobscot Bay; that Cove to Turtle Head.
Eggemoggiu
immediately above1 the settlement pre- each, Cape Kozier, historic Castine
senting an almost perpendicular face Port Point. Stockton Springs, Searsport
nearly mo feet high. The road ex- and Belfast are seen facing the bay.

^

THE NEW-YORK TRIBUNE
The LEADING NATIONAL RFRURLH

AN N F.WSPA PF.R, thorough!v up:

stanch advocate and supporter of Republican principles,
reliable news of

always

a

u

ill

ndiia'!

THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN,
including discussions, correspondence and speeches of the ablest political Icao
liant editorials, reports from all sections of the land showing progress of tin- v.
etc,, and will commend itself

to

the careful perusual of every thoughtful, iutelli-

who has the true interests of his cuntry at heart.

Nervita Tablets
(YELLOW LABEL)

Positively guaranteed

cure

for Loss of Power, Varicocele, Un-

Organs, Paresis, Locomotor Ataxia,
developed
Nervous Prostration, Hysteria, Fits, Insanity, Paralysis and the
Results of Excessive Use of Tobacco', Opium or Liquor. By
mail in plain package, $1.00 a box* 6 for $6.00 with our Bankable Guarantee Bond to cure in 30 days or refund money paid.
or

Shrunken

Nervita Medical Co.,

Clinton and Jackson sts.,

Published Monday, Wednesday and Friday, is in
reality a line, fresh, everyotlier-day Daily, giving

lyr

lNICW
Lr
■ OrK

Chicago, III.

new* outlays of
and covering news
other
three. It eonof
the
Tvihnna
I rlDUnC
tains all important foreign war news which appears in TIIE DAILY TRIBUNE of same date,
also Domestic and Foreign Correspondence, Short
Stories. Elegant Half-tone Illustrations, Humorous Items, Industrial Information. Fashion Notes.
Agricultural Matters and Comprehensive and Reliable Financial and Market reports.
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Regular subscription price. $1.50 per year.
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gen-
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going to press, has entertaining readtn
meniber of the family, old and youn_
reports whiehare accepted as anthon*
ers and eountry merchants, and is
date, interesting and instructive
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■

Regular subscription price, gi.no pm
We furnish it with THE
per year, in advance.
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Send all orders to

The

Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast, Main
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'•unit iits.”
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-ji.'ii'iem-e of The Journal.]
m ain. July 30, 1900.
v.
ong. and yet how interdd city of song and
juries the world has
.1 to think of

Salamanca,

mted University and
-indents, as the synonym
Oxford, Yale, llar-nr of Southern Europe:
world has gone on
t: is day, though the
ihat the ancient Seat
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many years been
heap of ruins, aban-
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some
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ris-

in the northern mounthan a hundred miles
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arid region where water
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STRONG.

sick women

exist,

proves a
to the for-

splendid col
in II11 rope, and twelve
>
.i its great
I'niverp ide was first laid in

I’reiic

in the summer

you for your ad-

or more, but would
only receive
relief for a short while and then
would be worse than before. Was confined to my bed most of the time. At
the time I commenced your treatment
mv left side was
completely paralyzed.
Had no desire to eat
anything; bowels
costive all the time. Nerves were all
unstrung, so I could not bear the least
noise.
I also suffered from diseased
ovaries and female weakness. But thanks
to my Maker and you, after
following
your advice, I am able to do all my washing, sewing and house work in general.
I haven't had a spasm in two months.
Left off medicines about one month
ago. Didn’t think it necessary to continue them longer. I have taken about
seven bottles of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription, seven of the ‘Golden
Medical Discovery,’ and two vials of
Pleasant Pellets.’ I heartily recommend
those medicines to all suffering as I was.”
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to
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['liis mighty river, by
not
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vice,” says Mrs. Sidney B. Oakes, of
Whitmell, Pittsylvania Co., Va.
When
I commenced vour medicines I had been
treated by different doctors for three

immeasurably

me an° 10
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of the famous

shabbier

and more

In the centre is

a

Company of Detroit, Michigan. It is
vantes, Cardinal Ximenes,
Saarvedra, issued monthly at $1 a year, and aland others of whom
the world has though it has not quite completed its
heard, now long returned to mother tirst volume has “more than 90,000 boy

earth.

Over the door of each lecture
tablet denoting the
particular
science which is, or
was, or ought to be,
taught therein. Inside of each room is
a pulpit for the
lecturer and rows of
benches for the
students, with a sort of
le<1Se before them, on which to write
their notes. The
handsome library is
lined with Louis XIV. book-cases
and
gallery, a smaller room being devoted
to a vast and most
collecroom is a

i.
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have been -the great

colleges and convents,
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for the civil governor,
1 ’alace. occupied liv
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of the celebrated

Colegio
Irlandeses, "College of
men." founded by I’hilip
to spite his sister-in-law.
Knglaud. and dedicated to
l’lie beautiful eream-eolorforms the walls of the

r'n

gs was quarried close by
the banks of the Tonnes,
were
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erected early in the

mtury, although of course
ich older; and it is safe to
'ding whatever was built in
during the last hundred
dishing up your ancient his•member that Plutarch relsg. P,. C.. Hannibal raised
>alamanca: after the Spanpromised to pay three liunof silver and to hand over
ted

hostages. It seems that
not famous for keeping its
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early day, and having
miply with the terms agreed
Punic Chief returned and
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But lie did not reckon
■men! The latter concealed
their sagas, and when the
guard, placed over the prearmed prisoners, left their
in tlie

pillage,

the women
"ids to the men, who rushid killed hundreds of the
in

you

Fkin
Tetter Acnerf
^Her.

tapestry-draped, musty-smelling

rooms,you come to thesaladel Plaustro,
a rather
modern-looking saloon in which
the Doctors and heads of houses assemble in conclave. A student about to

Dominican church: and most
gorgeous it still is in appearance, ns
of

the

Publishing

(me

dollar

Company,

a

Philadelphia.

year: ten cents a copy.

remarkable periodical

yet published.

leathery old gentleman stalking secretary.
North AValdo, at Unity,
solemnly about, with cap perched raksecretary.
ishly on one side of his bald bead, a Unity,
AVest AValdo, at Liberty,
gaudy bunch of silk dangling above his Liberty, secretary.
up,

E. B. Hunt,
AV.

II.Moody,

nose.
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Curfew in Augusta.
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Old Home Week

a

Success.

Among the Old Home Week visitors in
Appleton was one who had not been there

for 44 years, another who had not been there
for 37
years, and a third who had not been
there for 30years. Is not Old Home Week a
success? [Rockland Courier-Gazette.
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....ON ALL....

...Stiff Hats...
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

For 30 days from date of this paper,
July 12, I will sell

YOUR WINTER

even more

than both together cost me.”

S COAL.

'$3.00 Hats for $2.50
2.50

“

“

2.00

2.00

“

“

150

These

all late

are

First

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared
the

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

Straw hats and Soft Hats
in endless

Coal,

AVe offer to tiie citizens of Belfast and
vicinity
following well known coals.

styles and strictly up-

to-date in every way.

LACKAWANNA, LATTIMER LEHIGH,
ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND,

variety, at low prices.

and WOODVILLE STEAM

A beautiful line of
Prices at
Wharf.

Negligee Shirts and

Neckwear,

Chestnut Coal.
Stove

Delivered

Furnace

5.60
c

Lehigh

COME IN AND SEE US.

oal Ho cents per ton

IMivmM
and put in.
$6.25
6 25
6.00
6 00

in

Dump cart.
86.10
6.10
5. So
5.85

<$5.80
5,85
5.60

Kgg

GOLF HOSE, BELTS, ETC.

higher

discount of 25 cents per ton will lie made from tlie above prices to all customers for
CASH settlement within todays from delivery of their coal, provided their orders in ton
lots, or more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive their coal at our
convenience any time before November 1st.
A

P. Palmer,

Dwight

Temple,

flasonic

WE UUARA.NTEE PROMPT DELIVERY,

Belfast.

CORRECT WEIUHT AND CAREEUL DELI VS RY

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.
33, 35 and 37 Front Street,

Belfast.

TELEPHONE 34-3
W-‘ <>iT»*r

;i:i

HOME TREATMENT

Nickel Plated

...mi;.

Copper Goods,

Chronic Diseases

and.

ALL THE LATEST I .n PORTED

Pearl Agate Ware
MOKE COMPLETE THAN EYE1L

-!•

PERFUMES,
I
SOAPS,
I

Oil Stoves g Ovens
ALL STYLUS.

a

«

FACE POWDERS,
SACHET POWDERS,

specialty.

N

COSMETICS, ETC.

WATER FILTERS,

BATH SPOXGES,

Tooth,

WATER COOLERS,

Sail and BRUSHES,
1
Hair

WATERING POTS,
a

DRESSIXG

line of.

Do not fail

t<»

our

stock before pur-

chasing...Ol’EN EVENlXiS.

PILES'

Lowest prices in the city
money refunded.

or

possible prices.

examine

CASES,

POWDER and PUFFS.

SUMMER GOODS
at the LOWEST

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

POOR k SON, Dreists.

Mitchell & Trussell,
115 HIGH STREET.

Ami Tii.- !>
.s.-s r.-.-nliar
\v.--i'--n. ;. .,t tin*
Nl»lo<
Sv
in. and
Ml!
;d
I
Ix..,I
Condition^ of ’in- i\ uim-N s.
I'»ia>■ i'. i.11!._-. s: mm ii.
I iv
tin II
r t a 11 d a 1! d i s
as.-.l St.,i.
,.|
th, I'.-Ivu*
o uans.
11\
and 1 |■
t.‘- -tin r u ;th i-\t-1
to- III of
Skin iMx-.i- -.
M.i't .-;is(*s
tuinkly roii'-v .-d ami pi-rniiilieul .y e •! !'•< o\ tin *. r* •;» T
nit i|-ai me speeilies.
Send’for it.-n.’-rai S> iiifon: Blank uni one on
Ulseas. ,,i \V.»m>-n. Man;- mm-' that were eonsi. loved hopeless ha'- he. n fill'd h\ these (treat
lleined'es. Pnniiii Ma> and .lime eonsultatioii
tree h;. mail.
l>i. Miteheil ean he consulted tree
at
lus Boston otti.'e Mondays. Wednesdays
Thursdays and Saturdays 11 m "a. ni. to \ p. m.
i‘ther days Ids regular cons-iltanon lee of
will
he
asonahk*
harp'd. Monthly treatment at
rates.
Address.
UH AKLHS 11. Mill II KI.I M. D..
.’I- T'l "iio.nt street.
Union Sa\ in^> Bank Buildinp
Next (o Hotel Tournine.
Bosion. Mass,
I.tihoratory. it Howard I’hioe Koxbury. Mass
i,.

TOILET WATER.

and

,,

aii assortment- «*i

Tinware,

cure

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbed the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
l>r. Wi!
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’tl CO.. Prop’s, Cleveland.Ohio
For sale by I*. H. Moody.

June ‘-i5,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and .Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
On and after

at

Boston,

will

run as

follows:

Dr. John Stevens,

FROM BELFAST.

SUMMER
Six

Trips

a

SERVICE.

Week to Boston.

PM

7 00
Belfast, depart
City Point.+7 05
Waldo.+7 15
Brooks. 7
Knox .t7
Thorndike.
7
Unity. 7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton.
8
Benton. s

1 30
tl 35
tl 46
1 50
t2 05
2 15
2 23
2 45

2t>

38
45
53
15

3*2

Commencing June ii«;. woo, steamers Penobsco
and City ol
Bangor will leave Belfast alternately;
For Boston, via Northport, Camden and Rockland. Mondays at a.oo i\ si., other davs, except
Sundays, at, 5.00 p. si.
For Bneksport, Winterport and
Bangor daily,
except Monday, at about 7.45 a. si.
For Searsport and Hampden,
Thursdays, and
Sundays at about 7.45 a. si.

>-

Waterville.

3 15

7 15

Portland

5 35

1 25
5 57
7 25

A M
8 47
»’ m
..12 "2
E- D..
4 00

am

!
j w D..4 ,o

llKTl’ItXIXG.
From
From

Boston, daily, except Sunday at 5.00 1*. >r
Rockland, via Camden anil Northport’
daily, except Monday, at 5.00 a. si.
From Bangor, via Winterport and
Bneksport,
Mondays at 12.00 noon, other days except Sundays
at
2.00i*.m.

FRED W. POTE, Agent. Belfast.
CALV IX Al STIN, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, (ien’FManager, Boston.

I E-

D. 7
D.

in5

»' M
uu

Portland—.1100
Waterville.

E. L. Stevens, M. D„
Residence 12 Church Street.
Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.
Office hours from 1 to 4, and 7 to 8 p. m..
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CURE OF....

0 05

5)50

4
1

m

BY THE

...

Ho 00
t LO 15
10 45
11 20
1145
M2 00
12 30
tl2 47
M 07
115

4 Hi
4 27
45
5 03
5 12
15 21
6 35
*5 45
'5 55
8 00
4

tFlag station.

are

now

sold

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

at

west, via all routes, for >ale 1 v L. IV, George
GEO. E. ¥ VANS,
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticker Agent.
Portland, June 18,1900.

Agent, Belfast.

East Maine Conference Seminary.
information

or

catalogue,

REV. S. A.
2m30

to

n.

to 8

EYE

P. M.
KAK NOSE
Iyr34

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Will be t'unv.slir.l tor pmate luukbeanl
parties trem l'.Hta-o. < atiwlrn. etc. at tlie
Sear>litei;t Hall.
Kefre^l nu i.!n \m1, also
be M-rvetl.
Apply to
JOSEPHINE KMCHT,
1ARV McCORKISON,
Box

IPtf

SO.

or

Searsmont, Me

lo

$5.00 from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all j oints West and North

For

given

A.

4. 7

40
i* m

Fall Term Opens Sept. 4.
...

attention
and THROAT.

to

A M

Bangor. 7 00
Benton.t« 13
Clinton.tH 27
Burnham, depart. S 30
Unity. 8 48
Thorndike.
8 57
Knox.. tO 08
Brooks.
9 20
Waldo. +9 30
City Point. 19 40
Belfast, arrive
5)45

1* M
no

l

M

a

Special

12

I I to

2

A M
*» 00

830

A

OFFICE HOURS:

*> 50

4 30

Boston
Boston,

BLOCK.

PM

3 30
t3 33
t3 57
4 30
^4 48
5 20
5 50
0 25
17 03

42

Bangor..

Boston
Boston,

HOUSE

OPERA

AM

...

Ivorine, worth

<

Reduction Price

iPowder
24oz. Package

s

charge

Limited tickets for Boston

Many housekeepers say, “I consider the cake of White
Glycerine Toilet Soap which I find in each package of

i. —_1_.14

We make n°
whatever for this service. Our book on Blood and
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA. GA.

.^11^1““'

Skin Diseases wiU
wiu be
oe sent free
tree unnn
upon application.

Master of human destinies am 1!
Fame, love and fortune on my footsteps wait,
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
Deserts and seas remote, and passing by
Hovel and mart and palace soon or late
I knock unbidden once at every gate!
If sleeping wake, if feasting rise before
I turn away. It is the hour of fate.
And they who follow me reach every state
Mortals desire, and conquer every foe
Save death : but those who doubt or hesitate
Condemned to failure, penury and woe,
Seek me in vain and uselessly implore.
I answer not, and I return no more.
[John J. Ingalls.

^ash it#

<%e.tion

£esur?d byTalb

f.

Opportunity.

Mrs. hsau: p‘ \\ hat is the matter with
that mess of pottage?” Kssau: “That is
‘the kind mother used to make."’—Brooklyn
Life.

™*» the

8000

a

them—God bless him !
[Anon., in the American.

Political Curiosities—Watts—“I’ve got an
uncle out West who owns two good gold
minds and he is going to
support Bryan
Potts—“I’ve got you a beat. My barber is a
Middle-of-the-Road Populist.”
Indianap1
olis Press.

but

effecftialiv’cures'biood'aivd
?“d*^^root*>
Wlthy arti^> th^differe^ne^ b1?’ '*c*ustSt

In Bilim-.
Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy,
known to tlit* Christian Scientists as
"Mother" Eddy, lias demonstrated to
the satisfaction of a Boston Post reporter.wlio recently visited her, that she is
in the hest of health; and that all reports
to the contrary are slanders concocted
to hurt the science of which she is the
chief expounder... Receiver Wing of the
l • lobe National bank, Boston,has
paid to
the Clearing house association the last
of the s:;,ooo,non which that institution
advanced to the bank eight months ago
in the hopes that its failure might be
averted. Receiver Wing will now devote
himself to paying off the depositors.
It will take SI,000,000
The, list of
awards to American exhibitors at the
Paris exposition lias been made public.
The United States in all secured losi
awards. Of these 221 were grand prizes,
-WO gold medals, 22 bronze medals. 27u
honorable mention, and a long list of
gold, silver and bronze medals for collaborators. Maine is represented in the
list hv the Whitman Agrieultral works
of Auburn and Maine savings bank

Edith—“Uncle George, is it a painful operation when a man has his
leg
and do they take anything ?” Uncle pulled.'
George:
“Gas is usually administered', I believe.’’
[ Boston Transcript.

diseases'

berbs and barks, of great
purifying and tonical properties, quickly and
«9“ Street to the root of the disease and stimulate# and restores normal,
and ennehes the blood, and thus relieves the system of all
poisonous secretions.
P'nnanently because it leaves none of the original poison to referment in the blond ntld panca
fracli nttnnL
blood
is
neceasarv to preserve that clear, smooth .kin and
Healthy
beautiful commucb
S.
S.
S. can be relied upon with
pfc”?n
certainty to keep
Wood in perfect order. It has been
curing blood and skin diseases for half a century ; no other medicine can show such a record.

TO BELFAST.

The curfew law is to be enforced in Augusta, and it is hoped that the spectacle of
boys and girls loitering about the streets at
late hours will no longer disgrace our city.
Since parents are culpably negligent in the
the care of their children, the municipal
authorities must take the matter in hand.
[ Maine Farmer.

severe.

Medicated lotions and

Tic disease is mk man sum deep; lie entire circulation is
poisoned.

From cover to cover the contents of
Everybody’s Magazine for September a re
the most interesting of any issue of that
In praise of the cover itself, too much
cannot be said of the beauty of its design, which is not only effiective but
quite original: the march of improvement in the process of printing is nowhere better shown than in this specimen of multi-color work.
A new short
story by S. R. Crockett, entitled “A
Scientific Symposium” is written in his
peculiarly delightful manner; the reader
looks at the characters drawn through
the spectacles of a good natured. quizzically observant physician who tells the
story, and the doctor does not hesitate
to turn X rays on human foibles.
“How
a (Ireat City is Cleaned” is the
subject
of a very interesting article, and “Oyster
Farming” is the title of an article iii the
(Ireat American Industry Series, and
its pages contain much more of greater
interest than would be imagined by the
uninitiated. The “Simple Explanation"
of the month is of “The Light of the
Sun,” which subject affords a great deal
of simple and entertaining instruction.
Among other illustrated stories and
articles, of which there are many, are
"Artists'Models,” beautifully illustrated with photographs; the continuation
of Stuart Hobson’s delightful autobiography, "A Lucky Hazard” by Mary
Moncure Parker, and “Queen Victora
and Her Family as Artists,” with illustrations from drawings by the Queen
and her daughter, the Empress Fredrick.
Altogether a great ten cents
worth!

11

™

direction.

Railroad Station." as A. 15. Frost sees
"The Wonders of California
Hardens,” and the beauties of Yellowstone Park.
There are numerous practical articles and much else that is helpful in the departments. I5y The Curtis

which poisons and clogs the blood, and it becomes
and acid,
^,t<;^natte/'
through the general circulation all parts of the body, and upon reaching
Eczema®
e™ptlon, and by
peculiarities
recognize
Psonasts, Erysipelas and many other skin troubles,
less
to

While

less pride and patience. Passing through them;
several

?rganf/*il !°. “"7,off the waste material from the system, there is an abnor-

f

the

leon, and many rare works prohibited and winter modes. The pictorial featby the liber expurgatorius—all of which ures of the September Journal include
a page drawing of “Loiterers at the
the librarian will show
with bound-

remedy
gree must be so proficient as to read complaints and the only one that never fails.
is
It
safe
and
reliable.
-ting"
and write it with the same
pleasant,
facility as lie
does bis native tongue. The doctors of
Waldo County Fairs.
t lie various faculties are distinguished
by tassels upon their caps—red, blue,
Waldo County, at Belfast. Sept, ls-li),
green, yellow or white, each departB. II. Conant, Belfast, secretary.
ment of science having its peculiar
AValdo and Penobscot, at Monroe,
color—and funny it looks to see a dried- Sept. 11, 12, 18, F. II. Bowden, Monroe,

I ntel now open in the
place, houses. and come up here for their
surprised to find it “not half “classes.” The little square behind it,
us the
English say—considering surrounded by collegiate buildings, is
(:‘cuie poverty of the region and much like any other
college “quad,”
1

v

readers and an unnumbered host of
grown-up friends." While the magazine
has stories it is not a story paper, but is
designed to amuse, interest and instruct
the average boy. Parents should rejoice
in such a publication, for its influence
and teachings are decidedly in the right

ing the ire of jealous husbands—have paved with human vertebrae, the reentirely disappeared. There is a Span- mains of the victims of that tribunal.
The cathedral, of brilliant yellow
ish proverb which compares a student
without a guitar to a comet without a stone, lias little appearance of antiquity,
tail, and truly, one is as conceivable as though begun in 1018. From its north
the other in Salamanca. Kvery student aisle you pass into a second and older
has more or less musical ability, and the cathedral, built in 1102, by the famous
performances of the experts would win Bishop Geronimo, Confessor of the Cid,
applause from the "end men" of any who fought by his side in all his battles department.
minstrel show.
Poor as they are, and and supported his dead body on its tiual
The King.
often hungry, his beloved guitar is the journey from Valencia.
The Bishop
last possession the scholar will part with. was buried here, and above his tomb He cannot walk, he cannot speak ;
Nothing he knows of books and men ;
IIis books go first, his cloak, his coat— for live centuries bung “FI Christo de
He is the weakest of the weak,
but never his music maker until reduced las Batallas”, the bronze crucifix of the
And has not strength to hold a pen.
to the pangs of starvation.
The muni- Cid, which lie always carried to battle. He has no pocket and no purse,
Nor ever yet has owned a penny,
cipal authorities of Salamanca have no It long since disappeared! but is said But has more
riches than his nurse,
that
the canons know the hiding-place
Because he wants not any.
jurisdiction over the University, which
lias its own government and courts. where, in these days of church-robbery, He rules his parents by a cry,
And holds them captive by a smile;
The tomb of QerThe old-time lleadles, charged with it lias been secreted.
A despot, strong through infancy,
A king, through lack of guile.'
preserving the peace, have a hard time nimo was opened in 1600, and a chroniof it to keep in order the madcap stu- cler of the day affirms that “The body He lies upon his back and crows,
Or looks with grave eyes on his mother ;
dents whom another Castilian saving of the holy warrior smelled truly deli- What can he mean ? But I
suppose
They understand each other.
calls "The Bedouins of guitar and dag- cious”.
Fannie B. Ward.
Indoors or out, early or late,
It is said that the
ger.”
University
There is no limit to his sway:
decipline is very lax, only a nominal atFor, wrapt in baby robes of state,
You assume no risk when you buy Chamlie governs night or day.
tendance at the lectures being expected.
berlain's Colic,Cholera anil Diarrhiea Reme- Kisses he takes as rightful due,
J lie sole and indispensable requisite to
dy. A. A. Howes A Co., druggists,will refund
And, Turk-like, has his slaves to dress
graduation is a thorough knowledge of your money it you are not satisfied after
him;
it. It is everywhere admitted to he His subjects bend before him, too;
Latin, in which the candidate for a de- using
the most successful
in use for bowel
I'm one of

University buildings cover a great
I'lutareh's deal of ground, but everything about
■n to the
history of Salaman- them indicates the decayed fortunes of
ialse. We know that under the venerable institution. You enter by
the city became the ninth way of the Library, whose facade aloneation on the Via Plata, “Sil- a triumph of the decorative and heraldthe broad road that led ic style—is worth an architect’s visit
under on the north coast of to Spain. It is of the richest period of
isula to Cadiz on the south, Ferdinand and Isabella, the
creamy
uica the Goths coined their stone having been as wax in the hands
ney,until the place was ravag- of the artists, who evolved a maze of
Moors; and Spaniards recon- scrolls and tracery, amid medallions and
; in 1055.
Although fully three- badges innumerable. The inscriptions
"I tlie
city is now ruins, it is are in Creek—“The Kings to the Uni■mderful mass of colleges, con- versity, and this to the Kings.”
That
'd churches. Indeed, nowhere dilapidated
portion which answers to
world, upon so small an area, “The Schools” of Oxford—begun in the
uid such a wealth of sculpture, year 1415, in the romantic
age of Juan
"P of arehitectual display, as II, patron of literature and the troubapse of a city, who.se popula- dour—has a gorgeous plateresque front
* vindled from
50,000 to hardly and a curious Convocation House. Nowmi put
up at “La liurgalesa,” days the students are lodged in private
So

m.l

“One Hundred Years in the White
House,” opening the September Ladies’
Home Journal gives some highly interesting glimpses of the social life of the
century, and of the home life of our
interesting
Presidents since the time the Adamses
tion oi illuminated
manuscripts and moved into the Executive Mansion as
books—mostly collected from confis- its first occupants, in November. 1800.
Romances of Some Southern
The
cated monasteries.
Among the most Homes’" in the same issue, pictures the
remarkable are an illuminated manumost notable historic mansions of the
script of the I ifteentlr century, “Libro South and recalls the incidents which
de las < laras y Virtuosas
them famous—their brave men
mujeres” made
(Look of the <! races and V i rt lies of and beautiful women. Some new anecdotes attract further interest to the beWomen!, by Don Alvaro de Luna; loved Phillips I1rooks, as a man and as
original letters and manuscript books a preacher. They are characteristic,
of Fra de Leon; a volume of tire Lord’s and exceedingly well told. Anticipatthe rather radical change that fashPrayer, in one hundred and fifty-seven ing
ion has decreed in women’s attire, ten
languages, ordered by the first Napo- special articles are devoted to the fall

gide. is almost extinct. The ugly black seen under the dark elliptical eh of
'"iity destroyed twen- costumes of the order are yet worn, the corn. The “[loom of Colon,” where
••ges end all
the richest but the
boxwood fork and spoon, stuck the conferences took place which sub'1
n it!i
e.
private palaces in the cocked hat. are nowdays only for sequently bad such great control over
" of Home or
the (1 rand ornament and are no
longer used to tish the destinies of the Western Hemisee. which they
first loot- out tidbits t loin the
caldron of the con- phere, is an immense, bare, vaulted
and then burned for vent kitchen, since the
construction of hall, two hhndred feet long by perhaps
ter on, the law of iJueen
railroads in this part of Spain has des- twenty-live feet wide. But it has anr. no c‘irporate
liody in troyed the business of the muleteers, other and more terrible history. For
odd any property, made the
troops of rollicking youths that for- many yeays the familiars of the Inquisiroyal plunder, completed merly overran these provinces—clear- tion assembled here to witness the toron of Salamanca.
A few ing flic larders ol the ventas and arous- ture of heretics, and the door is neatly
e

Skin Diseases

eclesiastical poet, Fra
The August number of The AmeriLuiz de Leon, who is
numbered among can Boy has been received from the
the eminent students
The Sprague Publishing
here with Cer- publishers,

“wrangle”, or “dispute”, is shut up
well.
here twenty-five hours, with a sentinel
on guard at the door, to
give him time
the general badness of Spanish inns, and opportunity to consider his subject.
Next in interest in the line of colleges
('lose by is the Plaza Mayor, the great
square which for three hundred years is the old Colegio Mayor de Santiago
enjoyed the reputation of being the Apostal, now called the “Irish College”,
founded more than four centuries ago.
tinest in Spain, capable of
holding
twenty thousand people, where bull- Here a score of Irish students are alfights were held for the amusement of ways in training for the priesthood.
kings. One side is occupied by munici- There are dozens of others, all built at
pal buildings, the three other sides by incredible expense by the most skilful
arcades of arches, on Corinthian col- artisans of their age, and all now
umns—the whole a marvelous sample compartively untenanted, with empty
of Plateresque architecture.
Hut its courts and echoing corridors.
Even more interesting, in an historiglory has long since departed. Behjnd
those splendid arcades are dark, dirty, cal point of view, is the Dominican
poverty-stricken shops, and back of Monastery of San Esteban, in the Calle
them are narrow, ill-paved alleys, lined de Colon, t “Columbus street"'—so called
with tumble-down palaces and swarm- in memory of the great Admiral, who
ing with beggars. All day this once- once resided in it. When the wise
proud Plaza is deserted—except for the doctors of the University found Columbeggars, asleep in the sun: but in the bus' scheme for discovering another
evening the few remaining students continent “Vain, impracticable, and
congregate there, swaggering up and resting on grounds too weak to merit
down, arm m arm. proudly wearing the support of the government”—the
their ragged cloaks like regal ermine, friars of San Esteban, under Deza, the
pulling their interminable cigarettes Inquisitor, approved and upheld the
and shouting their Castilian songs. The homeless genius and entertained him
old-fashioned "Spanish student,” asso- several weeks with generous hospitality.
ciated in the mind with strolling bands In gratitude for the same, Columbus
ot musicians, escalades of balconies, and
used the first virgin gold imported from
the roguish exploits so charmingly i«c- the New WorUl in gilding the retablo
tured in tin* pages of "The Bachelor of
Salamanca” and Cervantes "Tia Fin-
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Wrappers
AT

LOW I*SUCKS.

They have also marked down vthis week) all their

_SHIRT^ WAISTS.
NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1
1900, are requested to settle at tue store of Mitch
ell & Trussed, 115 High Mreet.
M. L. MITCHKLL.
Kelfast, Me., June 25,19.00—2t;tf
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ous

municipalities. The pupils

are

fur

Beginnings
Make Good Endings”

plies free of charge. The teachers,who
are better paid, by the way, than those
in the United States, are Cubans. The
boards of education are composed of
Cubans, the alcalde of the town being
ex-otficio a member of the board. Each

municipality conducts its own educational affairs exclusively. In short, it
is evidently a Cuban public school system, and the people, who at its introduction overwhelmed its author with abuse,
devoted to it and to him. It is
a noble work, well planned, and admirably executed.

are now

NEAR
The

THE

following

NORTH
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letter was written to

Mrs. Sarah C. Sherman of this city by
her sister, Mrs. E. A. Fisher, on board

steamship Kong Harold, on a voyage along the coast of Norway and
around tlie North Cape:
Dear Sister:—You will see by this
the

For President,
william mckinley
of Ohio.
'“'or Vice-President,

THEODORE ROOSEVELT
of New York.
For Representative to Congress,
EDWIN C. Bk KLEliih.
For Governor,
JOHN F. HILL
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Lobster
cigar, not

a

a

now

for live

shellfish.

a

Ibugi-ec is another
m.tbmg tn sa\.

Lew

who

Y’ditcrport.

Republican

Portland

Argus.
A

! uhlu-ap who has nothing to say
ibes,* days is mighty small potatoes.

•'

Amone
hast

the

many eurios brought
seafarers from- the

by old-thm

home

Chinese puzzles: and they
named. But the Chinese

were

rightly

were

puzzle which now confronts the Great
Powers casts all these play-things in
the shade, audits solution is
likely to

costly.

prove

'Our

membership

is

decreasing rapid-

ly

every year,” said General Albert I).
Shaw. Commander-in-Chief of the Grand
Army of the Republic, in Chicago last
w

eek,

thing

and soon the G. A. it. will he a
ot the past.
I hope, however,

that before we pass out of existence we

change our Memorial Day, which should
be giver over to patriotism and
inspiration and not to boat racing and hall
Games.
It is proposed to have Memorial Day the last Sunday in
May, and
tin- change certainly has much to commend it.

Frye

Senator

is

always welcome in
inspiration
his public utterances ring true.
Blaine called him “the best plat-

Belfast.
and
Mr.

His presence is an

form orator in the United States," and
few will question Air. Frye’s right to

distinction.

that
•

Ilis

■.•curate, his facts are

ments are

statistics

facts,

are

his argu-

unassailable, and his earnest

forceful delivery holds the close attention of liis audiences. Those who hear
him once want to hear him again, and
his many friends here wish that duty

might

call him oftener to Belfast.

We have
ments

of

received, with the compliRepublican National

the

a handsome volume of :)ss
pages from the press of the Doubleday
A McClure Co., containing the speeches

Committee,

and addresses of

William

McKinley

from March 1, ]S97 to May 30, 1000. The
frontispiece is a reproduction of a steel

engraving that was made in ISOs at the
Bureau <>f Engraving and Printing,
Washington, and is regarded as one of
liie best likenesses of

President McKinley that have ever been made. The
speeches and addresses cover a wide
range of subjects, and are arranged in
the volume in

chronological order,

with

table of contents and an index. It is
safe to say that no more remarkable
series oi addresses lias come from any

a

of

public

our

quality
are

and

deal
ttie

is

literary
highest order, they
the loftiest patriotism
men.

of

Their

the

imbued with

spirit of

the

true manhood, and
with momentous questions from

standpoint

hook is

of

a

statesman.

political history of

the time.

The recent visit of over fifteen hundred Cuban school teachers to this
country has called attention to the

striking progress made in the Cuban
schools. At the end of the war prac-

tically

school system existed on the
In November,
1S99, Alexis

no

island.

I'rye
responsibility
school system
Everett

was

Trondhjem

j

after

leaving

Hamefest,

we

could not see even the shore. I did not
try to go up the rock, which is very
steep, and was afterwards glad I did
not. for those who went came back a
tired, dirty looking set of people. We
left the Cape in a dense fog and were
obliged to steam slowly and stop often,
as this is a dangerous coast.
The passages through the fjords are very narrow and intricate.
The night of the tilth we sat up until
2 o’clock to see the glaciers and the line
scenery, that the captain ran out of his
It is grand—high
way to show us.
cliffs where it is so narrow that the
boat almost touches them. Some of the
cliffs are straight up from the water 2,000 feet, and the passages are so narrow that you wonder how the boat is
to get through.
Half the people on our boat are
American, and there are many English
and Hermans, a few from south Africa,
also a Russian Count and Countess and
a <lerinan < 'ountess.
July 18th the captain landed us to see
a glacier 40 miles long, but we only
went to the beginning of it.
We had
intended to visit a wonderful cave near
by in the afternoon, but were prevented by a heavy thunder shower.
We shall reach Trondhjem July loth,
and from there take a boat as far as
Cliristiansund; thence by carriages to
Molde, or a little beyond to a point
where boats can be again taken through
the fjords to Bergen.
The trip will
take more than a week.
After a short
stay in Bergen we go to Stanenger and
from there to Germany.
Transfers

in

Real

Estate.

The

valuable contribution to the

a

ttiat 1 am on board the steamer way
up north of the Arctic Circle. You
must excuse the writing, for it is storming and the boat is plunging fearfully.
We were in Trondhjem one day, July
llth. The air there was soft and balmy
and the mingled odors of pine and salt
water were very refreshing. The sail
down the Fjord was lovely; at 10 o’clock
in the evening the moon was high in
tlie heavens, round and golden, while
the sun was just sinking in the western
horizon a ball of lire. The sun does
not set here till half past ten, and at
half past eleven the whole western
horizon was red and yellow, while the
water was the most brilliant that I ever
saw.
Near the coast, beyond the reliction of tiie sky, it was a deep violet;
then it changed abruptly to a bright
red and from that shaded'to a pale rose
and Mended with tlie yellow and bright
Mm-.
July 1:1 was a perfect day and the sea
was like glass.
The scenery is magnilicent. Everything north of
is called tlie Nordland. I sat up tlie
night of the 1:1th to see tlie sun rise. It
set at 11.45 and rose again at 12.15.
I
never saw a sight equal to it.
It even
surpassed the sunrise in the desert, i he
coloring was gorgeous. The course of
tin- steamer lay near a low-lying chain
of islands—rocky, and barren, and desolate—without sign of habitation except
a lone light-house.
Just beyond these
islands the sea was a bright rose, until
it blended at tlie horizon with tlie red.
orange, purple and green of tlie setting
sun. mingled with the bright gold of the
rising, while in the west the pale moon
kept guard. The setting was a little
west ot north and the rising a little ;
east of north so that colors blended.
This is tlie only spot where it can be
seen to perfection, and they time the
steamer to arrive here at the exact
\V>- thread our way through
moment.
myriads of islands, and only for a few
hours at a time are we out on the open !
I ran tell very quickly when we
I sea.
are. but il does not trouble me, though
a great many then make their offerings
to Neptune, our trip so far has been
vert
successful: for tlie weather lias
been perfect and we can stay on deck
all the time, if we wish. The last two
steamers before us had very hard trips
and one of them could not land her
We went ashore to
passengers at all.
see the town of Tromso and the Lapps.
It is a very interesting place but the
Lapps are very smelly. We stopped at
Ilaniefest.tlie most northern town in the
world, a few hours. We visited the
churches, and ascended a hill to get a
view.
The night of July ir,th we saw
the midnight sun. It did not sink below
the horizon at all. The captain anchored
where we could have a line view bet ween
two immense cliffs.
Just before 12
o'clock the sun came out from a cloud
and we had a grand view.
Our next stopping place was a whaling station, where we were set ashore
in the ship's boat to see the whales.
The fishermen had brought in live that
afternoon, and the one that we measured was OS feet long.
The English
consul at Tromso lives here and has
charge of the works. IIis wife, who is
a
Norwegian, but speaks very good
English, met us—not at the wharf, but
at the whale,
she showed me a box
j
with a lily of diamonds on the top,
presented her by the Emperor of Her-i
many when he was here recently in his |
yacht. 11 is picture is on the inside of
the lid.
It was 12 o’clock when we got
back to the ship, but as there is no
there
night
you do not know when to
go to bed.
We landed the night of July 13th at
North rape, but as the fog came on
soon

entrusted, with the

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending, Aug. 29,1900:
Flora M. Ilayes, Belfast, to J. O. Hayes, do.,
land and buildings in Islesboro.
Elijah
Young, Lincolnville, to Jennie L. Carpenter, Providence, R. I.; land and buildings in
Lincolnville.
Albert Thompson et als.,
Frankfort, to George Peirce, do.; land and
WTm. H. Dodge et
buildings in Frankfort.
als., fleering, to Eliza M. Dodge, Dixmont;
land and buildings in Jackson.
Mary Etta
Ryan, Searsmont, to Fred H. Fowles, do.;
land and buildings in Searsmont.
Fred H.
Fowles to Edmund S. Adams, Searsmont;
land and buildings in Searsmont. Patrick

their campaign against the ship subsidy
NORTHPORT NEWS.
bill not to say that foreign governments
NORTHPORT CAMP GROUND.
subsidize their merchant ships to the
The collection taken on the grounds Monamount of more than $26,000,000, against
day forenoon showed (100 people in the cotwhich ships unaided American ships
tages, hotel, etc., inside the gates, and the
You ate making a good beginning when cannot
compete.
collections at the gates show that not less
l you commence to take Hood's Sarsaparilla
4500 people came upon the grounds during
for any trouble of your blood, stomach,
Russell Sage Is not satisfied with the the week.
or
this
liver. Persistently taken,
kidneys
present prosperity. He complains with
Thursday, the great day of the campgreat medicine will bring you the good end- bitterness
that “money is a drug on the meeting, was one long to be remembered.
ing of perfect health, strength and vigor.
market now.” In the hard times of The attendance was the largest for several
Cleveland
adminstration Mr. Sage years and the scene at the upper part of the
could lend out his money with usury. grounds reminded the older patrons of the
Now he has to compete even with the camp-meetings of twenty-five years or more
farmers of the West, who have become ago. The grove was filled with teams of all
lenders of money where they used to be descriptions, from single buggies to hayPOLITICAL POINTS.
ricks and buekboards. The crow'ds were disborrowers. No wonder be is dissatisfied
tributed over a larger area than formerly,
“He voted for Bryan in 1896” is be- with McKinley prosperity.
and were not all centered at one time anycoming quite a common form of introwhere. They were to be found from the North
duction for the speakers at the RepubDemocrats pretend to say that if for- Shore to Kelly’s Cove. The steamers also
lican meetings in Kansas this year.
eign built ships are admitted to Ameri- brought large numbers. The Tremont,
can register,then American shipbuilders which touches here on her trips to and from
Will Colorado hang back and decline will build all the ships the carriage of Bangor and Bar Harbor, broke down Wedto approve of the prosperity the country our foreign commence employs, while nesday and the Cimbria took her place and
is enjoying? Colorado people are be- Republicans stand fast in support of brought a crowd Thursday. The Castine
made her four regular and two special trips
lieved to be manly and enterprising the statue which lias, since the foundafrom Belfast and one from Searsport, loaded
tion of our Government, reserved Amerenough to acknowledge a mistake.
every time, ami the M. ,fc M. from Bucksican registry for American built ships.
port, the Catherine from Rockland, the City
Chairman Hanna has not been comof Bangor from Camden and Rockland, the
Silver Star from Castine and Islesboro, all
pelled to attempt an explanation of his
Never before in the history of tiie
connection with trusts for the simple
brought crowds. The gate receipts showed
United States lias the output of Souththat there were more than 3,000 people on
reason that, unlike Chairman Jones, he
ern iron ore and pig iron, lumber, coal,
the grounds on that day.
is not a beneficiary of such organizaand coke, been so large as it lias been in
tions.
The annual meeting of the Campmeeting
the past two years, and not for

"Good

nished with books and necessary sup-

j

years,

A

political party that cannot stand
by
predictions will naturally run
away from its platforms.
its

With the Hon. Hen Tillman protest-

ing against “government without the
consent of the governed,” and Dick
Croker fulminating against the ignorance of the people, tlie Democratic party
backs into the campaign with its accustomed dignity and plausibility.
If Mr. Bryan cared to be candid lie
could discourse more learnedly upon
tlie art of accumulating wealth than
any of tlie other candidates in the field.
Mr. Bryan is tlie wealthiest candidate

before the people to day, and he has
made his money since the inauguration
of the policies against which lie declaimed so vigorously.
Vet Mr. Bryan is
selfish enough to decline to give tlie
Republican adminstration the proper
credit for his good fortune.

prices

been so

Association

was

held Aug. 22nd.

The

Cii and Fill CM
To be closed out

HARRY

goods.

of their

W.

CLARK

Wants

to sell out his

Ready-Made Clothing Departm.-:
to making

devote his whole time

HENCE THIS GREAT SACRIFICE SALE.

A CYCLOYE OF BARFlAFls
Will greet you in UP-TO-DATE goods, as it is a wU
fact that we carry the FINEST ONE in the
city
JWDon’t put it off.
The good things alwaw
Old men, Young men, Ladies, Bovs, evervbodv come and
bargain of your life.

—

Rememberthe “Old
SEVENTEEN

—

m

JEWELED.

—

chastisement.
Before going any farther with ttieir
arguments the Democratic leaders
should explain why it is that, if President

McKinley has no backbone, he can
shattering the republic and
establishing an empire.
go ahead

II' YV[|J, I’A Y YOU

Bold to the amount
into

of$&VioO,(iOO
country from

this

Klondike this year.
text for a

was

the

Here is another

prolonged weeping spell by

Senator Teller.

“would

destroy the opportunity to
Bryan depending upon
votes of the idle this year?

work.”
the

Is Mr.

After

surveying

all

predictions
he made a less vain man than Mr. Bryan
would, emulating the example of the
parrot, come to the conclusion that he
the

had talked too much.
“It is only skin deep,” declare the
Democratic editors in their attempt to
account for the

McKinley prosperity.
Yet they are vigorously opposing every
policy calculated to send it deeper.

ELGIN:

because it would not declare constitutional a piece of partisan legislation,
and their

ing

party vented

its anger by tryto befoul the ermine of the highest

and

purest

court

the world has ever

known.

The country resented the onslaught so much that in the platform
this year the Democrats refrained from
attacking the court, nor did they mention the measure

disapproved by the
court, yet they have indorsed the platform which advocated the measure and
condemned the court.
The
over

country is

not

yet ready

to turn

the chair which has been tilled

such statesmen and

patriots

as

by

Wash-

ington, Lincoln, Grant and Harrison to
one who appeals for support on account
of his record against most of the wise
legislation that has been enacted ever
since the boy orator commenced to
figure in politics.

were

party that must look upon the
generally prosperous condition of the
country as a menace to its political
prospects, is in an unfortunate condition
deserving of sympathy, but a sympathy
The

which should be devoted to efforts at
reformation and not of endorsment at
the polls.
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CASH.
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in and
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Supreme Court fell under the
displeasure of the Democratic party
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“The Bold standard.” declared Mr.
Bryan in his Minneapolis speech in 189(1,
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It is not necessary to abuse the Democratic leaders in this campaign. They
regard the liberal employment of quotation marks as the very worst form of

value.

re-

It has seemed as if old fashioned times
when camp meetings were rare events,
have returned, and the weather and music,
A few years ago the South did the evangelist and able preachers, have conspired to make the week a most delightful
practically no manfaetuving, It now- and
profitable one to multitudes of people.
lias over *l,uoo,()uo,oiiu—one billion dol- Every day has increased the enthusiasm of
those attending the auditorium, and though
lars— invested in factories, paying over
the Rev. Drs. Haley, Haddock, Foss, Kuuf*:’.50,000,i>0n in wages and producing be-' mann and Hanson are remembered for their
tween *1,500,000,000 and *2,000,000,000 powerful and scholarly discourses, yet the
Rev. W. E. Berry aroused the greatest apworth of products yearly.
If the gold plause Friday morning in his
presentation
standard and the protective tariff are of State and home matters, which shows
the demand for applied Christianity. Evanthe great evils that the South so steadily gelist Baker's Bible
readings and the evendenounces, how lias the South been en- ing sermons are models of scriptural exand
illustrations of divine power.
abled to make this wonderful progress, position
He is Northport's favorite teacher and
the great bulk of which lias been under leader in Bible truth. The singing of MKs
McCune to the avcompanient of Miss Curtis
McKinley’s adminstration:1
has been greatly enjoyed. The new song
book as managed by the Rev. B. C. Wentworth has been very attractive.
Thokspike. George Gowen <»f Water-;
A Bucksport Students' Association was
ville and Hollis GoAven of Burnham Avere i
formed Tuesday, and Friday afternoon a
of
their
B.
A.
last
GoAven,
brother,
guests
W oman's Camp Meeting Association was
Reuben Averill of Boston, Mass.,
week
formed, which next year will manage a
visited relatives and friends at the Station a
woman's hour every day.
Misses Edith Harmon
feAV days recently
and Alice Thompson passed last Aveek with
THE NORTH SHORE.
friends in Belfast and Xorthport.Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Higgins are visiting their
What is known as the North Shore, Northdaughter, Mrs. J. S. Foster, in Rockport
port, is admittedly the most attractive of
0. J. FaiAvell passed a feAV days in Rock- our nearby summer resorts. Nature did its
land last Aveek....Mrs. Johnson of Free- best here, providing a sandy beach around
dom has been passing a Aveek with her which the shore extends in
nearly a semidaughter, Mrs. Jennie Yose.Messrs. circle, with high wi .oiled hanks and a valley
Emery Whitten, Fred Rich, L. G. Monroe, about tlifc centre down where the road runs
and Joseph Farwell attended the horse from the highway near the home of Oscar
trot in Fitts field, Aug. 22-23—Miss Myra Hills.
The pioneer cottage here was the
Cates passed a feAV days last week with Tote
cottage, and its red roof was long a
relathres in Fairfield,Waterville and Vassal- conspicuous
It
object in the landscape.
boro— Mrs. Horace Roberts and family of was
rightly named Buena 'C'ista (fine view)
Brooks Avere the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. and is now absorbed in the
large and handG. Cilley Aug. 21st
Burton Gross and some cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
\Y. Dougan
Avife returned from Bangor last Saturday of New York, which hears the name of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Johnson Anchorage. II. .1.
night
Wood, then of Malden,
passed last Aveek Avith friends in Waldo
now of Orono, next built and
occupied with
Miss Ada Coffin and the Misses SteA'ens of his son, I’rof. Wood, a
pretty little cottage,
have
been
Pittsfield
visiting their aunt, north of the Pote cottage and which was
Mrs. 8. A. Coffin
Mrs. Bertha Parsons named Iillewild. It is now the
property of
Jackson of Waterville has been the guest of the
Dougans. The next cottages built were
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Parsons. a small one
by II. K. McDonald, anil one of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parsons passed two stories with
eupalo by Dr. G. P. Lomlast Aveek at Xorthport Camp Ground
bard and Fred A. Carle. The McDonald
Mrs. A. W. Ward and daughter, and Peter
cottage was bought later by Dr. J. G. Brooks
Harmon, Avife and daughter, attended the and has been greatly enlarged and
improvreunion of the Clement family in Freedom ed. It is named /.eta. Dr. Brooks
also bought
A.
23d....Mrs.
W.
Ward
went
to
Aug.
later all the land in the rear of his and the
Fred
Xorthport Friday for a feAV days
Dougan cottages to the main highway, and
I,. Higgins is visiting his sister, Mrs. S. C
devotes part of it to a nourishing garden
Files, in Bangor —11. J. Stevens of Bangor which
produces all kinds of vegetables.
passed Monday night at the Mineral Spring He also has
a very thrifty orchard of tweuFarm— Bob Smitliers of Jackson is paintfive young apple trees, in addition to older
the
of
A.
MrS.
buildings
ing
Higgins
trees near the cottage.
A row of shade
and Mrs. Will Wing of Augusta are visit, trees extends
along the private way leading
their
and
brother, 11. L. Wing,
ing
family. to these cottages, and the
grounds about
V. X. Higgins and Avife are passing
them are nicely kept and made attractive
the week in Bangor... Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
by flowers and shubbery. Dr. Lombard has
WentAvorth of Massachusetts Avere the guests
for many years been the sole owner of
of J. H. Stevens and wife Saturday—EBirchwood, and has a garden and orchard at
L. Bartlett and wife, Fred Hasty ami wife,
the rear which yield abundantly of Powers,
and Will Hasty and Miss Sadie Bartlett
fruit and vegetables, testifying to his skill
Mrs.
passed Friday at Windermere Park
and industry as an agriculturalist. Near by
Fred Brown of Belfast is visiting her sis
is the handsome Burkett cottage, where Mr.
tei, Mrs. B. A. Go wen .F. W. Go wen of and Mrs. Thomas F..
Shea have spent the
Philadelphia was the guest of his uncle, B. vacation season,
enjoying the sea breezes
A. Gowen, Aug. 23d....Mrs. J. F. Heath,
and the company of their friends. Next is
who has been passing several weeks with
llazelbank, built and occupied for many
her daughter in Belfast, has returned to
seasons by the Stricklands of Bangor, but
her home.Mrs. Porter Hurd passed
which has long been in the possession of
Thursday and Friday Avith Mrs. Louise Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Howes. A few
years
Hurd in Belfast
Mr. ,1. F. Heath attendago Mr. Howes raised the cottage, rebuilt
ed Field Day at Camden Aug. 25th.
and added to the veranda, and made ether
W. C. Crawford, now a
improvements.
Prospect Ferry.
Miss llaunah IIpa- teacher in the Boston schools, built a very
gan spent a few days at Xorthport last pretty little cottage on an eminence beyond,
week.The Misses Emily and Ruby Wil- and it later beeame the property and was
son spent several days at Xorthport last occupied for several seasons by Mr. and
week
Herman Avery of Bangor spent Mrs. \V. A. Cla'rk of Belfast.
It was sold
Sunday at his old home-Mrs. Annie Dev- this season to C. E. Kennedy, who also
ereaux visited her sister, Mrs. Clara Little- bought the Roberts cottage near by, built
field, in Prospect last week.1. G. Jones last season. The Roberts family of Readof Bangor visited at C'apt. A. S. Wilson's ing, Mass., have done much to develop this
Faustina Harding, Frank E. part of the North .shore, having built four
last week
Harding and Harvard Harding arrived cottages. The first, near the shore, was sold
home from New York last Thursday— to Mr. T. George Dodworth of New York,
George* Silver arrived home from New who, witli'liis family and friends, has occuYork last week.
pied it for several seasons past. It is one
of the finest cottages in this vicinity. A little back from the shore is the neat cottage
FOR
and stable of Mr. John Roberts, and opposite, a new cottage, built this season, for
USE
other members of the Roberts family.
In
the rear of the Howes cottage is the summer home of Hon. S. S. Brown of Waterville.
An unoccupied cottage, owned by a
Boston family, completes the list of buildings on what is known as the North Shore.
The Dougans have a convenient boat-landing and a bath house, and there are others
along the shore, while the pleasure fleet
consists of Mr. William Kotman’s naphtha
launch, the Dodworth sloop Helen, the
Roberts sloop Marjorie, rowboats, canoes,
etc.
The greater part of North Shore was
originally the Hills farm, and the farm
house of Mr. Oscar Hills and its commodious stables are an important factor in North
It prevents chnflng, redness, and roughness
Shore summer life.
of the skin, soothes inflammation, allays itchlng and irritation, and when followed by gen.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co. retie applications of Cuticura Ointment, the
cast a 1,200-pound pile driver hamgreat skin cure, speedily cures all forms of % cently
mer for H. A. Babbidge.
skin and scalp humors and restores the hair.
cotton

regardless

My Clothier, 83 Main St., Belfast,

high. ports of the officers showed the financial
Never before was so large a proportion affairs of the
corporation to bo in good conof southern products shipped from dition. The
following officers and trustees
long. It is not believed that even the southern ports. N everbefore lias
money were elected for the ensuing year: Pres.,
Hon. William Vincent Allen can outbeen loaned at such low rates of inter Rev. J. If. W. Wharff; Vice Pres., M. A.
talk this showing.
est. All tliis under the gold standard Farren; See’y, Rev. II. M. Norton; Treas.,
and a protective tariff. Vet the South F. II. Nickerson; leader of meeting for li»01,
Tlie efforts to introduce foreign issues
Rev. ,T. M. Frost: trustees, Rev. I. II. W.
will probably vote almost solidly for
into the campaign have come exclusiveN. K. Bragg, Alden Nickerson,
the free and unlimited coinage of silver Wharff,
Rev. T. F. Jones, II. B. Dunbar, F. II.
ly from the Democrats. The Republi- and free
as
in
trade,
personified
Bryan. Nickerson, M. A. Farren.
can platform appeals directly to the
She will also vote for Bryan’s Philippine
Rev. J. M. Frost, the leader of the meetAmerican voter and his welfare and
and China ideas, and to cut off the great ings, has published a
*
summary, from which
doesn't evade a single issue.
and growing oriental market for her we take the following extracts:
Among the many exhibits in Kansas
prosperity is a potato field forty miles

The general prosperity of the farmers
re-creating a public
in all parts of the country, north, south,
for Cuba, a work which Quigley, Frankfort, to George Peirce,
do.;
Julia E. east and west, resulting from good crops
lie undertook without renumeration, land and buildings in Frankfort.
Belfast, to Chas. D. Harriman, do.;
and after a careful investigation of the Wiley,
land in Belfast. A. J. Condon, Denver, Colo., and good prices, is a legitimate vote1 ocal educational conditions lie framed to Philip A. Thompson, Belfast; land and maker for the Republican party. The
in Belfast.
Etta J. Gilchrest.
Lord gave good crops and the Repuband put into effect the system which buildings
Knox, to F. L. Philbrick, Thorndike; land
now exists. There are now 8,079 schools and buildings in Thorndike.
Dorothy S. licans gave the good markets, and no
and Ruth M. Reynolds, Burnham, to Ida E.
on the island, attended by 140,000 pupils.
amount of political misrepresentation
Hunt, do.; land and buildings in Burnham.
More than a million dollars worth of Joel A. Hopkins, Brewer, to Margaret P. can deprive either of the credit due.
modem school furniture and appliances Wood, Morrill; land in Northport. II. H.
Carter, Jr., Belfast, to Fields C. Pendleton,
The Democrats are very careful in ^
have been bought and sent to the vari- Islesboro; land and buildings in Belfast.
of

if ever, have the

HEN’S and BOYS’

F. A. FOLLETT,

!

Near Corner of Fairfield

—
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BOSTON,

I

I

51 Church Street, Belfast.

No. 'J 4S> Nowlmn

Hours, 12

to 2.

bv appointment
October, 1900. ly45

Other hours

only.

—

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. T:
A hereby gives notice that he has
pointed administrator of the estate

FOR SALE.
G. S. Pendleton of 12 Nortliport
Avenue, oilers for sale au upright EverA bargain if sold before
ett Plano.
October 1st.
Belfast, August 30,1900.—35tf
Mrs

FOR SALE.
The house and lot on Wilson Hill, Main Street,
in Belfast, known as the Avery place, will be sold
at a bargain. For terms, inquire of
DUNTON & DVNTON.
Belfast, August 30, 1900.—3II135

EL/. IN A M. CATES, late of V
in the County of Waldo, decease i.
bonds as the law directs. All pers<
inands at ainst the estate of said deceit
sired to present the same for settlen
indebted thereto are requested to m.t
LI TICS H.
immediately.
Nortbport. August 14, 1900.—SwJL*
1

A

Tin

sired to present the same for settleine
indebted thereto are requested to makiinmediatelv.
ELIZA A. "
Monroe, August 14. 1900.—3w35

An

MEETING OF CREDITORS.
U. 8. District Court)
for the
lu Bankruptcy.
District of Maine, )
The first meeting of the creditors of William
Whitten of Jacksou, Maine, adjudged bankrupt
upon his own petition, to prove their claims
against him ana choose one or more trustees of
his estate, will be held at the office of the referee,
Belfast, Maiue, on the 14th day of September,
A. D. 1900, at 10 o’clock ▲. m.
WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
lw35
Referee for Waldo District.

DMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that she h
appointed administratrix of the estate
JAMES H. WEBBER, late ot M
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
bonds as the law directs. All persons
mands against the estate of said dece;»*

Experienced Teacher
.WILL OPEN A

[

>

...

Home School-Girls
the vicinity of PORTLAND, MAIN I
20, 1900. Address Miss Stockbridge.
Reference, b
street, Providence, K. 1
Robert Codman, Jr., Bishop of Maine
in

1

^fyEWS
Viunits

Agricultural Society

Waldo

l nit\ Oct. ltd and 4th.

at

,,i«i have placed in Mixer’s a
It is
ving theatre tickets.
of the hall, and is loaded
Tickets before the sale bechance for duplicating
'.i
ability to mistakes is re-

!
*

point.
making extensive imbuildings on the Poor’s

w

William S. Olson is building a new stable
the place recently bought of Thomas

on

is labor day, and a legal
will be closed.

u,

>>'

OF BELFAST.

veranda on the
_h rock chimney, built outn rustic style.
The farm
laud and presents a tine
'i-i ornamental in its apnew

a

a

<\auew

in

\anuus

puns

of Aug. 22d and
,j- uble damage came from
The large set of
thind.
"t'lhbs farm in Bucksport
uhtning and totally des\s**r as seen in that directy was very black am!
':*■ only features of the
a heavy rain for a few
nit thunder.
The rain
ut'ternoon

t

ampground

as a

mere

Gannon

on

Cedar street.

Advertised list of letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Aug. ”sth: Ladies—Mrs.
Mary Ellis. Gentlemen—Francis P. Blake,
Mr. A. Clifford Bryant (2 letters), Mr Herbert Whiting.

Stevens & Welch,
uve moved to the newly
High street, where they
room than in their old
sioom is very neatly fmntly arranged, and the
litted to show stock to
The upper story is be’•r. J.
Ham. Thomas
: the store lateh occu-:» vens, is fitting it up for
Hi.D. A. Me Keen has
The Journal building
K (J. Mixer, and her son,
ng it up with refrigeriphernalia of a market,

they

-a\

will

open early

Kkcokii, L.
"i
Haroldson won the
wi red his record one see.i'S at l’ittslield last week.
n
for some time,
t to
I j in the fifth,
<’ race.
He lost the first
n •'■d. r»th and :md, re>!i the others in succes.\'*n hy Leslie Nash.
A
i.Paily News says of
wit.<

Hi<

old

Haroldson. who
i-ame up and won handThe fifth heat
'.'.'J.'.,.
.1 most remarkable perol
part
Haroldson, who
:: and low ered his reeTh- horse has not been
a ther of \ ears
past and
'.ai. hut twice before this
went as stead> as a clock
:
ioweii his remarkable
•■at.

The campaign was opened for the Populist party by Clinton Simonton, candidate
for Congress from the First District, who
addressed a small audience in Seaside
Grange hall Monday evening on “Some Social Problems and Labor’s Destiny.”
The L. Carver Relief Corps of Vinalhaven w ill visit Thomas 11. Marshall Corps
in this city Sept. 5th to exemplify the newwork. All members are requested to attend. A picnic supper will be served, to
which the Post is invited.
The posters for the Waldo County fair
out, giving the list of premiums, the
programs, etc. The grand stand at the fair
grounds has been rebuilt, and a committee
will begin at once on the fence.
The trustees are arranging for a timer and judges of

experience.
Sept.
it<00, a civil service examination
will be held at the Belfast post office for the
positions of clerk and carrier in the post office service. The age limitations are, clerk,
not less than is years: carrier, between l’1
and 4o years. Further particulars of Fred’k
W. Brown, Secretary Postal Board.
Nathan Walls of Monroe was brought to
Belfast and lodged in jail in default of bail
of §:«to, Tuesday, on a charge of threatening
to kill a neighbor, Kben Page.
Page keeps
a store and Walls is accused of threatening
bodily harm to him and to some of his customers.
Some of the neighbors think that
Walls is insane.
'I'lie regular monthly meeting of Thomas
II. Marshall Post, G. A. K., will be held
next Tuesday evening. The Post has received a supply of Silk flags which are to be
placed on the caskets of deceased comrades
instead of flowers. Henry Staples lias received the appointment as aid-de-camp on
the staff of the Department Commander.
Pensions have been granted as follows:
Increase, Charles C. Dickey, Monroe, >17:
war with Spain, original, Samuel S. Peters,
South Warren, >r>; original widows, etc.,
special accrued Aug. >. Lucinda M. B. Billings, Freedom, >_.">. Increase, Sewall L.
Keynolds, Bucksport, >17: .John Berry, East
Troy, San; original widows, etc., special accrued Aug. i:;. Bertha Light, Belfast, ss.
The l

government have as yet made no
move
detailing an officer in charge of
Fort Knox since the death of Serg’t Leoplod llegyi some weeks ago. .James Pierce,
a G. A. lL veteran, is acting as keeper and
his permanent appointment, if allowable,
would be a wise and satisfactory choice.
F. W. Grindle of Prospect Ferry lias been
appointed administrator of the estate of L.
S.

in

attraction in the
a-e
of interest to theatTe San Francisco Minhe followed, for nights,
Air. Leo. Wilson, the well
an. and the great repetoire
a nted
people, including a
r. hestra of s pieces.
The j llegyi.
1 "> this company are sue-!
The Waldo County W. C. T. I*, will hold
■ •am
complete scenery \ a public meeting in tlie church at Swanville
ami changes to be made I Sept. 4th.
All friends are cordially invited.
House will enable all to 1 After a basket, dinner the exercises will
1 her*- is probably no eome- begin.
The speaking will be on the general
better and more favora- topic of “Law." Rev. Mr. Erskineof Halltbi- New
Fngland circuit dale will speak on “Law vs Anarchy :" Rev.
Lon and doubtless there are J. W Hatch of Winterport, and it is hoped
\ w bo have heard him at the
Rev. F. W. Richmond of Freedom, on “Law
•a in >ears past
One of tlie relative to Man." There will also be singi'i**d> revivals of tlie season ing and recitations.
>v Kyley’s big production of
.Jkkk Me A li ffk.
The dere McAulitfe
An

1

■

—

spectacular military farce, Stock Co. fully sustained its well-won repuThese enterprising tation by a three-nights’engagement in Bel'e to make this
production fast <>pera House. The pla\s were The Elec-von respect.
A swell militrician,!' mler Sealed Orders and The Great
"i operatic orchestra will enDiamond Robbery. There was a good audiof the musical program.
nce the first night and the audience increas'>*•
comes
to
Belfast
Flag"
ed at each performance. The scenic effects
^*pt. Jlst.
were good and skillfully managed.
Tlie
Pinery school house, recently McAulitfe company is deserving of liberal
i\
t<> .James 1\ Wight, was patronage wherever it goes.
! i.\ night.
Mr. Wight had beThe Bangor Commercial of Aug. “otli dent the building for one of the votes a
page to the “Legends and Ancient
•' his charge.The
buildings Traditions of Matinicus, the Picturesque,"
on the back road to Searsincluding illustrations from drawings made
’"••i in the afternoon of Aug. for tlie Commercial by Ilart L. Woodcock
arly all their contents. The of Belfast and Charles Copeland of Boston.
ipied by the families of Mr. In the same issue the Commercial says that
-on-in-law, John Lane. The Mr. Woodcock will have an exhibit of his
•verything in the house and work in the art department of the Eastern
had one cow out at pasture Maine State Fair, and in
Bangor just beoutside the buildings. One fore the holidays. And further:
■’■■trued in the barn.
Mr. Lane
Examples of the work of Mr. Woodcock
rned from a sea voyage and and Mr. Copeland are to be seen in this issue
of
the Commercial in connection with the
with clothing for the winter,
writeup of Matinicus, but as the fast pressit* had was in a suit of
Flag."

clothes
and was lost. His family
>
and a new’ cook stove. There
a nee.
The fire was caused by
Idor of Mr. Lane, (5 years old,
■ match in the
barn, and threw
d lien the fire
started she tried to
he door-latch was beyond her
!
father kicked open the door
-he was there, just in time to
It is a heavy blow for the famo-t their all.The municipal
-tigated the fire at the Johnson
"inired by law, and found the
been as stated in The Journal
The damage to the house was
■•»:t >lo.po, which the insurance
paid. The contents of the
not damaged. The inquests on
nid school-house tires were held
noon.
In the (,’rosby case the
"light out as above stated. In
T use case several witnesses
i.' d.
James P. Wight testified
-lit the building Aug. 20th of
I that he had a crew at work on
and the next. The house was
<1 and he knew of no one going to
notified of the fire the morning
oh he went with Henry Bateman
1 nod the
place. They found tracks
• iid from
the school-house across
hatch, then in the road as far as
M West's house. The tracts in
'hnwed a patch on the left side of
"f the left boot or shoe.
Mr. Bateh Undo Herrick corroborated Mr.
f runklin M. West testified that the
new of the fire was when he
came
> the next morning, and saw the
became in with a load Thursday
''
and walked beside his team.
<i“\v of no such shoe as described
v t
nesses. Sheriff Norton produced
dli a patch on the tap as described,
NIr West had on the
morning of the
M r. West said the shoe was his
1
"o one else had worn
it. The Mu"Hicers decided that the fire was
'••i

'•

1

1

Judge
!

v!

*

Rogers

immediately

arrest of Mr.
| warrant for the
,nlrKe °f
the

West
building, and he

burning
Crested the same day.

Sawyer

Deals in Islesboro Real Estate.

(apt. Cottle arrived yesterday in his
floating shoe-shop, the Yankee Notion.
Belfast Lodge of Good Templars, No.
30,
will resume regular meetings
Monday,

Sept!

.'id.

work and coarse-screen half-tone process of
reproduction does not permit of the bringing out of the tine effects of the drawings,
the pictures cannot be taken as good examples of the artists’ work.

Shipping Items.
Sell. Volant loaded
casks from Vickery & Hatch for Rockland
Friday—Sch. Sarah L. Davis arrived Friday from Frankfort, with stone for Philadelphia and sailed Monday_Sch. J. V.
Wellington sailed Thursday for New
York with ice from the Belfast Light Jt
Power Co
Sch. A. Ilayford sailed Thursday for Boston with hay_Sch. Julia Edna
carried a cargo of coal to Islesboro for the
Belfast Fuel A Hay Co. Thursday_Sell
Maria Webster carried a'party from Unity
and Burnham on a fishing cruise down the
Bay last week. They had fair success and
a good time.A. M. Carter landed the
Webster for Rockland with lime casks and
she sailed Sunday—Sch. Sunnyside came
from Stonington SMonday to load hay for
Rockland... Sch. FI. S. Wilson arrived from
Bangor Monday with lumber fur the bridge.
—

The Rehearsal.
The musical entertainment given in Odd Fellows’ Hall last
Friday evening was greatly enjoyed by the
audience, and w as received with the enthusiasm which its merits deserved. The piece
is entitled “The Rehearsal,” and represents
a lady manager of a small concert
company
rehearsing her musicians. Miss Mary L.
Shaw took the part of the manager to perfection and her selections on the piano were
well rendered. Miss Ethelyn Pease appeared to advantage upon the violin, executing
difficult selections with ease and skill. Miss
Gertrude Gifford proved herself to be a
master of that difficult instrument, the harp,
both as soloist and accompanist. Miss Ida
M. Butler represented a discharged singer,
who proved a surprise to the manager by
her fine voice and the skill with which she
The audience greatly enjoyed her
sang.
rich voice, which under the perfect control
of skillful training filled the hall.
A duett
by Misses Pease and Gifford, and a quartette,
were finely rendered and
heartily applauded. The people of Belfast and of Northport, where these ladies appeared last week,
would gladly welcome a repetition of “The
Rehearsal.”

Thursday, Aug.

to-day,
A full attendance is

30th.
there is to be an election of officers for the ensuing year.

desired,

as

Then add

this summer?

Islesborough

at Ryder’s Cove, Isleswell known summer hotel, was sold
at auction last Thursday to John T.
Bragg
and E. F. Preble of Islesboro for $2,700.
The hotel, which has been owned for a

boro,

a

little

The next regular meeting of the
Belfast
Improvement Society will be held Monday,
3d.
A
full
Sept.
attendance is requested.

The Belfast W. C. T. U. will meet with
Miss Frothingham, 23 High street,

The

Is BabyThin

Emulsion.

50c. and

was

$i*o; all druggists.

BALL.

BASE

The Belfast and Lisbon Falls teams had
three games on the Congress street grounds
last week, resulting in two victories for the
former and one for the latter. Thursday
the score was, Belfast, 14: Lisbon Falls, 4.
The visitors did not keep up the reputation

Opposite

a

dozen years

soorrs emulsion
to his milk three times a jday.
It is
astonishing how fast
he will improve. If he nurses,
let the mother take the

There was no quorum at the regular meeting of the school committee Monday evening, and a special meeting has been called
The Saturday Cove W. C. T. IT. will hold
for to-morrow, Friday, afternoon at .'(o'clock.
their annual election of officers at the
A full attendance is desired.
church,
M ednesday, Sept. 5th. All members are reMiller Colby arrived Monday night in sell.
quested to attend.
Clara from Deer Isle, on business.
The
lion. W. II. McLellan, R. F. Hunton,
Esq.
Clara has not been here for a few weeks, as
and Will. P. Thompson, Esq. will
speak at
tish have been scarce and the few caught
Belfast Opera House, Thursday, Sept,
nth,
have been marketed nearer the lisliing
at 7.30 p. m.
grounds.

are

\noks.

Mrs. A. A Hurd and Miss Addie
visiting friends in Bangor.

are

House.

by a Bangor syndicate,
the original Ryder’s Tavern, but has
or

Sunday, if not the hottest day of the

sea-

the most uncomfortable. The heat
suffocating and almost unbearable—
in the shade was reported in some localities. The clouds gathered in the afternoon
and thunder rumbled in the distmce, but
the longed-for shower did not materialize in
this vicinity. Elsewhere in the State rain
fell, accompanied by a severe wind storm.
In Winthrop trees were up-rooted and much
damage done to buildings. Monday was
another hot day, and Tuesday was little
better.
son,

was

was

state

made

a

Constable .1. K. Meats of Morrill
search and seizure of liquors at the

Ocean House, Xorthport, last l-'riday.
He
took a small quantity of each of several
different kinds of liquor. The proprietor,
A. 1*. Benner, was arraigned in the Police
Court Tuesday afternoon on the four usual
On search and seizure he was
warrants.
found guilty and sentenced to 8100 and costs
and on days in jail, from which he appealed.
On nuisance, common seller and keeping a
drinking house and tippling shop the respondent was bound over to the Supreme
Court in 8'Jihi in each case.

Xotks. Steamer Oastine made
an excursion to Bangor, to the fair
yesterday, from Xorthport Campground, Belfast
and Searsport, with about too passengers.
■She will repeat the trip to-day, Thursday, leaving Lewis wliarl at T.auo'clock and
returning after the afternoon races.The
Boston amt Bangor steamers are doing a
large passenger business. Every stateroom
on both boats are engaged for more than a
week ahead
The City of Bangor was
late coming down river Tuesday and did
not leave here until after dark.
Capt.
Ingraham gave a line exhibition of the
searchlight while laying at the wharf.
Stkamkk

—

Last Friday morning a Belfast insurance
arrayed himself in yachting togs and
fared forth with a grip for Webster’s landing at the steamboat wharf to board the
yacht Ventura, lie is now prepared to
testify that “tender” is the right name for
the small boat that is towed at the stern of
a yacht from port to port, for as he
stepped
upon the gunwale the tender Hopped over
and he took an involuntary bath. (A friend
has since presented him with a bathing suit
and a copy of the notice of the City Marshal concerning bathing along the water
front.) Unfortunately the victim of this
accident carried no marine insurance; but
nothing daunted lie went home, changed his
, clothes ami this time succeeded in
getting
| on board the
yacht dry. If he does not
attempt to reef the jibboom or set the
spinnaker he will probably keep dry during
the trip.
man

New Advertisements. Read what William A. Clark, tailor, clothier and outfitter,
next door to Phenix House, has to say about
profits, and see prices he quotes on worsted
and all wool pants and light and medium
weight suits and top coats, which he is closing out to make room for w inter stock. .Mrs.
G. S. Pendleton, 1“ Northport avenue, otters
for sale at a bargain an upright Everett
piano—The house and lot on Main street,
Belfast, known as the Avery place, will be
sold at a bargain. Apply to Dunton A Dunton.Poor A Son have an obesity cure
that will reduce flesh without harm to the
R. A. French A Co., Opera House
patient
block, have marked down all their summer
goods to make room for fall and winter
stock.. See advt. of a Home School for Girls
in the vicinity of Portland_The Mark
Knowlton place in Northport is for sale.
Use the violet ammonia for toilet and bath,
sold at City Drug Store_The Russell family publish a card of thanks_Watch, with
monogram S. FI. 1)., lost.
—

Phospect Village.
The S. B. I. S.
entertained Aug. 2:sd hy Isaac Cummings and wife. Berton Batchelder and wife
will entertain them Sept. (1th.W. 11.
Xute and wife of Whitman, Mass., will visit
Mrs. Xute's parents, John B. Libby and
wife, next month... .Miss Linua Colson is
spending this month at Temple Heights
with her grandparents, Dr. and Mrs. Colson—Josiah Colson is at Seal Harbor with
his beautiful span of gray horses, acting as
coachman.John F. Libby sold his valuable colt to parties in Bangor Aug. 24th.
-O. B. Gray and wife, J. F. Libby and
wife, Miss Flora Haley, Geo. Ward, wife
and children, Joe Gerrity and Miss Catherine Littlefield attended the campmeeting in
Xorthport last week.... Charles Buck was
called home Aug. 22d to care for a sick
nephew—Wilbur and Miss Elvena Grant
of Kingham are visiting their parents,
Goodwin Grant and wife_Mrs. Willard
Keen of Lynn is spending the summer with
her mother, Mrs. 51. S. Mudgett.Mr. E.
A. Turner of Palermo, who has been canvassing the town for a new book, left Aug.
27tli, feeling tliat Prospect had patronized
him well
5frs. Nellie Hall and children
of Camden are visiting relatives in town
and Stockton Springs.South Branch
Grange completed the repairs on their hall
and occupied it Aug. 25th.
They will dedicate it in the near future.Justin Grant
and wife have just returned from a visit to I
his sister in Stockton Springs.
I
were

—

Conroy,

p. 5
Murphy, 3b. 5
O’Connell, 2b. r>

2
1

4
4

1
1
0
1
1

0
0

Totals.41

14

12

Crockett,l.f.
McGuire, s. ..

0
3

business grows. Small profits often repeated
modern wealth.

3
0

ami attractions of various sorts such as will
entertain the people who are to be brought
to Islesboro hv the boats of the line.

27

0

4

THE CHURCHES.

A

B. R.
"»
<>

3
15011(1,
Clason, 2b.. 5
E. Patterson, e. 3
Curler, 1. f. ">
Libby, p. 4
Joyce, s. s. l

0
0
1
1
0
1
1
0

C. r.

Hark ness, 3b.2
r. f. 4

Pooler,

B.II. P.O. A.
2
i»
o
0
0
1
0
4
C
0
o
2
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
3
1
1
0
o
2
2

4
5 23* 10
Totals.32
*I>urke out by being hit by batted ball.

E.

2
0
l
1
2
0
2
2
o
10

4 5 8 7 8 9
1 2
Innings.
Belfast. 2 5 0 1 0 3 0 3 —14
Lisbon Falls... o 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0— 4
Bases stolen, Belfast 1; Lisbon Falls, 3.
Two-base hits, Johnson, 2: Conroy. Home
Double plays, ‘McGuire,
run, Murphy.
O’Connell. Burke: Joyce, Clason, Clement.
Bases on balls, by Libby, 2: b\ Conroy, 7.
Hit by pitched balls, by Libby, 2. Struck out,
by Libby, 2; by Conroy 7. Passed balls, by
Patterson. 2. Umpires, B. Patterson and
Colburn. Scorer, Harmon.

Friday's game was also a victory for Belfast, by even greater odds, 18 to 2. Both
pitchers were batted freely, Belfast getting
safe hits and Lisbon Falls lo. The visitmade 11 errors to Belfasts 1. Crockett
did not lei any men go down on balls but
struck out s. The triple play by two men
was an interesting feature. McGuire struck
a liner to 3d which Ilarkness caught, and
tagged O’Connell at that base, then threw
to second, where Clason put out Crockett.
The score:
l."»

ors

BELFAST.
A.B. R.
4
1
r>
3
5
3
3
1
3
1
4
:i
4
2
4
2
4
0

P.O. A. K.
1
11
o
o
<>
1
0
0
2010
s
0
1
0
2
2
0
0
0
2
1
0
2
4
4
0
0
3
i
0
1
2
2
1

B.II.

F. Johnson, t.
Coleord, r. f.
11. l’atterson, c. f.
Burke, lb.
Conroy, 1. f.
Murphy, 3b.
O’Connell, 2b.
Crockett, p.

McGuire,

s.

s.

Totals.41

10

13

27

it

1

LISBON FALLS.
A.B. R. B.H. P.O.
1
2
b
0
1
3
ft
0
3
0
0
3
0
1
1
0
0
3
0
0
0
113
0
0
0

Clements, lb.5
Bond, e. f.3
Clason, 2 b. 3
K. Patterson, c. 3
Curley, p. 4
Pooler, r. f. 4
Joyce, s. s. 4
Harkness, 3b. 4
Lugas, 1,1'. 4
Totals.38

Innings.

10

2

1 2 3 4 3
0 lion
l'O 0 0 0

(>
2
0

24
7
2
0

8
4
0

A.

E.

0

2
3
3
0
0
0
2
1
0

12

11

0

0
8
0

3
0
4
2

b
—in
1—2

Belfast.
Lisbon Falls...
Stolen bases, Belfast, 3. Two-base hits,
11. Patterson, Murphy, O'Connell, Crockett.
Three-base hits, Conroy, Harkness. Home
runs, Murphy, II. Patterson. Double plays,
Joyce, Clason, Clements.
Triple plav,
Harkness, Clason. Bases on balls, by CrockHit by pitched balls,
ett, 0; by Curley, 3.
by Crockett, 2. Struck out, by Crockett, s;
by Curley, 4. Wild pitches, by Curley, 2.
I mpires, B. Patterson and Higgins of Bangor. Scorer, Harmon.

now

to

Next Door to Phenix

score:
BELFAST.
A. E.
117
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
0
2
1
0
0
7
0
1
1
1
0
3
1
11111
1
3
2
2
1
o
o
o
o
3
0
0
4
5
o

A.B. B. B.II. P.O.

Johnson, c. 5
Coleonl, r. f. 5
II. Patterson, c. f. 5
Burke, lb. 5
Conroy, p. 4
Murphy, 3b.5
O’Connell, 2b. 5
Crockett, I. f. 2
McGuire, s. s. 3
Totals.39

5

9

27

12

5

LISBON FALLS.
A.B. B. B.H. P.O.
i)
l
i
4
(!
1
2
7
5
1
2
3
5
2
13
5
0
1
3
4
1
1
2
2
5
2
1
5
2
l
3
4
l
l
4

Clasou, c. f.
Bond, lb
E. Patterson, c.
Curley, 2b.
Libby, p.
Pooler, r. f.
Joyce, s. s.
llarkness, 3b.
Lugas, 1. f.

A. E.

0
0
0
1
3
o

1
2
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0

Totals.45 11 15 27
4
7
12345 0 789
Innings.
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—5
Belfast
Lisbon Falls... 2 3 1 0 3 0 1 1 0—11
Stolen bases, Belfast 4. Two-base hits,
Johnson, II. Patterson, Murphy. Threebase hit, O’Connell.
Home runs, Bond,
O’Connell. Double play, McGuire, O’Connell, Burke. Bases on balls, by Libby, 1;
by Conroy, 0. Hit by pitched balls, by
Conroy, 3; by Libby, 1. Struck out, by
Conroy, 4; by Libby, 0. Wild pitches, by-

Conroy, 2; by Patterson,

Frank W. Gowen.

Fred Savery took the team to Warren Aug.
15th, not leaving them at Union as first reported. The distance is 28 miles.

Card of Thanks.
We wish to extend thanks to friends for kindnesses and courtesies in our late bereavement.
THE RtlSSELL FAMILY.

Belfast, Aug. 29,1900.

of Cost. Come in and Seshare of the Bargains.

We have several odd lots of Cane Seat Chairs at 45 cents
worth no cents.

few

A

A few

Morris Chairs at $4.(10, worth double the

Boys’ Velocipedes at,cost, different

Carpet Sweepers for $1.75, former price

lf)00.

:>o,
*

iJ“A Pneumatic Tire Sulky for sale cheap,

dump

cart or

or

will exchange for 1-horse

light jigger.

R. H. Coombs & Son,70 & 72 Main St,
$100 lteward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
I to learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
j all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Ca; tarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
! to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
j constitutional disease, requires a constituI tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken
internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of tlie system, therein
the foundation of the disease,
destroying
,
ami giving the patient strength by building
up the constitution and assisting nature in
doing its work. The proprietors have so
much faith in its curative powers, that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that
it fails to cure. Send for list of testimonial.-*.
Address F. .1. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, <>.

SJT'Sold by Druggists, 7.1c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

j

brief visit to his

|

4w:d.

Montvillk.
Bert and Gerturde
Peavey are at their uncle’s, G. F. liandall.
They were called here by the illness of their
sister Inez, who has had a run of brain
fever, but is some better at this writing_
Ernest Davis and wife are visiting her
Mrs. C. E.
mother, Mrs. Sarah Bryant
Gilman left Tuesday for Providence, K. I.,
to visit her sister, Mrs. John F. Gilman for
a few days.
She will then be accompanied by her sister Mattie to North Carolina
where they will visit their uncle, Mr. David
Conner and aunt, Mrs. C. M. Howes.
Sor

|

FAT!
FAT!
FAT!
So nit* like it, some don't.
a matter ot choice.
to be tat

Obesity Cure,
certainly reduce flesh without
harm to the patient. A sure remedy, and endorsed by physicians.

tor it will

Those interested

may call for a
circular at the store of our agents,

VIOLET

POOR & SON,

AMMONIA

DRUGGISTS.

Perfumed with wood violet, for the

(»;(). T.

Toilet and Bath.
25c.

A BOTTLE.

COMBINATION WINDOW
washer

For sale only at

93 MAIN STREET,
EDMUND

WILSON,

Prop.

Call

on

him for

POSTS’ WATERPROOF BELT OIL

IfllSl III! IK
Established in 1830.

-SUMMER GOODS-

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

“It is
back that you are afraid to stoop
or lift anything for fear of twinges.
I have been
laid up with mine all the way from a day to eight
a

.1!KST

POWDER,
(JfALITV.

good
good deal of money looking for a cure. Doan's I
Kidney Pills was the last attempt and they did
Mark Knowlton’s place in East Northme greater good in a short time than any or all
medicines I ever used. Doan’s Kidney Pills do
P'or particulars inquire ou
port.
a

than is claimed for them."
Just such emphatic endorsement

more

the

premises.

depositjboxes tor
•8

Our
and

new

vault is

rent at
a

$3, $5 $0.50 and

year.

unequaled in Eastern Maine
>“1 security Jagainst .lire

UNEXCELLED

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

u

if.

lw.*15*

WATCH LOST.
A

Sate

end

FOR SALE.

medicine and spent

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLICITED

CREAH

for removing grease, ink and fresh paint
on clothing, constantly on hand: also

Surry, near
a miserable
thing to TALCUM

no

cleaner.

and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

■CASTILIAN

United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take
substitute.

ana

Call an-1 see the best thing osi the
market to save labor ami i rouble.

City Drug Store,

comes.

can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson's
drug store and ask what customers report.
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. F oster
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

READ

Is Agent for the

(►nee used always used.

make room for their
fall and winter stock.

kidney ill?

wholly

—

to

Just as bad in the morning.
Ever try Doan’s Kidney Pills for it?
Know they cure backache and every
Mr. J. G. Gray, postmaster at East

It is

Ii you want

rii

Have MARKED DOWN all their
The Best of Backs are Bad when they
Ache, and Belfast People Know It.

deal of

*o

and hundreds of other articles too numerous to mention selling at
almost your own price. Come now. do not delay. These bargains
can last but a short time.

R. A. French & Co.

a

price.

sizes.

A lot of Nice Clothes Baskets at about half price.
Straw Matting, by the roll for 10c., cut for lie. per yard.

—

weeks. I used

apiece,

A lot of Husks for 3 cents per lb.

guest of A. L. McCorrison last week_
Work on the church steeple is completed.
Albert P. Toothaker had charge of the repairs. He is a skilled workman and has
done the work very satisfactorily. He has
also removed the tw o inside doors and put
in a centre door. After the repairs are done
the church will be newly frescoed by l". X
Hyer and John Bryant, the Muzzy family
bearing the expense thereof.Messrs
Paine, Holmes and Gilman have bought a
McCormick corn harvester, the first in the
Mrs. Laura Bartlett and Mrs.
county
Amanda Lowell of Montville, Mrs. C. H.
Starkey and Mrs. Townsend of Providence,
R. I., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. G. B.
Dyer last Sunday—Mrs. Carrie Clark and
children of Washington, Mrs. Russell and
daughter of Rockland were at L. C. Poor’s
last Sunday.

bad

Belfast, Maine. I

House,

—

so

j

I!

FURNITURE, Etc.

cure your

aunt, Mrs. L. Marden.George Cooper is
grand juror and S. S. Bean traverse juror
for the October term of court_Miss Mary
A. Muzzy, A. B., returned to Kent's Hill last
Tuesday.A large delegation of patrons
attended the field day exercises at Sagamore
Farm, Camden, last Saturday_Miss Julia
Laughton of Waterville is at Mrs. Rachel
Farrar’s
I. Ripley of Rockland was the

have

i

Everything Going Regardless

Very truly,

Ellsworth, Me., says.

4

Gowen.

To the Editor of The JoirnalI
desire to state through the columns of this
issue of The Journal that 1 have been profoundly touched by the deep interest and
attention given me at the series of meetings
which I have addressed in this county and
which have been well attended with one exception, and 1 take this opportunity of returning thanks for the courtesies received
from the people of good old Waldo county.
May they ever stand for total abstinence
and prohibition for the State, and as the
years go by they will see under the
American rule a happy and prosperous people, not only in Cuba and Porto Rico but in
the Philippines as well, and the government
under which they live will become one of
the greatest in the history of the world.

•

J

R. H. Coombs & Son.

will be a union service of the church and V.
P. S. C. E. at 7.30 l’. m. Sunday evening.
Topic, “Seek Souls.” Luke 15:1-10. It is
expected Miss Katherine Bickford will sing.
The regular Sunday services will be resumed
on .Sunday, Sept. 0.
Rev. G. S. Mills will
return from his vacation and will occupy
his pulpit.

A bad back is always bad.
Bad at night when bedtime

\

.AT.

preached last Sunday at the Baptist church.
The pastor, Kev. 1!. T. Capen, occupied the
pulpit of his old home church in Watertown, Mass.
Prayer meeting at the North Church this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30. Topic, “Righteous and Unrighteous Anger.”
There will
be no preaching service nor any session of
the Sunday School Sunday morning. There

1.

The Belfast team went to Fairfield yesterday; to-day, Thursday, they will play
a crack team from Lynn in this city; tomorrow in Camden, and Saturday with Bangor in Belfast. A benefit ball will be given
in Belfast Opera House to-morrow evening,
to replenish the treasury of the association.
The music will be by Ames full orchestra.
Tickets $1.00.

OF

Kev. John Tinling of Brewer, who spent
the week at Xortliport Camp Ground,

on a

j

CLOSING OUT SALE

cordial invitation is extended to all. Miss
Katherine Bickford will sing at the morning
service.

den of Pittsfield is

!

\

3

offering at manufacturing cost
make room for winter stock.

Tailor, Clothier and Outfitter,

At the Universalist church next Sunday
regular services, with preaching by the pastor, at 10.45 A. M.; Sunday school at 12 m. :
Young people’s meeting at 0.15 i>. m. A

Skaksmost.
Edwin and Miss Hefen
Joyce of Rhode Island and Mrs. Lizzie
Hobbs of Hope are the guests of James
Knight and wife.George K. and Charlie
Robinson of Rockland are at E. S. Wing’s.
.Mrs. Mary Say leg of Boston is visiting
turned and the her
brother, A. G. Caswell_Ernest Mar-

Saturday the tables were
visitors won, 11 to 5. Few errors were made
on either side. The visitors got 15 hits, with
a total of is.
Conroy did not let anybody
get a base on balls and Libby let in but one.
Our boys got onto Libby so that he struck
nobody out. The visiting team contains
some of the best men on the college nines of
Maine, and the result of the three games
shows that Belfast has a team that is ready
to meet all comers. Following is Saturday’s

j

68c.

WILLI An A. CLARK,

Following are the Baptist church notices:
The Thursday evening Scripture lesson is
Acts, Chap. 23. Friday at 7.3rt P. M. the
monthly church covenant meeting. Sunday
services as usual.

Freedom, Me., Aug. ”P,

■

j

Light and medium weight Suits and Top Coats j

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
are welcome.

From Frank W.

regular price

I5O Pairs All Wool Pants, regular $2.50 to $3.50
grade, close at
$ I 49

eastern

0
0
0
l
0

the foundation of

are

200 Pairs Cotton Worsted Pants,
$1.00 to $l.s0, will close at

LISBON FALLS.

(’lements. lb.

CJRNbR.

^' e niake a LITTLE profit on each
sale, but never more than a little.
We make another little profit when we sell
you a second time, and
another when we sell you the third time, and so on. That is how our

received many alterations and additions. It
is understood that a large sum of money is
to be spent on The Islesborough, modernizing it thoroughly. Better water service
will be installed and in many ways the hotel
will be made over and refitted.
Another deal in real estate in this vicinity
is the purchase by the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat Company of Ryder’s Point,
where they intend to build a great summer
pleasure park. The point adjoins the hotel
property and reaches out into Penobscot
bay due east from the shore of Long Island.
From it there is a magnificent view of the

0
1
4
0
3

13

CLARK’S

more

bay, Eggemoggin reach, Castine,
Cape Rozier and other familiar points. On
A very enjoyable cotillion
its northern side it is bounded by the waters
party was held
in Memorial hall Monday evening. The hall
they had won elsewhere, making 10 errors of Ryder’s Cove, one of the most beautiful in
was very handsomely decorated, the dresses
and getting only 4 safe hits, while Belfast 1 dson the Maine coast. Plans for the improveof the ladies were elegant, and the affair
got 14 hits. Conroy had an off day and let ment of this property are now under way.
was decidedly a social success.
7 men go to first on balls, but he struck out A rustic bridge of generous proportions is
Though delayed the past week by the non- 7 men to his opponent’s 2. Following is the to be built from the steamboat wharf of the
Bangor and Bar Harbor Company across to
arrival of material, work on the new bridge score:
the point, so that the latter spot can be
has progressed favorably and it will no
BELFAST.
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. A. E. reached without passing up to the head of
doubt be completed before the time specified
3
3
1
0 the
8
in the contract, which would be Sept. 15th. Johnson, .. 4
pier to the land. On the point itself, it
1
2
1
5
0
0
r.
f.
Colcord,
is understood, a pavilion for excursionists
Hue notice w ill be given when the bridge is
Patterson, c. f.<r> 2 3 2 0 0
1
7
0
3 will be erected, together with conveniences
Burke, lb. 5 3
open for travel.
Gen. Adam E. King of New York and
Edgar G. Pratt will speak in Belfast Opera
House on political issues Friday, Sept. 7th.
Mr. Blaine said of Gen. King; “lie is the
best stump speaker in the United States,"
and several of our citizens who have heard
him fully endorse Mr. Blaine’s estimate.
Hr. Sullivan, the eye and ear specialist,
w ill be in Belfast, at the Revere
House, on
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 5th and
nth. The doctor was unable a few weeks
ago to fill his engagement to his numerous
patients in Belfast on account of sudden
and serious illness in his family, but will
certainly be here on the above dates.

PROFITS

Court

lady’s small watch, with the monogram S. E.

D., somewhere from Pitcher’s Pond and Belfast.
A reward is ottered. Leave at
THE D1NSMORE STORE.
Belfast, Aug. 29, 1900.— Iw35*

My farm, on the Belmont road, three-fourths of
mil** from Belfast Post Office, is ottered for sale
at a bargain. The farm consists of t»3 acres, well
watered, suitably divided into tillage, orchard
and pasture. The buildings are ample and in
good cotuiition. Will be sold entire, or will sell
3f> acres and the buildings if the purchaser prefers. Apply on the premises to
EDO AH M. CUXXINGHAM.
Belfast. Aug. 23, 1900.—3w34*
a

FISHING AROUND ISLE AU HAUT.
Alter an tnese years or reminiscences
of the old pioneers and their annual
to the Isle au Haut l have
had a chance to go at last, and can talk

fishing trips

about the Thoroughfare, Moore’s Cove,
Duck Harbor and Head Harbor. Years
ago my first fishing was with my father,
who went to Hank Ellis’ on Cape Jellison and fished off that shore, some
distance out from his weir; and I have
also fished to the westward of Sears
Island, ffhat fishing ground gave out
long ago, but Isle au Ilaut, the great
fishing ground then, has held out to this
day. Among the old pioneers were
men

plucky enough

Haut in

Eagle

to

start for Isle au

fishing

camp on Isle au
them was my father and
Stinson, who rowed away in

to some

next

to

open boat, They would row
Island the first day and the

an

Among

Haut.

Joseph

wherry and camped with
some Orrington people at Duck Harbor,
and men all along the bay and river
made open boat trips to the fishing
grounds. 1 recall only Daniel Crockett
as having a regular fishing vessel and he
brought home a tub full of blueberries
Tom shute's

with his fish.
recent trip was m the schooner
Little Kate, ( apt. l'red Ilarrnnan, with
our

Littlefield, James
Ridley,
Jilarden and the writer as crew. All
bands had seen salt water and could row
■Wilber

s.

15.

dory, cook, steer and eat everything
the different cooks lixed up: and no further recommendations are needed for a
a

fisherman.

We tilled away from Stockwind, but it died

ton harbor with a fair
away as we passed
head wind followed.
to (ireen’s

Cape

Rozier and a

We worked down

Landing,

or

Stonington

as

it is now called, the tirst day, and as the
next day was foggy we took in the sights

By

the way, the

smoke you can see in a
direction from Prospect

southeasterly

in that stoney land.

north

is

one

mile

of

Stonington in Deer Island.
people went out from the
village every day to tight it.
stonington is the right name for that
place, for it is all stones. On the hill
near by some 4o derricks can Vie counted,
scattered around on the main, Crotch
Island and adjacent islands. In places

Some of the

there is hold

w

rigged along

the

ater and a derrick can lie

rocky bluffs

and vessel

loads of stone for breakwater shipped

using

without

sights

we saw

a

team.

Among

that reminded

us

the

of Bos-

twi and Mew York was a water

boat,

and three anchored one night near by
ii'.
Just now in the village the water

MippA
''

in

ice"

is short, hut we got a keg of pure
from the artesian well, To

watei

deep,

'1 i.e wate

in the centre of the
is

pumped

village.

up with a wind-

mill.
Aum'iil1 Hie other industries nf Stona canning lactory. mid the lisli
i!ig’."U
are brought lTomweiis built among the
islands md when they arrive there is
i'

tmsl

nr

When the whistle blows for

all naiais at their station tin- herriim
at'
n-ady. and h\ practice a hoy can
di

;\ e

his hand into

a

pile

and somelmw

loiind .md get a ilozeii or more
h,\ '.he tail between his lingers andlfjff
it rego their heads with a knife.
quires quite a crew to run a canning
tv.:-'

a

are
in this state.
would cost a tiiousaud
dollars to follow uji some of these cases

factory, and there

1‘reliably

it

ot Cm that go to dilferent parts of the
world. and yet there are many people
who never tasted one.
Now we get
some idea why the
Legislature is ap
peaied to about the lobster so often.
In all of our sailing among the islands
bays, rocks and reefs we did not lose Sight
ot a iolister buoy, and sometimes more
than go could be counted along tlie
shoal water.
And some able sloop boats
are built that almost seem to know
what is wanted, and when winter comes
and the lobsters go off into deeper water they go out and can fetch in one
wav or the other.
There were-a dozen
or more of these sloops anchored over
night in stonington when we were there
and one came in with so counters and
sold out for ten cents apiece to the vessel that comes around to buy, and pocketed eight dollars, and in the morning
lmisted jib and mainsail and sailed
away into the fog for Swan and Cranberry Islands. Some of the residences in
stonington were built wholly by lobster
fishing. .Just now the lobster fishing is
good, with good prices. The stone business is dull.
The big firms get the big
paying jobs and the little linns have to
take the poor jobs or nothing, so a
good
many small quarries are hung up now.
ell. after a foggy day we left Stonington with fair weather and got to
Isle an limit Thoroughfare, after some
very good tisliing on Kimball rocks.
The next harbor made was Moore's
cove, after various trials for fish; and
then the next start brought us around
to the south end of Isle an Ilaut and
the famous tishing ground on the Roaring Hull, and there wesaw the schooner
Fancy of Stockton, ('apt. Coicord, with
the crew lined up along the rail. After
beating up and drifting over the rocky
bottom some three times on the Roaring Hull the breeze became too strong
and old ocean has never forgotten how
when it breezes, in all our 40 years on a
farm, so the mainsail was reefed and
we sailed
away for Head Harbor. The
next day we tried fishing on the Roaring Hull and other places with various
results and harbored in Head Harbor
again at night. Among® vessels in
Head Harbor was a Belfast craft that
went out trawling with two larger vessels, but dogfish ate raging in some sections.
isle an Haul is In miles long and is
argely owned by summer visitors, who
have
residences along the sightly
and woody places with a club house at
Point Lookout in the'Thoroughfare. A
tine carriage road has been built around
the whole island at a large cost, hut the
summer visitors pay three-fourths of the
bills, and .Mr. Grant, the store keeper
in Head Harbor, says it was the time to
build the road. \Ye took a tramp on the
new road to see
the island's fresh
water lake, three miles long, just over
the hills that shut it out from salt
The lake is said to be fed by
water.
springs and is now three feet lower
than the outlet by the bridge, but some
go feet higher than the salt water. Kels
are said to he there, but there were no
boats on the lake. There are a few
houses at Head Harbor, the homes of
fishermen,and the finest residence there,
just completed, is owned bv ,\Ir. Grant’s
son.
The money to build it all came
from lobster fishing.
This time we sailed away for old Saddleback and new fishing grounds, but
the captain missed the intended ground
and we fished and drifted down by Sadkdlebac light, getting a fish once in

awhile, but it was deep water. Looking
at the lonely ledge and the braces
around the light bouse to keep the
building there reminded me of the time
1 signed a petition for one of Prospect’s
sea faring men who wanted to be keeper
of the light, now nearly 20 years ago;
but somebody got ahead’ of him. After
drifting a spell we ran for the rock,
now buoyed, where the new Belfast ship
Htialco struck, and got some bites
around there before starting in to sail

RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.

Register ot Deep' Water Vessels.
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and NeuSHIPS.
ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its action upon the system is remarkable and
Abner Coburn, Ji F Colcord, arrived at
i mysterious. It removes at once the cause Port
Blakelv Aug 4 from Ilong Kong via
! and the disease immediately
disappears. The Port Townsend.
A G
I first dose greatly benefits. 75 cents. Sold
Ropes, Chapman, sailed from HonoA. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast,
lulu July 14 for New York.
| byT. F.
A
J
Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at
Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
! City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of Seattle Aug. 4 from San Francisco.
Aryan, a T Whittier, cleared from New
‘Mystic Cure' for Rheumatism, and two York
i doses
April 2(i for San Francisco; spoken
of it did me more good than any other
1
medicine 1 ever took.” Sold by A. A. Howes July 15, lat 50 S, loll 00 W.
around and between islands that mixed : A
Bangalore, at Kahului July 21 for New
Co., Druggists, Belfast.
York.
me up so that I lost the way. But among
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at
the sights was atiag on the shore indi-1
A Geographical Simile. “It strikes me,"
San Francisco.
eating where fishermen can get fresh j said the first sensible man, “that Bryan HonoluluF July 28 from
Emily Whitney, A S Pendleton, cleared
wants
the
earth.”
other
the
“Yes,”
agreed, from
herring for bait; stone works and der- j “and it strikes me he'll
I
San Francisco July 10 for Honolulu.
resemble the earth
ricks begin to show up again, and soon j
Emily Read, at Kahului from Tacoma
soon." “In what way ?” “He'll be
the biggest place of all came into view— ; pretty
flattened at the polls.” [Philadelphia Press. July 21.
Carver’s Harbor. 1 should have said beC4ov Kobie, F Colcord, sailed from Hong
j “An International Courtship” the new Kong
fore that Jim got bis line hopelessly I
Aug 2 for Port Townsend.
and
novel
Melinteresting
by
Henry I! Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
caught on the bottom at the last fishing ; ville absorbingly
a leading
been
described
has
from
Kirke,
by
Honolulu"
July 3 for New York.
place mentioned and the dory had to be j London weekly newspaper as “a remarkMary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
manned to haul the line back the way j able novel." It is the
of
befrom
marriage
New York May 24 for Hong Kong.
story
it come to get it clear.
tween American girls and titled EnglishPuritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Carver’s Harboris a larger place than
men.
Published by The Neely Co., 114 Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
we expected.
Their mail is received Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid sl.oo
3yrsi!4 »KI> Rice, c FCarver, sailed from Honolulu
May 25 for Philadelphia.
from Rockland, and down the bay it is
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from
better known than on the river. The
Surprising information—old lady: pointdo
them
Newcastle, NSW.
ing to elevated railroad): “Where
place abounds in stone sheds of the cars
S H C'arleton, Amsbury, arrived at Port
“Alto’.'"
man
(hurriedlyi:
City
largest size, and all kinds of fish and most goanywhere
you want, ma'am." Old Townsend July 2s from San Francisco.
oil are bought there. Our little craft ,
St
had
I
Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New Y'ork
“Land
salies!
thought they
lady:
kept on past Hurricane island and the to stay on the rails." New York Weekly. July l;i from lliogo.
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
other islands and stone works until the i
■

fur OTer flu} Tears.
bay and Rockland were in sight
with the two battleships looming up in
Ax Oi.d asit Wr:i r.-Tkii:it Roikuy.
the harbor, and Owls Head near by.
'Mrs. Winslow's bootliing Syrup lias been
The light got our bearings again.
used for over fifty years by millions of
The light breeze helped us into Cam- mothers for their children while teething,
den by niglit and as the next day was with perfect success. It soothes the child,
unfavorable we inspected the big six- softens tin* gums, allays all pain, cures wind
master before she went off and saw her colic, ami is the best remedy for Diarrluea.
Is pleasant to the taste, bold 1>\ druggists
go into the water, and besides saw a big
in every part of the world.
Twenty-live
fleet of steam and sailing yachts. We
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable, lie
all-around farmers in Prospect usually
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow's .'soothing
call a (iO-foot barn here a long one. but
Syrup, and take no other kind.
that six-masted schooner, from the end
of her driver boom aft to the end of
Somebody to Fall Back On—“Dickie, l|
hated to whip you, but you are so bad I had I
her jib-boom, would reach by six such
to."
“Well, never min', ma; when gran’ma ;
barns and then have enough left to
an' I tell her 'bout it, you'll be sorbuild a good lien house. As a freighter comes
rier'n' y* are now." [Indianapolis Journal.
here is a little comparison: In our
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washboyhood days 1 went as hand on a new
fore and aft schooner belonging to ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
Bueksport and she performed the great
ltf
feat then of going thirteen trips to secretary.
“Most children," said the old schoolmaster,
Philadelphia and back to Boston with
very much like postage stamps."
coal.
Besides, when the wind was “are
have to be licked to make them
“Yes:
unfavorable, she went to Bangor and stick to they
their letters." [Philadelphia Record.
then over the shoals with lumber a few
$100
In those
times before going for coal.
Dr. E. Detclioil's Anti Diuretic
days the wettings and roughings and icemaking on the last trips counted for
May be worth to you more than $100 if you
something,and there were smaller coast- have a child who soils bedding from inconers than her then.
But this big six- tenence of water during sleep. Cures old
master. by figuring, could carry 37 of the and young alike. Jt arrests the trouble at
once" >1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Bueksport schooner's cargoes and the Druggists, Belfast,
Me. lyrlb.
little schooner would have to buffet the
Now is the Season when the small boy
waves two years to get as much coal
to Boston, in years past I was in Cam- tills himself with green fruit, which invariaden when a boy and shipped in the brig bly leads to cramps, diarrhu a or dysentery.
If parents are prudent, they will have a
Toledo, Capt. Parker Grant of Pros- bottle
of Pain-Killer, ready for such sumpect, with two men. I was one of the mer emergencies. Avoid the substitutes,
two who went to Camden and Capt. there is hut one Pain-Killer, Perry Davis’.
Grant took command of Capt. Glovers Price 25c. and 50c.
new brig Toledo to go to St. Johns. Our
RELIEF IN SIX HOURS.
American protection read: 1. James
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
Clark. Deputy Collector of the District
of Belfast, do hereby certify, etc. relieved in six hours by “Yew Great
Dated sixth day of June, ts-ls. The re- South American Kidney Cuke.*’ It is a
on account of its exceeding
mainder of the crew was from-Camden great surprisein
relieving pain in bladpromptness
and Lineolnville. Only one name can der,
and
back, in male or female.
kidneys
1 remember, that is Ileal from LiucolnRelieves retention of water almost immeIt
w
ville.
was so long ago, and we only
diately. If you ant quick relief and cure
stopped there to get dinner at the hotel. this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes A
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lym
and
has
landmark
Every sign
gone
from me, and perhaps : might have
“1 speak for the ‘Solid South,’"cried the
come into the town in a different way.
J>emocratic orator. “(>11 election day Br\an
and that changes the appearance of will have all the whites with him."" “And
the
next day," cried a voice in the crowd,
tilings sometimes.
"he will have the blues." Philadelphia
Well, the next day after the launch- Press.
ing we sailed away for home and arrivWhat A Tale It Tells.
; sale after an eight- days cruise, and the
1 sch. Fancy arrived home at the same
If that mirror of yours shows a wretched,
tiin'
This was my first trip down file sallow complexion, a jaundiced look, moth
easu a
liav, but 1 have been many patches and blotches on the skin, it’s liver
I
i time down the western bay and clown trouble: but Dr. King’s Yew Life Pills regulate the liver, purify the blood, give clear
1 the Reach by Pumpkin Island light.
skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion. <»ni>
Comparing notes of the inland tanning 25c.
at R. IL Moody's drug store.
4w:>2
town f Prospect with the lobster fisheries it would lie supposed that the
Emulation- Mamma (bent on conveying a
Prospect fanner had the best of it: but lessen in deportment “Tommy, did you
when >ou think of what has to be put
notice what a noise Eddie stapletord made
in eating when he was here yesterday2"
out in the way of fertilizers, fences,
Mammas boy—"Yes: but he can't make
seed and labor, besides lighting smut,
half so much noise as 1 can. Just listen to
rust, bugs and worms and contend- me eatin'this mush and milk!"
Chicago
| ing with drouth, wet and blight, where- Tribune.
as the lobster fishermen gets his gains
LI VF.R1TA, tlie up-to-date Little Liver
all grown without putting out a cent
I and it takes nothing from hint, it be- Pill: 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, me. boxes
contain 4n pills. 25c. boxes contain loo -pills.
;
gins to look as if the fishermen had the Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., druggists. Belbest hold.
Ft:i
man I’aptimim.k.
fast, Me.
5yrs24.
First Attendant at restuarant—"That's a
Gen. Gordon's Manly Words.
funny-looking duffer that just came in,"
second 1 dtto—"Yes : all things come to those
(Jen. John II. (Jortl< 111's reply to the who wait." [Boston Transcript.
western

censorious and impertinent resolution
of the Confederate Association of the
Army of Tennessee is a manly and

patriotic letter,

VVhilt Shall We Have lor Dessert?
This question arises in the family every
ilay. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-0,
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor:
—Lemon, Orange, Kaspberry and StrawAt
berry.
your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO

which will heighten the
held by the best
of the country.
This association undertook to rebuke
him for attempting the late reunion of
Indisputable—“I tell you the Weekly
the wearers of the blue and the wear- Banner is dead right on the Chinese situation'.'"
ers of
“liow many men does it say we
the gray held at Atlanta. At
that reunion the commander of the ought to send-.'.' “Says we need an adequate force."
Puck.
Grand Army, in the course of his ad
dress, let fall two or three sentences I The Keeley Cure will run as long as there
that Gen. Gordon promptly, but with
are drunkards to reclaim.
This important
formula is known to the members of the
entire courtesy, said that lie could not
hut
to
none
others. Write
parent Company,
approve of, inasmuch as they seemed to
to Portland Keeley Cure for information
question the conscientious action of about tlie treatment.
ly:;7
those who stood with the South in the
war.
The previous speaker disclaimed
More Information—Tommy—“Sav, paw."
Mr. Figg—“Well!'" "11 hat' is a Hopper?"
any intention of giving offence, and the
incident was supposed to have ended “A Hopper, my son, is a man that leaves his
agreeably, lint these southern soldiers party because he cannot take it with him."
Indianapolis Press.
not only by implication rebuked Gen.
Gordon for being present, but expressed
BKLLAYITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
ami Bills for the complexion : to d'avs treattheir disapprobation of his attendance
ment 30c., 80 days treatment jjl.oo. ‘Sold by
at the G. A. 11. encampment in Chicago,
A. A. Bowes A- Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
to which he had been invited.
IIis
3yrs24.
reply on this point is admirable:
“As to the courteous and cordial inviThe Golf Fever—“So you can't play w ith
me on the ?0th v" said one young
tation of both the G. A. 11. and of the
polling
man to another over the telephone.
"Hon't
executive committee of Chicago citisee how I possibly can, old man.
1 say,
But
I
have
to
state
zens,
that 1 greatly
leave it open for a couple of days. Between
appreciated the compliment paid me by you and me 1 have
an appointment to he
that invitation, and the spirit which
married on that date, hut she mav he willprompted it. Circumstances, however, ing to make a change, so that I can have a
round with you.'’ [Tit-Bits.
rendered it impossible for me to accept,
and 1 so notified the officers and comThe soothing and healing properties of
mittees nearly two months ago. Ilut in
Chamberlain's Cough Kemedy, its pleasant
this connection also I wish to say 1
taste and prompt and permanent cures, have
must be the judge now and hereafter of made it a
great favorite with the people
the propriety of accepting invitations
For sale by A. A. ltowes,
everywhere.
from any section of the country or any
A Co., druggists, Belfast.
class of my fellow-countrymen.”
From a Wife’s Diary—“Ah, me! YesterThe last paragraph of his letter is in
day my husband exclaimed, T’arbleu!' at
a noble temper, that could hardly be
This evening lie has just exclaimed.
golf.
excelled:
fete champetre.
‘Hoot, mon!’ at
How
“In conclusion, let it be definitely un- humiliating to bemy
married to sueli a clod of
derstood that, so long as 1‘rovidence a man, with no soul, none of the finer sensipermits me to speak or labor, I shall bilities!” [Detroit Journal.
continue the efforts which I have made
To Save Her Chi!«l
for thirty years in the interest of sectional harmony and unity. Whatever
From frightful disfigurement Mrs. NanI can do will assuredly be done for the nie Galleger of LaG range, Ga., applied
Bucklen’s -Arnica Salve t<» great sores on
truth of history, for justice to the
South and to all sections, for fostering her head and face, and writes its quick cure
exceeded all her hopes.
It works wonders
our cherished memories, for the obliterain .Sores, Bruises, skin Eruptions, Cuts,
tion of all sectional bitterness, and for
Scalds
and
Piles,
ilac. Cure guaranBurns,
the settlement of all sectional contro- teed by K. 11. Moody, druggist.
4wun
versies on a basis consistent with the
honor and the manhood and the self-respect of all."
esteem in which he is
men of
all sections

Maine

Confectionery

Association Formed.

At a meeting of the Maine confectionheld in Augusta last week, an organization to be known as the Maine
ers

Confectionery Assocation was formed
with these officers: President, J. N.
Peekliam, Augusta; vice president, 11.
II. Kingsbury, Bangor; secretary, C. E.
White, Belfast; treasurer, A. P. St.
Clair, Ilockland; executive committee,
AV. A. Bragg, Bangor; II. Thomas,Portland, and C. E. AVliite. Fourteen rep-

resentatives of the trade were present
and the business situation among the
jobbing confectioners in Maine was fully discussed.

March 3 from Honolulu.
State of Maine, I. A Colcord, sailed from
New York May 31 for Hong Kong.
Tillie E Starliuck, Kben Curtis, sailed from
Honolulu April 2s for New Yolk; spoken
Aug. is, lat 2H, Ion (is.
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Sydney,
N. S. W. July 2P from Melagoa Bay.
Wm II Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
Singapore April 23 for New York; passed
An.jer May IT.
W J Rutch, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
from Port Townsend Julie 2'.'for Philadel-
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Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
Portland June Hi for Pallia Blanca,
j ^Edward
ay, sailed from San 1-Taneisco
Aug 4 for Honolulu.
C
P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at
New York Aug. 15 from Port Spain.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Portland June
27 for Buenos Ayres.
Herbert Black, W II Blanchard, at Bear
River, N s, June 22 tor Rio Janeiro, ready.
»•
eyers, ( N Meyers, sailed from
Boston May ;>o for Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from New York July 10
for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, sailed from
Norfolk Aug 2 for Newport News.
Penobscot, arrived at Montevideo July 10
from Boston, via Buenos A vies.
Rebecca Crowell, M G How, arrived at

Bath, Aug

^PMATUWC,

I Purely Vegetakl

3. from

PROGRESSES
Great strides are made
every year. But the method of curing Dyspepsia
remains the same.
“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters
is still the most reliable

Indigestion,

Chronic Dyspepsia or
Bilious Attacks yield
at once.
All dealers
sell “L. F.”
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Boston Aug. 14 for Bangor anil Washington.
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Bath Aug
5 from Jacksonville.
Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Perth
Amboy Aug. 15 from Brunswick.
John C Smith, Kneelaml, arrived at New
York July !• fr mi Brunswick, Ga.
m v A Hall. Haskell, cleared from Apalachicola July 13 for Providence.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New
York Aug 13 from Long Cove, Me.
R W Ilopki is, IIichhorn, arrived at Port
Monuit, Jr. Aug i’o from Norfolk.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Newport
News Aug.
for Portland.
Sallie l’On, W 11 West, arrived at Boston
Aug. 17 from Brunswick.
Tola, A s Wilson, cleared from New York
Aug':: for Jacksonville.
Willie L Newton, K Coombs, anived at
New York Aug. 15 from Brunswick.
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Safe. Always reliable. Ladle*, ask Druggist for
CHICHENTER'K EXiLISH in Red and
Ciold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refu*e dangeroun *ub*titutl«»n* and iiuitalion*. Buy of your 1 miggist,
or send 4e. in stamps for Particular*. Testimonial* and
Relief ror Ladle*." in letter,
by return flail. 10.000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists.
CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO
fladiwon Square,
rHIL.4.. PA.
**

ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on rhe 14th day ol August, 1VM0.
LyWinn. Guardian of Sarah E. Doe of Burnham. m said Coimiy. having presented his first
and dual account of guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof !>e given, three
weeks r-uooessively. in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published iu Belfast, in said County, that all persoi s interested may attend ;;t a
Probate Court, to lu* held at Belfast, on the 11th
day
September next, and show cause, i! any
they have, why the said account should mu be alL wed.
GE<). E. .J< »HNS» >X, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. P. Hazi uink, Register.
\ DM INTSTR ATOK'S

X( )

K'E.

The

subscriber

RICHARD ROBERTSON, ate of Swanville.
in the County <d Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ali persons having
demands against the estate oi said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
EDGAR V. ROBERTSON.
Swanville. Aug. 14. I9<>t».

(>ue rate of tuition pays for all.

.1
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Probate Court held at Be
the County oi Waloo, on tl:*
August, A. 1). 1 BOO.
certain instrument, purp«>:-.
will and testament <>i Mi
ot Brooks, in said
County
having been presented tor pi.
Ordered, That notice be gi\.
fterested by causing a copy ..i
published three weeks sucees.-:
lican .Journal, published at
may aj.pear at a Probate (
Beltast, within and tor said f
Tuesday of September next, at
lore noon, and show cause it n
the same should not be pr
aliow’eu.
GEO. E. JohnA true copy.
Attest:
Ciias P Hazki
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At a

Probate Court, held

at

Bet,

the County of Waldo, oil the
August, A. L>. 11)00.
4 certain instrument, purportn
A will and testament ot Join,
ol Lin colnville. in said C'Hiutv ..:
ed, having been presented for p.
Ordered, That notice be given
terested oy causing a cop\ of tinlished three weeks successively
Journal, published ;t Belfast.'tl
pear at a Probate Conn, to be
within and for said County, on
day oi September next, at ten «.!
noon, and show
same should not

A

true

copy.

>

cause, it any tlno
be pioved, apj-r.
GEO. L. .loll;• >
Attest
('has. P. Hazki

At a Probate Court held at Bella
the ( ountv of Waldo, on the
August, A. I). 1U0O.
4 certain instrument, put pm:
A will ami testament t I',
of Searsport, in said ('.unity
having been presented tor pr-ma
t irdered. That not ice
••
gi\
rerested by causing a eopy’nt :)
lislied three weeks sue,
Journal, published at. Belfast!
mu
pear at a Probate
within and for >aid County,
••

day ot September next at
noon, and sin<w qi >e. 1:
same should not be ; u •>.
A

W

.1
hereby gives notice that lie lins been duly
appointed Administrator of the estate of

copy—Attest:

At a

i

ten
anv
•.

>,;

(.Ho. E. I'M
copy. -Attest
Chas. P. Ha/u

true

At a Pi• 'bate ( "tirt held
for the ('ountv of W :E
August, A. 1>. I ooo.

man

Editor S. A. Brown of Bennettsville, S. C.,
was once 'mmensely surprised.
Through
long suffering from Dyspepsia,” he writes,
She had
"my wife was greatly run down.
no
strength or vigor and suffered great
distress Horn her stomach, hut she tried
Electric Bitters which helped her at mice,
and, after using four bottles, she is entirely
It's a grand tonic,
well, can eat anything.
and its geatle laxative qualities are splenOur Most Successful students are
did for torpid liver.” For Indigestion, Loss
Busiof Appetite, Stomach and Liver troubles those who combine the Regular
its a positive, guaranteed cure.
Only 50c. ness Course with the special branches,
at IL II. oody’s drug store.
Shorthand and Typewriting, or Tele-

true

( has,

MARY

»//

G°°

graphy.

Probate Court held

a

oi

1

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the 14th day of August.
A. D. 1900.
E. MCALISTER, widow of Hiram McAlister. late ol Burnham, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying for an allowance out of the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively iu
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast., within and for*said
County,on the 1 Ith day of September. \.D. I'.mo,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazemtne. Register.

tin* Editor.

Washington County’s Law Library.

1

Ha|

for tin- Count} of Want..,,
‘lay ol August", A. I». 1.« »
certain instrument, purp

w

SCHOONERS.

Astounded

At

Ordered, That the sail! petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be heid at Belfast, within and for said
County,on the 11th day of September. A. D. 1 900,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause if
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON', Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.

Pennyroyalpills

BRIGS.

Leonora, J II Monroe, sailed from Gibraltar July in for Brunswick, Ga.

at

1;,

•,

r\KLl A C PENNEY a-.:
1' late "I 1\ 1.11 Mi
ceased, having preseiiied
John Yeat011 0! said Kimx
administrator id the
d

<Inlet ml, That
he said 1
u
to all pels..ns 'Hie res tel
.1
y
order to be published three \v.
t lie Republican .1. urnai, a m
at l eltast, that they may a.
I Court, to be held at iieitast, w
he 1 I h dav u
j County, on
I 1 bO'u at ten of The am k'ueto:
cause, if any they have, why
puli'ioner should not !-«■ -1.1110HEl >. E. Jot:'
A true copv.
Attest
I
Chas. P. H.v/m

I

At a Probate Court held at Helmthel'onntv of W aldo. >n tile 1-4

A. D. 1 ttno
Write for catalogue and full infor
<. BARE »\V. husband
mation concerning our free offer of a
HENRY
low. late ot Freedom, u.
The "Washington County Court house
W aldo deceased ha ing pres
Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.
4 DMIMSTRATRIX'S NOTICE.
The subscriDei praying that he :11a> be appoint'
at Maebias is identical we believe in
A hereby gives notice that she has been duly of the estate of said deceased.
appointed administratrix of the estate of
size and design with the "Waldo county
L. F. SHAW, President,
Crdered, That tin* said petit:.
LLEWELLYN I.. CROSS, late of Searsmont.
nil persons interested by eausim
court house as it was before building
in the County of Waldo, deceased and given order to be published tluee wee.,
The Republican Journal, a new-,
the addition at the rear.
Portland, Maine.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having deThere, as
mands against the estate of said deceased are de- at Belfast, that they may aj p*
to be held at Beliast, wit!
here, additional room was wanted for
Court,
for
and
sired to present the same
all
settlement,
\\hv try to stick
indebted thereto are requested to make payment County, outhe lltli day of Septeu
the law library; and this is the way
someat ten of the clock before noon, at
with
L.
ANNIE
CROSS.
things
immediately.
any they have, why the prayer >•:
Searsmont, Aug. 14. 1900.
they solved the problem at Machias:
thing that doesn’t
should not be granted.
stick? Buy MAJOR'S
The necessity for a larger law library
EEO. E. JOHNS

CEMENT; you know
at the "Washington County court
it sticks.
house has long been felt bv those who
Nothing
breaks awav from it.
practice at the bar. The method of obto
Stick
MAJOR'S
taining one without, the expense of putCEMENT. Buy once,
ting an addition to the building was not,
you will buy forhowever, conceived until a suggestion
There
is
I ever.
was incidentally made by one of the
| nothing as gc&d;
lawyers to the County Commissioners
the
believe
don’t
that space sufficient for the purpose
substituter.
might be obtained over the entry, juror
and consultation rooms, was it thought MAJOR'S RUBBER and MAJOR’S LEATHER.
best. Insist on having them.
to be possible. After looking the prem- Two separate cein**nts—the
ESTABLISHED 1876.
15 an 1 25 cents per bottle at all druggists.
ises over the commissioners summoned
to their aid master builder A. 11. Gilson MAJOR CEMENT CO., NEW YORK CITY.
who made measurements and drew
-~
plans which resulted in the present
beautiful room just completed under
the supervision of the commissioners.
Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
It is lix-is feet and lg feet high, with
ippiness to hundreds of anxious women.
:iMi lineal feet of shelf room.
The ceil- ! There is positively no other remedy known
science, that will so quickly and
ing is steel and finely decorated in to medical
colors.
The floor is maple, and the safely do the work. Have never had a s*ingle
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
room is supplied with a hat and coat are relieved in 3
days without fail. No other
rack, wash basin, three quartered-oak remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
with
interference
work. The most difficult
tables with chairs to match: is lighted
cases successfully treated through corresby three electric light chandeliers and pondence,and the most complete satisfaction
in every instance. I relieve hunis heated by steam.
Connected is a
reds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
toilet room. Communication with the
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
clerk's office and court room is obtained answered. Free confidential advice
in all
matters of aprivateor delicate nature. Bear
by speaking tubes.
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
possible condition and will positively
I every no
leave
after ill effects upon the health. By
Belfast, Aug. “2. The harbor com- mail securely sealed, $2.00.
Dr. K.M.TOLmissioners to-day entertained the of- MAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
ficers o_f the l'. s. cruiser Baltimore at
a public luncheon.
Responding to tlie
The only sure, safe, entoast of his health, Rear Admiral Wat® PI aE
tirely vegetable remedy for
IK ^ worms in children or
pi
i|j
son said he.
jl
at
the
rejoiced
■ ■ WV %0 %0 adults. Harmless under

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.

room

■■

A

desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately
JOHN W.McGILVERY.
Searsport, Aug. 14. 1900.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
notice that he has been duly
ot
administrator
the
estate
of
appointed
LEOPOLD IIEGYI. late of Prospect,

A hereby gives

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tlie estate of said deceased and
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
EDWIN W.GR1NDLE.
Prospect Ferry", Aug. 14. 1900.

-—

Er.

guaranteed

persifgtilly,

friendliness

between Great
Britian and the I'nited States.
The word Ireland should have been
inserted in the date line.

The Grip on Emergencies. “What’s the
difference between know ledge ami wisdom!"
"Well, it takes knowledge to build an automobile, but it takes wisdom to run it.'’
.Chicago Record.

IS.f st. The finest money can buy; 2d. It is a careful
blending of genuine Mocha and Java
no mistake
about that; 3d. It is very cleverly roasted—to develop

_

Ell M

®

®*

m
fl H M
■■

■B ■■
■
■
fatei lllf !■
_ _ _ _

tllAll

any conditions. A speedy
CU re for ull disorders of the
blood and
the digestive
organs.
Price 85c., at yonr druggist’i.
Write for free book oiU'Children"

^

FARMERS !
ARK

YOU

1NSURKI) V

July ami August are the great lightning months
More farm property is destroyed at tins season
because of lightning than by all other sources. I
make a specialty of insuring farm property
against any loss or damage by lightning or fire.
Semi me a postal and I will go to your place and
tell you all about it.
REV. E. JLl>SON HATCH,
olitf
Centre Montvillc.

—

that richness of flavor which makes "WHITE HOUSE"
COFFEE preferred by most people 5 4th. It is quickly and
carefully packed in air-tight tin cans (I and 2 lbs. only)
so it can go to the ends of the world, if needs be, and
not lose any of its strength or virtue. YOU MUST CERTAINLY TRY IT. YOUR GROCER WILL FURNISH IT.

Thoroughbred
Saint Bernard Pups lor sale.
W. L. WEST, V. S.

Belfast, Me.
SUBSCRIBE EUR

CO., PRINCIPAL COFFEE ROASTERS, BOSTON.
1

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

The subscriber

herein gives notice that he lias been duly appointed administrator on the estate ot
CLARISSA N. CARVER, late Of Searsport.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate oi said deceased are

For Women.

extreme

'A

E.,Iumxs; v" 3
N

Attest :
Chas. I*.

o

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 14th dav of
August, A. D. 1900.
A KTHI R C. ELLIXGWOOD, creditor of Mary
A. Hession. late of Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that John E.Kealy may be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased with
the will annexed.

remedy.

M

true copy.

A

VITAL DO SS.—Iu Court of Probate, held at Pt lf
ff
fast, on the 14th day of August, 1900
James Work and William H. Work, executors o
the last will of Joel Work, late of Brooks in said
County, deceased, having presented their first and
final account of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, on the 11th flay
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

SCIENCE

Simple

?■
;

and allowed,

CURE SICK HEADACHE.

Trapani.

-'■-

At a Probate Court held at Heii.i>•
the County of Waldo on the
August, A. D. 1900.
certain instrument, purpoyin
will and testament oi Cu
of Moure, in said Couuiv ,»r
having been presented tor pi
Ordered, That notice lie given
terested by causing a copy of tliilished three weeks suce-es i\i
Journal, published at Belfast
pear at a Probate Court, t,.
wi hin and
>r said Co
uty.
da
of Septeuilu. r next, at'te;
no n and how cause ii
same should not be
proven..»j
<.L:o. h. .i.
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. II A

>>

istration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal, a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said ( oiinty,
that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 1 ltn day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not lie allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, .lunge.
A true copy. Attest:
(’has. P. Hazeltine. Register.

---Jssesnssnssmvom7anrx

Rose Innis Melvin t olcord, arrived at
Port Louis, Mauritius, Aug. lo from New
York via Reunion.
Sachem, Nichols, from New York for Hong
Kong, sailed from St Thomas March 3;
spoken, arch *J7, lat 13 N, Ion 30 W.
Thomas A Goddard, J H Park, sailed from
Boston July 3u for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Barbados Aug is from New York.

A

on the estate of
ilson
Mayo,
LOckey, late of Swanville in said County, deceased, having presented his final account of admin

DIZZINESS.
BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION

^

v

of Probate, held at Belof August. 1900. A.

the 14th day
WALDO
fast,
Administrator

HEADACHE.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

<.•'
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WALD

Must Bear Signature of

Tory

Ordered, That notice thereof
weeks successively, iu the Heiiui.io
newspaper published in Bella*!
that all persons interested uuv
bate Court, to lie held at Hellas;
of September next, ami show
have, why th said account sh-

> S3.—In Court of
Probate, held at Belfast. on the 14ih day of August, 1900.
Lizzie Colson, Administratrix on the estate of
James M. Colson, late of Morrill in said County,
deceased, having presented his first account of
administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11 tb day
of September next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. 1*. Hazeltine, Register.

Little Liver Pills.

h«.i

Mhl

allowance.

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 11th day
of September next,and show cause,if any they hav
whj the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

Carter’s

\,..

Fernald, administrator on rhtMt
Fernald, late of LincolnviiiJ
deceased, having presented n,s
account of administration
,r

LDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 14tli day of August, 1 900
Reuel W. Berry, Executor of the last will and
ano testament of Florence Berry Grant, late of
nir\. in said County, deceased, having presented
his first and final account of administration of
saiu estate for allowance.

Genuine

See Fac-Slmile

117ALDO 88 —In Court «»f
J * fast, on the 14th day of

W.
H.

A
AJ
“r

phia.

“White House” Coffee

DWINELL-WRIGHT

PROBATE NOTICES.

A

true

copy

Attest
Chas. P Hazki.

Probate Court held at Belfast
the County of Waldo,on the 14:
A. D. 1900.
M. FLANDERS heir
a
Flanders, late of Northpoit.
Ot Waldo, deceased, having pic-,
pray ing that he may lie appoint*-,
of the estate of said deceased.
At a

IjUdSHA

Ordered. That the said petit iall persons interested by raiisi
order to he published three weeks
the Republican Journal, a news;
at Belfast, that they may appe.c
Court, to he held at BeifasT. with
county, on the 1 1 tli day of Septem
ten of the clock hetore noon, an.
any they have, why the prayer ot
should not he granted.
GEO. E. JOHN
to

A true

Copy—Attest
('has.

DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
A hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of

*

P. Ha/KLi

A

|
|

!

DANIEL A. WHITTIER, late of Palermo,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de*
mands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
SAMUEL G. NORTON.
immediately.
Belfast. Aug. 14, 1900.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
gives notice that, she has been duly appointed
Executrix of the last will and testament of
GEORGE McCLl’RE, late of Searsport,

IjiXECITKIX’S

in the

W aldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

County

of

payment immediately.

JANE

A.

M<

(’Ll RE.

Searsport, Aug. 14. 1900.

At

Probate Court held at Bei;
the County of Waldo. .m
August, A. D. 1900.
a
for

A LANSON (. I'ASW ELI
gua
Luce, of Searsmont. in said <

.1

.>

having presented a petition pray
to sell at public or private sal.- am:
real estate of said Mary Luce,
petition.
Ordered, That the said petition.all jiersons interested by catisii
order to he published three week."
the Republican Journal, a news)
at Belfast, that they may aj-p*..:
Court,

to be

held

at

Belfast,

wo

Inn

County, "tithe llthday.-t >ept»-n.

of the Clock hetore no.a an
if any they have, why the prayer ■:
should not be granted.
GEO. E. J(>H V
A true copy- Attest
(.'HAS. P. Uazki.i !

at ten

a Probate Court hcM at in u.
for the County ot Waldo. «-n t he
gust. A. I>. 1900.
j. baker, widow
Baker, late of Liberty, in -a
Waldo, deceased, having presen
praying for an allowance out oi
estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner
all persons interested by causing a *
der to be published three weeks sm->
Republican Journal, a newspapBelfast, that they may appear at a
to be held at Belfast, within and t
on the 11th day of
September,A. 1>.
the clock before noon, and show can',
have, why the prayer of said pet1
not he granted.
GKO. E. JOHNS'
A true copy.
Attest
('has. P. Hazei.tim
At

NOTICE. The subscriber
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap-

pointed administratrix

of the estate of
ISAAC M. BOA RDM AN, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate 'of said deceased are
desired to present the same lor settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pavpavment immediately.
KEZIA BO A RDM AN.
Belfast, Aug. 14, 1900.

Notice. Ttie subscriber hereby
gives notice that he has been duly appointed Executor of the last will and testament of
RUTH CALDERWOOD, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
persons
having demands against the estate of said deceaeed are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment
LUTHER ( ALDERW()(>D.
Belfast, Aug. 14. 1900.

EXECUTOR’S

immediately.

NOTICE. Thejsubscriber
ADMINISTRATRIX’S
hereby gives notice that she has been duly ap

pointed administratrix of the estate of
EUGENE A. BOULTER, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make pavment
CLARA P. BOULTER.
immediately.
Unity, Aug. 14,1900.

Bertha

llrALlK> SS.-In Court ot l’r*u*a>*
tt
fast, on the 14th day of AugiM.
M. Partridge. Trustee under tin- \\
dore VI. Richardson, late of Stockton >
said County, deceased, having pre>«
account of trusteeship for allowam *
Ordered, that notice thereof he
weeks successively, in The Republican
newspaper published in Belfast, m -.*•
that all persons interested may atten
hate Court, to he held at Belfast, on tic
of September next, and show cause, it
have, why the said account should not i"
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
CllAS. P. HAZELTINK, lb
■

V^ht'y

correspondence.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
August, 1900. Second List.
Abbott, I)r. Herman.
History of Belfast, Maine, to 1825.
With introduction and notes by
Joseph Williamson. WOO.. 1035.20
Allen, Janies Lane.
A Kentucky cardinal. 1895. Al 5-3
Aftermath. Part second of a Ken- •
tacky cardinal. Al 5-4
The choir invisible. AI 5-0
Flute and violin, and other Kentucky tales and romances. Al 5-2
John Gray: a Kentucky tale of
the olden time. AI 5-1
Reign of law. 1900. Al 5-7
Barry. William.
Arden Massiter. (A story of Italy)
1900.
B 27
Bull, Jacob B.
Fridtjof Xansen. A book for the
Translated by M. B.
young.
Barnard. 1899. B-X’ is
C lark, M.
Story of Flysses. 1230.2
Day. Holman F.
I’p in Maine. Stories of Yankee
life told in verse. Introduction
by C. E. Littlefield. 1900. 1214.47
Dole, Charles Fletcher.
The young citizen.
Illustrated.

Herrick from
guest of Mrs. A. T.
Wilder visited friends
Kev. G. M. Bailey
Hie M. K. Church at
new Held of labor
Hawes and wife of
iM "unday... .Air.ana
\.
i*«>i t were in town
I .mull went to the
bu\ lambs.1.
!; alren i»f Franklin,
V n»r Grange will
a
veil candidates
Klislia Cusliiined to tlie house
a is able to ride out

Mi<.Al'it*n
v

it:

j

t

[

;

Mis. Millie Hager
•nil. Mass., visited
week-Mrs. Lydia
Mary returned to
M;i>v, last Saturday.
:> visiting rela»

...George
visiting liis

husetts.

i"a»

is

lai iman.Leslie

Hyde Park,

in

••

m

M.

Mrs.

Proctor

<

••Miiug her sister,
Lizzie Wilson
Mrs. Charles
.is visiting her
A A. Ginn—Mrs.
iaughter Vennie
111 ill in Winter.nd Mrs. Charles
ealled on relaM
Mrs. Mary ,1.
n this place Aug.
w «*re held at the
; port, Aug. loth,
•'
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Madame Yale’s

HAIR TONIC

Ladies and Gentlemen—It has gone on record
that Madame Tale’s Excelsior Hair Tonic is the
first and only remedy known to chemical science
found to be a genuine hair specific. It has an
affinity for the human hair for nourishing and invigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic in
character, as well as stimulating; its action upon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
growth of healthy, beautiful hair. It stops hair
falling within twenty-four hours and brings back
the natural color to gray hair in nearly every
instance. It is not a dye; it is not sticky of greasy;
on the contrary it makes the hair soft,
youthful,
beautiful and glossy ; keeps it in cuil.
It' is a perfect hair dressing,land can be used by ladies.
or children as a daily toilet
requisite,
ts influence is delightfully soothing.
Ail Healers sell it, Ji per bottle. Mail orders
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,
MADAME YALE.
/o9 Michigan Bi-vd.,

ug.

loss.

attended.
from at least
There is to be
...Mrs. Adel:
[nun Belfast,

dressmaking

ni

Frown is now
in the most
!i ••!■. and
will
So far her
n>

approval,

aim

has been

1 •1

pa-t two weeks.
a
t

.-t

Monday.

F-.well.

"•

Mass,,

s-Foster
Filmore of
and Mrs. Kdwin
ia\

a

Chicago.

<'minin^rlmnrs
ia_*»‘ 1 \

>ic

Corner.

A novel.

1**00.

Knox. It is proposed to celebrate the
lo'ith anniversary of the organization «»f the
Knox baptist church sometime during the
fall. This church is one of the oldest of the
baptist denominations in the state.
Misses Lizzie Messer and Charlotte brown
of I'nion visited at .lohn Elkins last week.
Elbert-on Hall and Kben Yosecame from
Lowell, Mass., last week to spend their vacation w ith relatives here.Clarence brow n
lias a position with the bodwell Granite Co.
in 11 alio well.lohn Sparrow of Ouincy,
Mass., is visiting relatives in town.

*A

craft. A story.J 15-2
Jordan. William George.
The kingship of self-control. 18pp. no. J 7
master of

Kupfer,

Gra«

'•

Payne,

Tkoy.
\mong those from Troy w ho are
Mistress Pemvick. A novel.
visiting Xorthport are Messrs. Elmer and Pendleton, Mark Pierce.
Fred bagley, Mrs. b. F. HardinganddaughAnd) I >odge, the histor) of a scape-

j

■

■

■
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Devotional Service, conducted by Rev.
11. F. Harding, East Machias.
W elcome of the (' ity of Eastport, Hon.
S. 1>. Leavitt, Major of Eastport.
Welcome of Washington Co., H. R.
Taylor Esq., of Machias, Register
of Deeds for Washington Co.
W elcome of Churches of Eastport, Rev.

,...

i.&>.

2.45.

-•55.
5.05.
5.15.

5*25.
4.00.

—

>

Business.
Convention Sermon: “Soul Winning."
Rev. R. a. Toney, Chicago.
Quiet Hour, conducted by Rev. E. R.

Purdy,

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,
AND LATTIMER LEHIGH.
~

(3.30- i
7.30. 1
0.00.

Sunrise Service, led by Miss Annie
L. Cobb, Saco.
Devotional Service, conducted by Rev.
R. C. Drisco, of Alfred.
Report of Corresponding Secretarv,
Miss llattie O. McKeen, Saco.
Report of Superintendent of Floating

WEDNESDAY

0.15.

0.25.
i*J35.

o.5o.

10.05.

10.20.
10.40.

ll.lo.

11-40.
11.55.

w K 1»N E SI) A Y

2.00.
2.25
2.35.

"*•45.

A FT E U N< lO

s.oo.

>•—(».

cents

Cumberland Coal.

Praise service led by Rev. C. K. Flanders.
Report of Superintendent of Christian Citizenship. Rev. R. T. Hack of
Portland.
Address- “The How of Civic Reiorm,” Rev. \V. F. Berry. Maine
Civic League.
Addresses by Judge Hiram Knowlton of Portland, Hon. R. W. Shaw.
County Attorney of Aroostook Co.,
and Ashley St. Clair, Esq. of Calais.
MORNING.

ster of Friendship.
Open Parliament: “How to stimulate
interests in Missions,"conducted by

11.(Hi.

Address, by Rev. William Ashmore,

given

D. D. of ( hina.
Concert of Prayer for Missions.

2.00.

Testimony Meeting: “What will
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Alpine Range.

THE REPUBLICAN JUURNAL

The Best

Farm

and:
tailed

Believing that every
least

naye at

of the Best

Material,

BY

NOYES & NUTTER

MPG. CO.,

MAINE.

i;miH

Agent,

Nature has

amt

Apiary,
a Lawyer, Around the htohe, Live
stock
Hairy, The l*.» u I try Vard, flic tp.ii'stlon lh>\

1111,1

'*cr*.

The

Ho.:

Veterinary, fashlonsand

is

pi Ii*!icd s(.nil.monthly,
r!lu' -lv“h'lumbers a year, the u-it.de
making a aoluine of over 500
pages, teeming with
all the latest and i<»t reliai* e information
that
experience and M-ien.-e can snppu.

'.*> specia. arrangement we make f >r a limited
time the f.«i i,.u ing liberal oiler
T) all w > pay far fbe Republican .journal on
year lu advance, $2.00, Farm arid Home will be
sent for one year tree. The regular
subscription
tor Farm and Home Is 5l» cents a
year.
t<>

THh RKPFBL1CA> JOFKNAL PI B CO.,
Belfast Me.

4ln'!"

a

Sraii & Sibley Co.
JOUliF O' Ob

24 AIN,

cure

FEED,

Animals know this, and
instinctively, when

sick,

eat

the

SEEDS and

herb

GROCERIES

which will cure them.
TANGIN is nature's
cure

AMBwmcER&Ca

1778

C3»<3>AS3»E>
TONIC
and
REGULATIVE

They say the wife of Li Ilung Chang has
4,000 gowns. “Most of them tea-gowns, of
course.” [Cleveland Plain Dealer.

11 g

o e s

straight to the spot,
driving away weakness, pain, inflammation, nervousness;
inducing regularity
and perfect health.
Send us a postal
card, and we will

TANGIN

send you a free sample together with a

STIMULANT

medical book on the

for

XAMETUSE

diseases of women.

Scrofula, salt rheum, erysipelas and other
distressing eruptive diseases yield quickly
and permanently to the cleansing, purifying

Impoi'ti'rs

of

Sifilt.

for diseases of

women.

ESTABLISHED

once.

dealer*,

in

fi...•;ualiry

f

^

tOEIS.

Blacksmith

li.v

/y.V. •¥>, .‘i7 Front Sr.,

1LLK1I

H^tfdit, if*

TELEPHONE 4*2

Maine

\ rf

Register,

USEFLL IN EVERY OFFICE
AND HOME.

Successors,
Sew York.

:!■ e

Anthracite and

A. M. BININGER & CO.’S

power of Burdock Blood Bitters.
Perhaps not. “The husband of the Dowager Empress, of course, is dead.” “Oh,
Well! 1 suppose he doesn’t object to that.”

Contains Full Statistics or
Interests

all

.Maine

Complete

if you’ve a
bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric oil in the
house, Instant relief in cases of burns,
cuts, sprains, accidents of any sort.

Business

terror

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO.,

“Papa, what is the vain pomp and glory
of this world?”
“My son, it’s the things
we preach against when we don’t succeed in
getting them.” Life.

MONUMENTS,
Belfast,

the L_‘.> tow n-. go rilie- and
lion-* a Maine

and

are

sonable

prepared

largest stock in

to

do all work in

town of
our

granite and marble
line promptly and at rea-

Call at

our

works, Front street,

near

see

Midsummer Research— 1 haven’t been
down to the office for three days.” “Sick
“No; my family are going away, and I’ve
been helping them find the keys to the
trunks." [Chicago Record.

FRED ATWOOD,

steamboat wharf, and

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO

samples.

Winterport,

Me

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND
ors,

Administrators and Trustees. |

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract
INSPECTION..
Correspondence solicited I Real estate bought and sold

For Sale
Notice is hereby given that a discount of 4 per
cent, will be made on all taxes for l!»oo paid to me
before August 15th. I shall be at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial Building on and after August
6th, daily, until further notice, from 10 a. m. to 12
m., and from 1.30 to 41*. m.
M. C. HILL, Collector.
Belfast,

Congress

St

opp.

August 1,1900.—31tf

Cheap.

Bay mare, good size and weight.

Three-year-old colt.
Top buggy.

Skeleton wagon.

Sulky, high wheels.!
Harnesses and blankets.
Offers, however low. invited.
WM. C. MARSHALL.
Belfast, July 12, 1900.—28

City Hall,

rOIMLANU,

MA1NK

State

ot

Maine.

\\ N
l:
1C I
A
,-t j. i.*oo
undersigned, hax mu !>«••■!. d ui v appoint
d 1>\ tin- Honorable Judge
|'i,,haie within
ami Pm said Count). eommis-i..n,
p, i,
;v
and decide upon the claim- m the creditor- of
limothy I*. Kelley, iat• <>: W ,nt<-rp.*rt. m -.ml
( Olllltv. deceased, whose
state has been Ifpreseiited insolvent. Iier*■ b\ give notice aure**abl\ r<»
tin- order of said Judim ot Piobati
tiiat‘six
months from and after Jul\ to. time. ha\.- been
allowed to said creditors to present ami prove
their claims, and that wr will attend to ih> duty
assigned us at the ofti.-. of Fred Atw.. u Wint<Tport, Saturday. September t. iinni, and January
1". i:«»l. at nine o'clock \. m. of each of -aid
days
FEED ATWOOD,
.Mm—.
I W IIAI.KV.
»

"’All":"
W
t i.e

prices.

Itch on human cured in SO minutes by
Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
This never
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes A Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me. lyrltk

pi.uua

Grenville M, Donhaoi, Publisner,
HDD

We have the

loo

■

Maine.

"

Directory
oi

M-W tow nship map show
j.i...
exten-ions.
EDITION nj i:*iMt-o; m»w
■.i j\
lw;.4
• LoTH.
nearly Hk«. pages, pa.v, p,.,t-p.:
-_ no.

The Unusual—“ Close the doors of tli’air-

They Struck It Rlcn,
It was a grand thing for this community
that such an enterprising mail as R. II.
Moody secured the agency for Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, the wonderful remedy that has startled the world
by its marvellous cures. The furor of enthusiasm over it has boomed his business,
demand for it is immense. He
as the
gives free trial bottles to sufferers, and positively guarantees it to cure Coughs, Colds,
Bronchitis, Asthma, Croup and all Throat
A trial proves its
and Lung Troubles.
merit. Price 50c. and $1.00.

reader* should

Talks with

foreverything.

When you say your blood is impure and
appetite poor you are admitting your need
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Begin taking it at

Tale It Tells.

our

Prominent among its many den.r:men:> mav oe
m-nrioned the Farm and harden. Market
Reports,
Fruli Culture, .’Ian* and Inventions, The

Belfast.

1ANGIN

EVENING.

If that mirror of yours shows a wretched,
shallow complexion, a jaundiced look, moth
patches and blotches on the skin, it's liver
trouble; but Dr. King’s New Life Pills regulate the liver, purify the blood, give clear
skin, rosy cheeks, rich complexion. Only
25c. at R. II. Moody's drug store.

one <d

...THE...

this

tight bulkheads!” shouted the captain, for
the ship was sinking. A moment later a
sailor, ashen pale, with startling eyes and
chattering teeth, came staggering up the
companion way. “The doors!" he shrieked,
in abject terror. “They are actually all
right! They close readily.” Merciful heaven !’’ grasped the captain, and lost his head.
[Detroit Journal.

the

goad

Address ah orders

R. P. STICKNEY,

in

State.*.

Fancy W.-rk, Household Features.

MAXI'FAI Tl'KKI)

RNOON.

“I had a running, itching sore on my leg.
Suffered tortures.
Doan’s Ointment took
away the burning and itching instantly and
quickly effected permanent cure. C. W.
Lenliart, Bowling Green, O.

one

Family Taper

agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements w.iereby
we can send that practical and
instructive j.mrnal. Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Joiirn Ion remarkable liberal terms
as given l*clow.
Lack of space forbids bn: a brief
description of the contents ..f Farm and Home
wliioh is unequal ie.l for verier and ex.all.-nee

riant* ami F

ALL....

BANGOR,

Guarantee it i

Great ciuuic Offer

‘ami

Praise Service, led by Rev. C. I\.
Flanders.
Address: “In the Oilier Man’s Place,"
Rev. Charles M. Sheldon.
3.43.
Closing Consecration Service, conducted by Rev. Dr. Smith Baker.
For information apply at once to Rev. H.
X. Pringle, Eastport, Me.

a

!1

MBtmtiQm

Kineo Wood Furnaces

3.00.

What

Orders

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

Maine.

Kineo Coal Furnaces,
...WITH

To

IS

DR-

Our

■

■

Telei.li.me

New Kieno

7.30.

[Puck.
Bodily pain loses its

\

AND VITALITY

I

■
■■

—

1

I

j Connection is~t.

MOTT’S
WERVERIWE PILLS
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of the generative
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Lost Manhood
Impotency, Nightly Emissions. Youthful Errors. Mental Worry, excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and Insanity. With every
$5 order we guaantee to cure or refund the monev. Sold at $1.00 per box
5 boxes for $5.00. 1>H. iUOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio

AFTER USING.

Convention do for me'.1" led by Mr.
W. E. Overlock of Razorville.
Open Parliament: “Prayer Meeting I
Helps and Hindrances," conducted
by Rev. Smith Baker, D. D. of Portland.
Address: “Have you received the
Holy Spirit," Rev. R. A. Torrey.
Question Box, conducted by Rev.
Charles M. Sheldon of Topeka.
Quiet Hour, led by Rev E. R. Purdx
of Portland.
THURSDAY

<

Wood of all Kinds:

HEALTH

■ ■

Rev. E. C. Whitt-more of Waterville.

11.43.

<
<
<

<

? taranteed satisjfbotniy
XL?11
^Special attention
to

KVKNIMi,

lo.2").

4.13.

per ton extra.

N.

Sunrise Service, led In Miss Mabel
Freese of Bangor.
Devotional Service, conducted by
Rev. J. R. Boardman of Portland.
‘.*.3o.
Address: “The Arrest. Trial, and
Crueilixion of Jesus," Mr. R. A.
Jordan, Secretary Bangor V. M.C.A.
0.30.
Report of Treasurer, Rev. C. E. (> wen,
and other business.
10.10. Report of Superintendent of Missionary Department, Rev. Alfreda Brew-

3.30.

5 00

\

C..30.
7.3.0.
h.oo.

3.00.

*5.85

<

c

speakers.

THURSDAY

2.23.

5 85

discount of 25 cents per tou will be m tde from the above
prices
for CASH within ten days from
delivery of Coal.

< olby. I'
niversity.
Adjournment to the Battery for a
mammoth open air service in charge
of Row II. F. Day of Franklin. Superintendent of Evangelistic Department.
short addresses bv promiW K I > X 1: s I» a Y

7.30

6.10

Devotional service conducted by Rev.
C. E. Owen of Houlton.
Report of the Junior Superintendent,
Miss Marietta Parshley, Gardiner.
Address to Children, Miss Margaret
Koch, Waterville.
Address. President Nathaniel Butler,

nent

\

*6.00

A

MORNING.

Societies, Miss Annie L. Cobb. Saco.
Presentation of Banner for largest
County Growth, Rev. F. A. Snow of
Cherry held.
Presentation of Banner for largest
contribution for Missions, Rev. G. J.
Bloomfield, Machias.
Presentation of Banner for largest
number of additions to the Church,
Rev. K. II. Newcomb, South Portr
land.
Annual Address by State President,
Rev. C. 1 >. Crane. Yarmouth.
Open Parliament: our Local Unions
How to improve them .’ conducted
by Mr. L. I>. Marshall, President
Portland Local Union.
Address: “Ten Reasons why I believe the Bible is the Word of God,
Rev. R. A. Toney.
Paper: “The Minister's Five Minutes," Miss Linnie Harris, East
Machias.
Concert of Prayer for Missions.

and (irate.

■

Prices at XVharlf,

Lehigh 25

Concert by the Fisk Jubilee Singers.
Tickets 25cents. No Reserved seats.

Egg

$6.25

in Dump Carts,

Portland.

8.00.

i

stove and Chestnut.

...

Delivered and put in, in birre'.s,

TUESDAY EVENING.

—

...

J. A. Ford.
to the Societies, Rev. Chas.
T. Coombs.
Response on behalf <»f Delegates, Rev.
Horace Haskell. Millinoeket.
Recording Secretary's Report, Mrs.
T. S. Barnes, South Paris.
Appointment of Committees and other

THE....

BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

ders Biddeford.

Welcome

—

—

GOAL
....OF

1.15

P 2p

Katriim.and Mrs.Fmma Fierceanddaughter
It *00.
grace.
225.1
Ethel.E. E. bagley and wife of New Powell. Emil) Rrowne.
"i
ney of Salem,
York city are the guests of Timothy Haw es |
Songs along the way. 1P00. 1215.1
M:
11. F. Royal and w ife.\.
Wright of Lewiston is visit- Tliwaites, Reuben Gold.
a 1 dm of
Malden, ing relatives in town. His daughter. My rtle
Stories of the Radger State. 450. IP
t 1 .ouise < uiiniiigWright, is a guest of her aunt, Mrs. Etta j Whitney. Adeline I*. T.
Rradford was Hawes.Li. E.
Harding is improving his
Square pegs. A novel. bspp.._ 243.1
Nickerson Stin- house with a coat of
paint.bev. W. A. Wichert, Ernst.
M *.■ i11y. accompanied
Luce occupied the pulpit last Sunday after
The green gate. A romance. Transa: Marshall....!-:.
an absence of about seven w eeks, and liis
lated from the German by A. L.
n kc
To/.ier are congregation were glad to greet him. His
Wister.
128.17
oi ).w.i mu trip to the International C. E. Convention
j
K"i<i attended the
was very
pleasant, and he returns to his
PROBATE COURT.
at Bluehill last
work with renewed courage and enthusiasm.
•■'••ntcd with a nice
Pnosi'Krr. Horace Gould has completed !
"i: hy the assoFollowing is an abstract of the business
his vacation here and returned to boston.
a
-in*.- to express
He is employed on the electric cars
Cecil of the Probate Court for Waldo County.
a
k .ni memorial
ipoo:
Moody is employed by William <t>. Spinney August term,
la-: s-!inday. The
Estate of David 11. Young, Burnham;
to run a grocery cart
Two men came on
Abner W. Fletcher, appointed guardian.
nd a as unusual 1>
the stage to Prospect Monday to G. W. ParEstate of Edward R. Parkman, Unity ; alin- of Wintertridge’s to slate the roof of his house-The lowance of >4so.4'> to the widow, Martha A.
sundax
Mrs.
Park
ham.
fishermen
tish
are
Prospect village
talking
Estate of Clara Miller Yyles, Stockton
'pcuiiiiiii a few quite strong now
The Grange Hall has
allowance of >427.41 to the widowSprings;
Mr-,
diaries been renovated and slicked
Thomas er, Sewall C. Yyles.
up.
W .burn. Mass.,
of James L. Woodbury, Morrill;
Estate
burden had work there.The Old Home
license granted to sell real estate.
>.
Maine, are Week
brought relatives and friends of relaEstate of Mary Ann Russ, Belfast: will
\ ickerson is at
tives and some of them left their city airs approved.
d
Mr. K. B. behind and all go in for a
Estate of Ruth Calderwood, Belfast; will
jolly time.... bed
m M iiiinoeket.
Astrakhans are getting ripe, but they run approved; Luther Calderwood appointed
executor.
is fm the fall
small.
There are but a few barrels. They
Estate of George McClure, Searsport;
follow s
hist's will be sold among the islands.E. A. will approved; Jane A. McClure appointed
executrix.
Nickerson; No. Turner of Palermo i»
canvassing for the
Estate of Richard Robertson, Swanville;
Main Stevens.
“Century book of Facts” by Prof, buolf of Edgar A. Robertson appointed administra:ul
The Harvard Ini
"ePt.
versify, a valuable reference tor.
Estate of Isaac M. Boardman, Belfast:
school had their
book, and is meeting w ith good success.
Kezia Boardman appointed administratrix.
Saturday-Mr.
Estate of Clarissa X. Carver, Searport;
d to Woburn..
Weak Nerve.*.
John W. McGilvery appointed administraJ
arc visiting
From overwork, worry or other causes tor.
Estate of Daniel A. Whittier, Palermo;
: >amm
W. W. men and women use themselves up, strength
and energy are all gone, the nerves are weak Samuel G. Norton appointed administrator.
: rein
Kllswortli
Estate of Leopold Hegvi, Prospect ; Edand a complete collapse takes place.
It is
for just such cases as this that old l)r. win W. Grindle appointed administrator.
Estate
of Llewellyn L. Cross, Searsmont;
1 hillock’s Wonderful Electric Pills are
t Scribner, who
made.
They cure the most obstinate cases Annie L. Cross appointed administratrix.
a*-w Kngland Tele- of
Estate
of Wilfred E. Cross, Searsmont;
nervous prostration, nervous exhaustion,
•>.,
was at
home specks before the eyes, trembling, nervous Ephriam C. Cross appointed guardian.
Estate of Marion E. Maiden, Swanville;
insomnia, nervous headache, fluttering of
v.siting his par- the
heart, nervous spells in which you think Emma C. Marden appointed guardian.
Scribner
Miss
of Angie M. and Aubina J. SanEstates
are
to
sciatica.
St.
die,
you
going
paralysis,
1 ’•••itast is visting
Vitus dance, as tired in the morning as born, Waldo; third account of trustee allowed.
when
went
to
'•
you
bed, and all nerve troubM. Scribner.
Estate of John Milliken, Montvilie; final
les. old Dr. 1 hillock’s Wonderful Electric
milking one day Pills for weak, worn-out, nervous people account of distribution allowed.
Estate of Sarah B. Thurston, Searsport;
ick in his face
restore the nerve centres, and make new,
rich blood, giving a rosy cheek for the pale, first and final account of administrator ala ;
•
;l painful manlowed.
bloodless
stimulate the ambition ami
acniiig a scythe_ restore theface,
Estate of Margaret A. Stowers, Stockton
confidence in one’s self.
K
Joseph Murray,
Sold at drug stores, $1 per box: <5 boxes, Springs: final account of administrator alMiss Agnes Mur- sufficient to cure most obstinate cases, #5: lowed.
Estate of Mary Luce, Searsmont: guarMr. Fred Murphy, or sent direct from laboratory, prepaid, on dian's
inventory returned; petition presentreceipt of price. Advice on all diseases, ed for license
d" Annie t allan,
to sell real estate.
from specialists, Free. Address IIALLi >CK
Estate
of Eliakim 1). Harriman, Prosi irle\ and James
DREG CO., llo Court St., Boston, Mass. :
;
administrator’s
pect
inventory returned.
Established 1848.
i ng with Mr. and
Estate of Lewman R. Panforth, SearsMiss Lettie Xickmont ; administrator's inventory returned.
Maine W. C. T. U.
Estate of Lydia J. Alden, Belfast; will
Winterport last
presented: Wilmer J. Dorman named exeThomas Leoncutor.
The 20th annual convention of the Maine
wn
last week Woman’s Christian
Estate of Caroline Jipson, Monroe; will
Temperance onion will
ildes named execur. Scribner. ...A
be held in Calais, September 20, 27, 28, in presented: Joseph L.
tor.
the Congregational church. Mrs. E. M. S'.
Mt.
*en, from
Estate of Michael Chase, Brooks; will
Stevens and Miss Vnna A. Gordon will be
J. Mathews last
A. E. Chase named executor.
present throughout the convention. Dele- presented:
**d a ven pleasant
Estate of John M. Bowes, Butte, Mon.;
will
attend
from
gates
every section of the will
presented: Abner F. Puntonnamed exentertained with State. The convention promises to be large
ecutor.
••
jital, In the young and successful. The programme contains
•Estate of Daniel Sullivan, Searsport:
many unique and interesting features. The will
k" are there from
presented: Cyrus True named executor.
meetings during the day as well as the evenEstate of Willis Penney, Knox; petition
Hie Mt. Kphraim ing will be public and free to all.
There
will be the usual reduction of fares on the : presented for appointment of John Penney
line on the Heights
administrator.
railroads and boats.
'ia\ against a picked
Estate of Sarah G. Barlow, Freedom : pen and Brooks, and
During the civil war, as well as in bur late 1 tition presented for appointment of Henry
G. Barlow administrator.
war with Spain, diarrhoea was one of the
«*f 17 t<» 7.
Quite most troublesome diseases tlm army had to
Estate of Alphonso Flanders, Xorthport:
attended the game, contend with. In many instances it became petition presented for appointment of Elisha
chronic and the old soldiers still suffer from M. Flanders administrator.
'"ii was in Belfast
Estate of Freeman W. Baker, Liberty;
it.
Mr. David Taylor of Wind Ridge,
''t-;. Mrs. Lucy A.
Greene Co., Pa., is one of these. lie uses petition for allowance presented.
ribner has retum- Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Estate of Theodore M. Richardson, Stocki
is employed by
Remedy and says he never found anything, ton Springs; third and final account of executor allowed; first account of trustee pre*• •
that
would
him
is
such
relief.
It
give
quick
-nipli ami Telephone for sale
sented.
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.
"'ent- to Vinalhaven
Estate of Florence Berry Grant, Unity ;
first and final account of executor presentmeeting of the lPtli
Conceded.
‘Mandy,” said her elderly ed.
''
ation.The Oth relative, “that young
Spoonamore hasn’t a
Estate of James M. Colson, Morrill: first
i;*-njaiiiin Merithew cent to his name. You would be simply account of administratrix presented.
d 'a.- old homestead in
crazy to marry him!” “I am, aunty,” reEstate of Wilson Dickey, Swanville; final
plied Mandy. [Chicago Tribune.
account of administrator presented.
» in.
Saturday Aug.
Estate of Joel Works, Brooks; first and
l!'«-mled were Mr. and
Jell-O, The New Dessert
final account of executors presented.
1
!l
Mr and Mrs. Bert
Estate of Eben H. Fernald, Lincolnville:
pleases all the family. Four flavors:—Lemarrie, Victor and on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At first and final account of administrator presented.
Mr' M. K. Black, Mrs.
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
Estate of Seavey A. and Harold A. Piper,
lylO
M s. A. J. Ross and
Dixmont: first account of guardian presentMakes Up a Misunderstanding, “Jane, ed.
v
,'vl iuil\ and Lucy, of
K. M. Dolloff of
how do you feel towards me!” “John, I
\j
1
To Save Her Child
billiard of Boston: can't tell you until I know how you feel toWell, but you know that all
Kverett, Mass.; Mr. wards nie.”
From frightful disfigurement Mrs. Nanon
how
feel
towards
me.”
\
Mr.
you
depends
[In- nie Gallegerof Lagrange, Ga., applied Buckl oiirw. Prospect:
and daughters, dianapolis Journal.
len’s Arnica Salve to great sores on her
Mr. Wm. Merrihead and face, and writes its quick cure ex,
and
A
alike
to
and
old:
Dr.
ceeded
all her hopes. It works wonders in
blessing
young
,“ise. Margaret
tiehiH of North, Sears- Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry. Na!'»•:.
Sores, Bruises, Skin Eruptions, Cuts, Burns,
was served and a
ture’s specific for dysentery, diarrhoea and Scalds and Piles. 25c. Cure guaranteed by
l"ue
enjoyed by ah.
summer complaint.
R. H. Moody, druggist.
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TUESDAY AFTERNOON.

Praise service, led by Rev. C. K. Flan-

7.1.").

i Mitton.

BUY

following program:
2.00.

•.oo.

II.

Stories of long ago.
In a new
dress.
320.1
Miller. Margaret.
M\ Saturday bird class,
ispp.
534.:;
Gliphant. Mrs. Margaret <>. Wilson.
Autobiography and letters. Arranged and edited by Mrs. II.
<'oghill. Portraits.R. 01 31

....

The Fifteenth Annual Convention of The
Maine State Christian Endeavor Union will
be held in
Eastport, Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday, September 44>, 1900, with the

1)80

Earle, Alice Morse.
Child life in colonial days. Illustrations from photographs. IS****.. 1122.23
Fowler, Ellen Thorneycroft.
The Farringdons. A novel. 1**00.
115.13
Hall. Mrs. Herman .1.
Two travellers in Europe. Illustrated.
557.10
Ilenty, George Alfred.
Tale of Waterloo. < )ne of the 28th. 318.25
lluneker, James
* hopin. the man and his music.
Portrait, loon. H-C 45
Jacobs, W. W.

Name of paper
This coupon may be exchanged for one
of Madame Yale s celebrated hooks on
health, giace and beauty
Please cut out
coupon and mail it to Madame Yale with a
request for a hook.
Madame Yale may be consulted by mail
free of charge.
Address all communications to her. iSq Michigan B’.vd. Chicago.

of this
U interport. Mrs.
and had been in
she leaves a
i• i'
and several

I*

roll)

COUPON.

H. Ginn

d.

1899.320. I) 0
Drysdale, William.
Cadet Standish of the St. Louis.
A story of our naval campaign
in Cuban waters. 338.17
Dye, Eva Emery.
McLouglilin and Old Oregon. A
chronicle. 1900. B-M 22
Dudeney. Mrs. 11.

fentlemen

Singing by
Harriinan, Miss

.•

Christian Endeavor Union.

New Books.

f:..in last week. J

..

■

Bills for

Cemetery Work,

All bills against the city of Belfast for work in
any of the cemeteries should he left for approval
of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
Saturday preeeding'the first Monday
of the month in which said bills arc payable
WATER (I. HATCH.
DAN A B. SOUTH WORTH.
Trustees of Cemeteries.
Belfast, May 12,1900.—tf-JO
at the office
noon of the

NOTICE
In Board

of Ai.dkkmkv,
Order Vo. s.
Belfast. March i<>. iooo.
Ordered. That all bills against the city shall be
itemized and shall be approved by the proper
committee before placed in the bands of the atuli
tor. Also that all said bill- MUST be in tin* hands
of the auditor ON OR BEFORE THE FRIDAY
next preceding the first Monday in each month
or they will lie over until the next month.
13

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

Sidney Sargent is absent
trip to Boston.

on

a

since made his home in Searsport. Capt.
McGilvery was a great reader and had travelled extensively. He was one of those men
who was not content until he had mastered
any business he had in hand, and therefore

business

Miss tirace E. Field returned to Wilmingw eek.

was a very interesting conversationalist,
although very reticent unless drawn out—
whan he became interested in a subject it
was a pleasure to listen to him. He married
Mrs. A. S. Towle is making a visit to her
Hannah Oarver, in I860, who survives him.
sisters in Minneapolis.
His funeral took place from the residence
Mrs. Charles Gilkey of Missouri is visit- of his brother Sunday afternoon. The sering Mrs. J. M. Gilkey.
vice was conducted by Rev. J. E. Adams,
Joseph Hubbard of Law rence, Mass., is 1*. 1)., of llangor.

ton, Bel., last

C. 11. Monroe made
Boston last w eek.

a

business trip to

the guest of C. 11. Stevens.
John Eaton of Stonington made calls
relatives in town Monday.

on

apt. C. C. McClure arrived overland from
Francisco Wednesday.
l'iain Gilkey of Boston is the guest of his
l

Royal Baking. Powder

weeks’ visit.

C. F. Treat has the exclusive right to sell
clams at Unity and Monroe fairs.

J. 11. Sullivan has opened his father’s old
shop and resumed business there.
About forty went to Bangor on steamer
Castine Tuesday to attend the fair.
Lottie Ford, after a brief visit in
town, returned to Boston Saturday.
Mrs. E. J. Simonton is visiting B. A.
Mrs.

S.mpson and w ife at Everett, Mass.
Mrs. A. B. Mowry and family left bysteamer City of Bangor Saturday.
w

Elmer M. Hammons and wife of Boston
ere registered at the hotel Monday.

a

Bana Butcli and Kobt. E. Hill of West
are spending their vacation

Newton, Mass.,
in town.

Cadet Fred F. Black left for West Point
at the Mili-

Saturday to resume his studies
tary Academy.

Augustus Sweetser of Dixheld is making
a \isit to his native town, after an absence
of several years.
The young people in the village enjoyed a
very pleasant social dance at Union llall

Tuesday evening.
Monthly contribution at Congregational
church next Sunday morning. Communion
j\ m.

Mrs. A. 1). Colcord and her daughter, Mrs.
11. <». Appleby, left for their home in New
Y ork last Thursday.
Mrs. F. A. Moore and children, who have
been visiting Mrs. Moore's mother, Mrs.
Fit-Id. returned home last week.
F.tliel Wentworth of Lowell, Mass., is
iiw a two weeiUs vacation with her
'i
parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. J. Wentworth.
M

>>

Mr
Kent, daughter May and son Lert
returned t Lo.stou after a ver\ pleasant vacation spent with Mi. and Mrs. s. A. Stevens.
i’ Hixon has been sold to parties
York. ( apt. X. F. <U1 key, her
f>>! mer commander, will remain at home for
a time.
in

Lurk
Vnv

the food.

Schools in town will all begin Sept. 10,
the exception ol No. a, which will
begin sept. •"■. All .students, who wish to
enter any of the schools the coming term,
will meet for examination at the High
school room Saturday, Sept, s, at 2 p. m.
I
with

j

j

—

—

—

with them this summer are those of the !
1
merry hours spent on the bathing beach.
it seems hardly fitting to let the season come
to a close without thanking ('apt. James
The sociable at our Grange Hall last
(iilinore for his foresight in erecting the week was a success, financially and socially.
neat little bathing house on his shore, and !
Mrs. Emma Moulton and Miss Jennie
e.-ptrciaby for the generosity with which he Carter made a short visit in Orrington last
has thrown it open to strangers as well week.
Miss Julia Leary of East Belfast has
as to Ills friends.
I
been the guest of Misses Myra and Kate
The Searsport Juniors played a game of Scribner.
bail with a mixed team from Stockton and j
Miss .\ddie S. Mathews was in Swanville
Fort Point at Mosman park on Monday, last week the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Xickerson.
Aug. _’7th. The people who attended saw
Quite a number of the young folks attendtwelve innings of the hardest kind of ball
ed the base ball game on the Heights in
playing, and were much pleased when the Swanville last week.
winning run crossed the plate. The score
Fred Black and wife visited Mr. and Mrs.
was tied in the eight, b to b, and remained
Carlin in Searsport last Sunday. Mrs. Carso until
the twelfth, when the visitors lin is Mr. Black's sister.
scored two on two errors and Sanfords
Geo. YY. YY ebster and F. YY\ Cotta, who
double. The home team made a garrison have been atSunnyside cottage the past two
finish and won out by hard and timely hit- weeks, have returned to Massachusetts.
Fred A. Scribner, who is in the employ of
ting. Score, 12 to 11.
the New England Telegraph and Telephone,
Hun. Jno. M. Harris of Scranton, Pa., de- Co., is at home froih Cortland, taking a
livered an address on the issues of the cam- vacation.

paign at Union Hall Monday evening, and
Chas. Fernald attended the 26th Me. realthough the hall was partially filled those union at Bluehill as a honorary member.
Charles manages to get around with the
present listened to and enjoyed one of the best of them.
best speeches that has been delivered there
The highest cash price will be paid for
in a long time, and the best evidence that
fresh eggs by F. E. Stinson, who is shipping
they were benefited is that his hearers have about live hundred dozen a week to Boston.
been quoting him in their discussions of Bring them this way.
political matters at the stores. Mr. Harris
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Duran and Master
is one of those genial men who has the Frank Duran, N. YY’. YY’oodside, Thomas
Gritlin
and Xfiss Marj Harlow of Boston
ability of adapting himself to the situation. are
rusticating at Sunnyside cottage.
He has the easy grace of a college bred man
XIrs.E. XIarden and Xlrs. Geo. E. Chaand liis manner of speaking gives the im- pin had a very near shave from a bad acci
pression that he is deeply in earnest in what dent while returning home from the sociable
he is saying and believes it himself. His last Thursday. A broken carriage was the
result.
happy faculty of clinching his argument
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
with anecdote and story drives home the
truths which he wishes to convey in a most
conclusive manner and at the same time is
very entertaining. Though he said it was
his first visit to Maine it was evident he had
in some way become very familiar with the
doings of her distinguished men.
Died ill Searsport August
24th ( apt. James McGilvery, aged (i(i years,
u months.
Capt. McGilvery was born in
Prospect, now Stockton Springs, Nov. 25,
1*33, and was the youngest son of Hubert
and Elizabeth (Chase) McGilvery.
llis
father, a native of New Hampshire and a
blacksmith by trade, came to Maine in
early manhood and followed his trade for a
living until his death at the age of four
score years.
His wife, Elizabeth, born in
Sedgwick, Me., and whom he had married
after he had settled in the State, gave birth
to nine children, of which his brother,
Capt. John W. of Searsport, is the last survivor.
Capt. James went to California at
the age of seventeen years, where he remained six years, being employed as a clerk
in a store.
At the age of twenty-three he
returned and commenced following the sea,
and in a short time became master. He has
commanded brig J. Harris, barks Mary
Goodell and Carrie Wyman and ship Oneida.
While in command of bark Mary
Goodell, in 1852, he was captured by a
confederate cruiser, commanded by Capt.
Semmes. The vessel was boarded by the
confederates and permitted to proceed to
Portland.
Capt. McGilvery retired from
the! sea early in the seventies, and has
OmiTAKY.

Royal Baking Powder used always
making the biscuit and cake

—

F. Howard Mosman ann iamily, who have
been occupying their cottage for several
woek>, returned to their home in North
Id-adii g b\ city of Langor Tuesday.

Among the many pleasant recollections
which visitors at .Searsport will take away

economical in the end, because it goes
further in leavening and
spoils

both health and money.

L. G. Paine has accepted a position with
the international Paper Co. of New York.

service at ;>.;><»

—

little

may

but it insures perfect,
per
In fact, it is
wholesome food.

in

Mrs. Kate Brier is making a trip to Wisconsin where she will visit her brothers.
Sell. Edward L. Warren discharged
cargo of corn for Pike Bros. Wednesday.

a

poor powder would cost
many times this in doctors’ bills.

Photographer Tuttle opens his studio
Monday, Sept. 3rd, for 3 days.
James Johnson of Bridgeport, Alabama,
two

Miss Laura
G. Hunt of Unity. The schools will begin
Sept, fid-An effort on the part of the people of this place to raise funds to maintain
preaching for a year is meeting with success.
Mr. W. B. Chase of Newton Theological Institution, who is tilling the pulpit
during the summer vacation, was in Watervilie last week in the interest of the church
to secure a pastor
Miss Mabel Stevens
goes to Pittsfield this week to attend the
Maine Central Institute ...A fair will be
held at Hall St. George Friday evening, Aug.
filst, at which fancy and useful articles will
be for sale. “Ma Sweet” and her family
of nine girls will furnish the entertain-

The

aunt, Mrs. Hannah Carver.

a

The difference of cost between

News was received by telegram of the
a
death of Harry M. Randell at Seattle, WashThe
Seattle Post of Aug. 13, 1000,
ington.
a
says of him:
one
a
llarry M. Randell, the third officer of the
Valencia, shot himself this morning on
board that vessel and died almost instantly.
Mr. Randell was a sober, quiet young man,
and no cause for the suicide is known. His
correspondence may have a story to tell,
but it has not yet been opened by the friends
of the deceased young man.
Randell has been with the Valencia for
seven months, and there was not a better
cost a
liked man aboard, so his shipmates say.
Since the arrival of the steamer at this port
last Tuesday Randell has been very little
more
can,
ashore and not at ail for two or three days.
Last night he was on watch from 'J o'clock
more
until 4, Quartermaster Frank Monroe being
on duty w ith him.
Monroe says that during the night it was almost impossible to
get a word out of Randell, who seemed to
want to be alone, and stood for many minutes at a time looking over the stern of the
never
ship and evidently in deep dejection. This
conduct did not excite so much attention from Monroe as might have been the
case had Randell not been given to similar
moods, lie was not a disagreeably moody
man, but as the quartermaster says: “He
was a fellow that would worry a lot over
any little setback."
“lie was
saves
says Quartermaster Monroe:
always a quiet man and inclined to be moody,
but he wasn’t a drinking man and had no
enemies aboard the ship. He went ashore
and bought some clothes a few days ago,
but has remained aboard the rest of the
time. Everybody liked him and it was no
trouble aboard that made him do it.”
At 4 o’clock this morning Kandell and
You cannot, if you value good health, afford
Monroe were relieved and both went to
to use cheap, low-grade, alum baking powtheir rooms. At 6.30 Kandell was called for
ders.
They are apt to spoil the food; they
breakfast, and at about 7 o'clock Second
do endanger the health. All physicians will
Officer George S. Dent heard a shot in Kantell you that alum in food is poisonous.
dell’s stateroom. He rushed to the room
and found his shipmate lying on the floor on
his side, bleeding from a bullet wound in
his head. A thirty-two calibre Smith and
Wesson revolver was found beside him,
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.
from which a bullet had been fired into the
Death
had
been
right temple.
practically
Russell Gardner of Newtonville, Mass.,
instantaneous.
Deputy Coroner Arnold
The West Main
Stockton Springs.
was called and the body was removed to
came by Sunday’s boat for a two weeks’
“A
Box
of
V.
I.
S.
Astreet
Stewart’s
entertainment,
Bonney
undertaking parlors,
visit with Mr. and Mrs. A. I\ Goodhue—
where it will be prepared for burial tothe
Belfast
amateurs)
Monkeys” (given by
morrow.
Capt. Edmund Hichborn’s vessel, the sell.
on Aug. 22nd, was much enjoyed, by a large
Captain Lane of the Valencia had known
John R. Develin, anchored in Fort Point
The various
the deceased from boyhood, having been and appreciative audience.
Cove, Monday, waiting for a tug to take
a shipmate of Kandell’s father when both
parts were well sustained, evincing good her to
The captain will attend to all
were young.
Bangor, where she will discharge.
of the characters impersonated.
conception
the funeral arrangements, the young man’s
This is the first time the captain has
father being dead. A brother of the de- The eoquetishness of “Chauncey”; the deceased is now in this city, and his mother mureness of Lady Guinevere”; the quiet brought his new vessel into home waters,
and many friends embraced the opporlives in Searsport, Maine. Captain Lane
hauteur of “Mrs. Ondago Jones” ; the tine
telegraphed her this morning. Kandell was
tunity to visit him on shipboard.... An
of
“Jack”
and
the
34 years of age, had a dark complexion, impersonations
breezy
ball game between the Stockand mild brown eyes, and was a very fine gum chewing of Sierra,” were the special exciting
ton and Searsport nines, played on the
looking man. His sad ending is a source of hits of the evening.
The readings by Mrs.
great sorrow to his shipmates and many
grounds of the latter Monday, resulted in a
friends.
Dickey between the acts and at the close, score of 1*J to 11 in favor of
Searsport, in the
manner.
effective
in
her
usual
were
M.
Randell
was
a
son
given
of
the
late
llarry
twelfth inning.Mrs. Ralph Morse has
Iliehborn
is
due
Miss
Emma
Much
credit
Wilton
Randell
and
his
first wife,
Capt.
been quite ill for several days_C'apt. K.
for arranging this entertainment, which
Abbie Stinson. 11 i s father was lost
over-j
\Y. Dahl, who has been spending the past
street-Mrs.
a
sum
for
the
netted
board and drowned in New York harbor
quite
j six weeks with the N. G.
llitchborn family,
about 1SK7. His mother died many years ! Nathaniel Froth ingham lef: last Thursday j
left Monday by way of Augusta and Portbefore at Ilong Kong and Capt. Randell for her home in Medford. Mass—Mr. and
1 land, for New York, where lie will take
married M iss Nellie Kneeland. She became Mrs. II. II. Grant of Portland, Me., spent
steamer Sept. 1st for his home in Copenhaa true mother to young Harry.
Since going Wednesday and Thursday in town, the
Miss Harriet D. Ilichborn
gen, Denmark.
to the Pacific Harry had by his own unaided guests of ( apt. and Mrs. C. S. Rendell and
accompanied him, for a visit to her brothers
Mrs.
D.
G.
Harris
efforts rapidly risen in liis profession and other relatives....
spent in New York and New
The enterJersey
bid fair to shorth be promoted to comman- Thursday with her nieces, the Misses tainment
given on Monday evening by Mrs.
der. lie had made arrangements for his Iliehborn.Mr. and Mrs. Stevens of Elman
Dickey, Jr., and her class in elocumother and sister to take up their residence Troy, Me., spent several days with their tion and
physical culture, showing careful
on the Pacific coast.
Mrs. Randell and son, Dr. G. A. Stevens, leaving Monday for training from teacher and
prompt response
Alice have the sympathy of the entire com- home... .Mrs. Maggie Marshall of New by pupils
(luring the short time of drilling.
visit
in
town
last
week
to
York
arrived
in
their bereavement.
munity
‘•Hiawatha's Wooing," with pantomime ilher mother, Mrs. II. Ilerriman, and left
lustrations, National Flag Drill, Pantomime
boat
News
was
received
by Monday's
NOliTJI SFAKSI’OKT itk.ms.
Drill. Statuary (the Greek Maid) and Fancy
of
Mr.
the
death
of
Emery Drill made up the program. The colored
Miss Mabel Black of Ohio is visiting rela- recently
tives here.
Griffin (formerly of this place) of pneu- lights thrown upon the various tableaux
produced a most pleasing effect_Misses
The campmeeting at Maple Grove will monia, at his home in Chatham, Mass.; also Susie Cousens and Clara
Mudgett. left Tuesof the death of Capt. Augustus Patterson day to resume their studies at Castine Norbegin to-day, Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Whittemore and mal School. ...Miss Mabel Simmons returned
Edmund Ames and Henry Kneelaml have in Oregon
Wednesday to her place among the faculty
each lost a cow.
children of Buck sport and Mrs. W."smother, of
the K. s. N. S
The long expected muarrived
to
Mrs.
How
Richardson,
of
Scott
Wednesday
sical is billed for next Friday, Aug. klst.
Chicago has been in town
recently visiting relatives.
visit Mrs. Ralph Morse—Messrs. Earl and < >ur people are anticipating a musical feast.
Mrs. A. Stinson will entertain the sociable
at the Grange Hal Sept. 4th.

Cextuk Mont vii.i.i:. Among those who
attended the Xorthport Campmeeting last
week were Misses Ella, Lizzie and Georgia
Frye, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Johnson,
Misses Edna and Bertha Thompson, Miss
Bathia Bates and Miss Studley
Union
Harvest Grange was well represented at
the Farmers’ Institute, Camden, Saturday.
..Frank W. Go wen,a former resident of this
town, delivered a lecture at the town hall
Aug. 20—The Bartlett family will hold its
third annual reunion Sept. 5 at the home of
(>. S. Bartlett.Rufus Lowell and Misses
Lowell attended the reunion of the South
Montville High school—The Clement family reunion held at Freedom was well attended by members of the family from this
own.Elijah Gay and wife attended the
G. A. R. picnic in China_Mrs. T. R. Pentecost is visiting her son in Boston_Willie
Bowler aud wife of Bethel, Me., were at O.
C. Cushman’s the first of this week_W.
F. White and wife have gone to Boston to
visit relatives... .Business has been brisk
here during the past week. C. X. Allen
has had the roof of his house and shed
shingled; J. J. Clement has a large hennery
in process of construction, and L. F. Sylvester has had a well dug, striking water
at the depth of ten feet, which goes to
prove that there are dryer places than this.
.Allen Dyer is rebuilding an abutment
under the bridge near S. Poland’s.Mrs.
E. A. Herriman is at home from Temple
Heights.Among those who were in
Northport last week from here were D. C.
Cain, Mrs. J. L. Bean, F. B. Johnson and
wife and Miss Josie Cain.I. F. Allen of
Liberty has been visiting C. N. and G. F.
Allen....Miss Vida Clement has gone to
Knox to stay for a time—C. O. Jordan and
wife, after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. N. P.
Bennett, have returned to Jamacia Plains,
Mass. They were accompanied by Mrs. E.
L. Bennett, who will visit her relatives in
Middletown, Conn., before returning to
Maine.
—

STATE

List of candidates nominated to be voted for in the

County

of

ment.

Swan viM.F..
The Waldo County W. T.
C. I will hold a mass meeting at Swanville
Union church Sept. 7th, or the next fair
day, if storm.'.
Bring lunch baskets_
Mrs. M. C. Procter from Peabody, Mass.,
Mrs. Geo. Avery and Master Edward Avery
from Prospect,visited Alice Kane last week.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson is at the National
Encampment of the G. A. R. in Chicago_
Hr. Philip Greeley and wife of Farmington,
N. 11., are visiting in town. The Hr. is
quite sick at the home of his mother, Mrs.
T. C. Smart—S. 1). Greeley, wife and two
children of llampden arrived last Thursday. Mr. Greeley returned that night_
1>. C. Perkins and Miss Adelaide Maynard
of Dorchester, Mass., were the guests of
Mrs. R. G. Royal last week. ..Comet Grange
served ice cream and cake last Monday
night.Ernest Nickerson, who has been
at home for a short vacation, returned to
Wiscasset last Monday.Wm. Quimby
came home sick from Millinoeket, but is improving.E. I!. Greeley is able to be out.
.Alonzo Appleton has bought a store at
Citypoint and will go into trade there as
! soon as he has it remodelled_Miss Marion
Nickerson has returned to Everett, Mass_
j
| Mrs. II. E. Dowling is visiting Fred Cun; ningham and wife in Prospect_W. W.’
Gray has returned to Norridgewoek_F\
0. Holmes and wife have returned from a
j visit to the islands
Levi Holmes is at
Ij home for a short
vacation ...John Maddocks is very sick.Miss Ellen Cunningham and Miss Julia Chase returned to Castine Tuesday.Frank Nickerson of Everett, Mass., is visiting friends in town_
M. E. Wentworth and wife entertained the
Jackson Band at “Rockwood Annex” last
Saturday. The day was perfect and Swan
Lake was at its best.
Ice cream, cake and
sandwiches were served at 1 o’clock.
Mr.
and Mrs. Wentworth spared no pains to
make the day enjoyable for all.
In the
afternoon most of the party repaired to the
Heights, where the Jackson boys played
the Swanvide at base ball.
The score was
13 to bin favor of the Jackson boys.
The
band boys were very generous with their
music, although the thermometer hovered
in the nineties.
They are well drilled and
much credit is due their leader, Mr. Tasker.
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth had invited many
of the t( wnspeople to share the day and
they appreciated the treat.. .Peregrin White
and wife of Bangor are taking an outing at
Rockford.Mr. Nichols of Soarsport
caught line salmon in Swan Lake Saturday-Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth entertained more than one hundred people the lirst of
last week, a party of thirty taking dinner
It was
one day....See Swan Lake now.
never more beautiful
John Peavey has
moved to Belfast...Thedances at Cunningham’s hall are still in vogue, and very enjoyable, as they have excellent music and
nice crowds.
There is to be another next
Friday night.Miss Addie Mathews was
the guest of Mrs. .). W. Nickerson last
week.Mrs. II. <>. Cunningham has been
quite sick, but'is improving.Miss Lizzie
Whitcomb and Miss Louise Field of Searsport spent last week at Swan Lake.
—
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straight

REPUBLICAN

Waldo, September 10, 1000.
party name X. To vote a split ticket,

Cooking Easy.

Freedom. Miss Will Harris ami daughters went to Xorridgewoek last week_
Mrs. Janies Elliott and children left for
their home in Lynn, Mass., last Saturday.
....Dana B. Carter Post, the Relief Corps
,and choir of Freedom were invited to visit
the China Post and have dinner by the
lake. A fine time is reported
The Clement family reunion was held in Birigo
Grange Hall last Thursday. A large number were present and an interesting program was carried out.Mrs. Gorham
Clough of Rockland spent a few days last
week with Mrs. A. J. Billings.Reuben
Averill of Boston visited Wr. G. Bellows
last week.
Messrs. Averill and Bellows
went to Pittsfield Friday.Miss Edie
Lawrence and Mrs. Grace Haven spent
several days recently at Windermere Park.
Mrs. Evie Tyler and children of Boston
are visiting friends here.
—

—

SHIP

NEWS.

ARRIVED.

land.

23.

For Governor

Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rock-

Aug. 24. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Frankfort for Philadelphia.
Aug. 27. Sehs. Sunnyside, Eaton, Stonington; E. S. Wilson, Rich, Bangor; Clara,
Colby, Deer Isle.
SAILED.

Grant Rogers of Richmond

and Katherine I>. Pern, i,
Hattie H. Barbour, Philad-

Edwin C. Burleigh of Augusta

Amos

F. Gerald of Fairfield

William S. Thompson of Augusta

For Senator

For Senator

For Senator

Oscar Hills of Northport

Albert Peirce of Frankfort

John I. Snow, Rockland
Monroe, Gibraltar.
Norfolk, Vug. 2.;. Shi, sc
rence, Carter, Boston.
Port Reading. N. J.. An.
Hume, Batehelder, New \
Ella M., Baxter, Castiim;
Thomaston.

1101a,

Darien, (hi., Aug.

24.

Jacksonville, Aug.

2.‘.

Burton F. Foster of Montville

For County Attorney

For Judge of Probate

Providence, Aug.
Hall, Philadelphia.

j:».

Winterport, Aug.

2;;.

For Register of Probate

For Register of I’robate
Charles P. Hazeltineof Belfast

Wayland Knowlton of Belfast

For Register of Probate

Turks

Island;

23, ar, sehs. Kit Carson,

Bangor; Carrie A. Bueknam, New Haven,
sld, sells. Ella M. Baxter, Port Reading toi
Castine: Hume, do. for Thomaston.
Boston. Aug. 2.".. Ar,sell. Annie P. Chase,
Ellis, Hoboken; 23, ar, sell. Marie Palmer,

Williams, Baltimore: 2u, ar, sch. Natl. T.
Palmer, Norfolk : 27, ar, sch. Mabel Jordan,
New Orleans; sld. L. s. battleships Kearsarge, Indiamia. Massachusetts. Texas and
Kentueky, for the « ape Ann trial trip.
Philadelphia. Vug. 21. Ar, sch. Eliza J.
Pendleton, Hutchinson, Reed\ Island: 2:’..
ar, s«-li. Nimbus, Bangui- : 23, ar, ship Tillie
E. Starhuck. Honolulu; 20, ar. sch. Isaac
< M hetoii, Trim, Saco.
Baltimore. Aug. 21. sld, sch. Hattie P.
Simp-on, Boston: 22, ar, sch. Gov. Ames,
Baltimore:
ar, sell. F. C.
Pendleton,
Burges-. Carteret; 21, .-Id, sell. Welltleet,
Galveston: 23, cld. sell. Gen. Adelbert
Ames. Somerset: Jn, ar, sch. Maggie G.
Hart, Washington, D. i'.
Portland, Vug. 24. Ar, sehs. Grace Davis,
Dodge, Philadelphia; Frank A. Palmer.
Newport News; Austin D. Knight, Perth

Amboy.

Bangor, Aug. 22. Sld, sell. Mark Pendleton, Collins, Providence: 23, ar, sell. Edward

For Sheriff

Krase

printed

SOCIALIST
For Governor
Norman \V. Lermond of Thomaston

FOKKIGN

Exavier A. Sprowl of Montville

Samuel G. Norton of Belfast

For County Commissioner

For County Commissioner

dale, Dow, Barbados,

Joseph tV. Brock of Searsport

_

Boston 11it 1 itisai in. Jn;
W.
The new lie.--masted >t
( a regie has been
eliai tof 4'.oo tons ni et.al at B
kind, for which she will i.
ton.
The lietl stai I d\\ ing
Boston has contracted
William Churchill ml t!
bay. M <•. I lie essel 11;i(o feet, w ith her head .m
resting aft of 111.• :!
hauled a little each :id a
feel sure of getting her in:.
The new four-masted
«'obh- Butler
aid. R<>.
lamudied until sh** i> ,i
ready for sea. As soon athe keej of a Jaj -e;- loin |,
l ilt* model was deigned
John J. Ward well. >hCrowell A Thuriou of
have a can s ing eap.n-ii
'J lie ill! ee-iuasted seliu.
has just hemi lamielm-i i;
S. Bowker. at Phippshu
rigged, and a> soon as he
will he read\ for sea. pr..Im
It is understood she will
for t lie So lit h.
>he w ;i i
Cap:. W. P. Fossett ol !.
27,

in

the schoom
was
is

tons.
Si n.

expected

For County Treasurer

Cyrus B. llall of Belfast

Alfred A. Small of Belfast

’Corrected

For Judge of Probate

For Register of Probate

For Sheriff'

For County Treasurer

ut

.\ppn,>

Markrt.
mi..

dried,
Beans, pea.
••

/V,
m

p }p.

-.ii

Ha

II.:
Lai..
I .a
40 M

_\40
; 40

medium,
Yel’eyes,

'.•nro.'j oai'
.;<7*.• I’m!
4o«4‘> Km
p> >:1
r. Turk'
rsiaTr. Tali'1
I4nl.*» V-a v
1!' Wo.
mall ..
l.ial'. w.

(liees'eptb.

Chieken p tb.
Calf Skill'-.
iHiek p It-.
Fowl p tb.
<ieese p lb.

l!ct u if rrirr.

BORN

For County Commissioner

For County Treasurer

GlKFuKl*. Ill Sidll«‘\ A
Mrs. Charles A. Gilloni. a
Gifford.
(i KEEN LAW
P
Ill
and Mrs. \\ illis II. < irecnia'-.
Mason, in Rockland, v
Mrs. William II. Mason, a -"i
MARRIKD

For Representative to the Legislature

Melville C. Hill of Belfast

Nathaniel J. I’ottle of Belfast

PaYIS-Ti liN KK. Ill fine!
dor Pa vis of Union and Mi"

Allen J. Simmons of Waldo

Albert J. Skidmore of Liberty

Fkknai.ii VIam y. In W« -:
JO. l»y Rev. 11. Small. Uharles 1
Frances A. Maxey, both of \\
Pe\sf-Bfkky. In Union. A
Pease and Miss Blamdie A. R*

James E. Wentworth of Searsport

J. H. Kneeland of Searsport
Luther W. Frederick of Winterport
Charles E. Libby of Burnham
Nathan D. Ross of

Lincolnville

'Frank

M. Parker of Winterport

Appleton.

DIKII.

Charles B. Wellington of Unity
Arno W. Knight of Lincolnviiie

••

Beef, corned, p lb.
in -llii' ;■
Butter Salt. 14 IB. l>ujo >:<•. »■
v. •nil
Corn p bn..
('racked Corn p hit., ;V» »ii. k
( orn Meal p lnt..
Clleese p It..
’•"k
lirt 1
( otton Seed p c\\ |
’l;H
r,n
Codlish. dry. p H
Cranberries p .|t..
i; Sl)H!iClOVer Seed.
u j;
10n 1 t
Flour p hid..
s:.Ii 1
5.nn«
i. 1 l.Seed ph i..
1 .I. S\\
Fatal p ll»._
a Wli.

——------

For Representative to the Legislature

I'liK

1

Harold E. Miller of Searsmont

For Representative to the Legislature

For Representative to the Legislature

t<

Weekly for

Butter P tb.
Beef p lb.
Bariev pbu..

For County Attorney

:

built

11 a ri ii Mm;
threc-i,lasted stdioeiier
Buck, :u7 tons, built at 1;
is7u, and owned b\ F. C
Bangor, was in co'llisi. i,
miles east of Thatchers
City of Augusta, Bath
so
badly damaged that shatter wards. All her p.
man. Jacob Brewer, m,
board the Cit\ of A tig., -:
them in Boston, where
pairs, having been damn-bow and had jibboom eai:
( handler of the il
Nb <.
search of iiis vessel wit!
unable to find lim
Tin
the vessel escaped in a l> ...
lore she went dow n, ami
taken into Gluucestei
Jndith. The collision
thick fog. The Hattie V,from Jerse\ Cit\ for i;
to the Great Northern
!’a,

For Senator

Albert S. Higgins of Thorndike

For County Treasurer

A;
to in.,

not

J'rod

Charles L. Nye of Skow began

Ashbel T. Webb of Swanville
For County Commissioner

poi,

Port Spain, July :ti.

For Representative to Congress

Franklin A. Rhodes of Northport
For Sheriff

,\

New York.
New Haven, Ct.. Aug.
(h Moseley, Norfolk.
San Francisco, Aug. 2*;.
Reed, Kahului.

recently

r

For Sheriff

v

--

Alfred W. Rich of Brooks

George E. Johnson of Belfast

.•

Ar.

York.
Mt. Desert, Aug. 2.1. >
Slater, Dodge. New York.

Kir^s p do/.,

For J udge of Probate

v

Aug. 23. Sch. J. V. Wellington, Pattershall, New York; A. Hayford. Ryan, BosJulia Edna, Dodge, Islesboni.
Aug. 2<». Sells. Maria Webster, Turner, Coomer, Dorr, Bucksport. v.
Rockland; Volant, Pendleton, do.
Curacoa, Aug. 22. Ar,>c!
Aug. 27. Sch. Sarah L. Davis, Patter- inson, Bangor.
Rio Janeiro, Ja.. Aug ;
shall, Philadelphia.
Wings, (’oilier, Baltimore.
AMERICAN PORTS.
Black River, .la.. Aug. l>
New York, Aug. 21 v Ar, sells. Sadie Wil- (7. Haskell,
Pressey, for I
cott, Bucks Harbor : Norombega, Frankfort;
Honolulu, Aug.' 7. \ i,
Mary Farrow and Delaware, Bangor; Carrie Whitney, San Francisco
E. Pickering, Stonington; sld, sells. Odell Goodwin, San Francisco.
and Hattie McU. Buck, Bangor; Melissa
Buenos A) res, Juh !
Trask, Port Reading for Bangor; David S. V. Jordan. Harding, i.,,
Siner, do. for Frankfort; 22, ar, bark Man- < tobist ilje.
nie Swan, Bonaire; sch. Nightingale,South
lTong Kong, J n.l v go. |
Amboy for Bangor; 23, sld. ship Arthur Hitchcock Gates,'fnr V.
Sewall, Yokohama; 27, ar, sehs. George B. Shanter, Ballard. f«
Ferguson, Bangor; Lizzie Lane, do.; Pe- Sacliem, Nickels. for
....
nobscot, Frankfort; Helen G. Moseley,
MARINI Mist
I
Brunswick for New Haven; Ella M.Willey,
Spoken. Bark Mabel ! \

William P. Thompson of Belfast

For Judge of Probate

A

l uce, Heal, St. Thomas

sailed Aug. 7;i>
Annapolis, N. s., Aug. ]:;
A. Stinipson, Hogan, Sagmt
San Juan, P. IT, Aug :

Edward Davis of Rurnham

For County Attorney

For County Attorney

For Representative to Congress

\

Newport News, Aug. -j-j
Rivers, Colcord, Bangor
B. Palmer, Bangor.
Brunswick, da., Aug. 2
C. Smith, Kiieelaml, New \

r.KLFAsl

For Representative to Congress

For Representative to Congress

sc]

Hurt.

Barnard, Newport, R. !.
1*. Oliver, Jersey Cit\ :
Fourth and Izett-a, Berth
sell. Nat Ayer, Boston.
Bath, Aug. 21. Ar, sch>

teras

ton;

mark X in the square over party mime.

PROHIBITION

K. F.

York;

lain.
She
trade, and

For Governor

Samuel L. Lord of Saco

New

D. ('., Aug.
S. E. Merwin, Sinead, Ran

FORT OF BELFAST.

Aug.

Stewart, Boston; sld,

Washington,

BYKOX BOYD. Secretary of State.

DEMOCRAT

For Governor
John F. Hill of Augusta

Make

MAINE,

ticket mark a cross X in the square over the
name in list under X and fill in new name.
To vote a

Glenwood
Ranges

Moody; Sherman’s Corner,

good and
poor baking powder
would not amount for
family’s
dollar
supply to
year.

San

is in town for

True Economy

Liberty. The schools in this town have
been assigned as follows for the fall term
by Supt. Arthur Ritchie; High school, Miss
N. R. Carroll of South West Harbor; primary, Miss Lutie E. Hunt of Unity; lower
village, Mrs. Ida McLain; South Liberty,
Mrs. J. S. Ayer; Davis, Rosie Davis; Prescott, Mrs. L. F. Sukeforth; Valley, Alma
A. Taylor, Pittsfield; Bradstreet, Herbert

Roeklaml
Harvey Blaekington, aged 3J >
days.
Dorr. In Orland. August
aged 88 years, 5 months and t
Okay. In Ellsworth, AuguGray, aged .v> years and 4 monthOkay. In Stonington, Align-'
Gray, aged 2 years, 5 months and
In Cambridge. »
Palfkky.
Mrs. Anne Palfrey, aged 80 yeat
Ill Belfast, AlignRlSSEI.L.
Russell, aged 80 years and li da>
Stimfson. In Brooks. Align-1
St imp son, aged 47 years, 3 monthTufts, fn Wolville, N. S..
;
u-'
Woodworth, wife of Prof. J. K 1
Bi.aukinuton. In

2

■

Resolve

Providing for

a

“Shall the Constitution be so amended
Auditor, as proposed in said resolve.”

State
so as

Auditor.
to

provide for

a

State

